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Fender® ElectricGuitars
For more information go to fender.com
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Artist
Eric Clapton Stratocaster®
Slowhand fans will love the tonally versatile signature Eric Clapton Stratocaster®
guitar. Features include an alder body, three Vintage Noiseless™ pickups, active
mid-boost (25 db) and TBX™ circuits, special soft V-shaped neck, and blocked
original vintage synchronized tremolo.

Black
05

06

43

Part #

Description

0117602805
0117602806
0117602843
0117602858

Eric Clapton Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White
Eric Clapton Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Eric Clapton Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Pewter
Eric Clapton Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Torino Red

MSRP
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99

58

Jeff Beck Stratocaster®
From his blistering British Invasion beginnings through his amazingly varied solo
career and right up to today, Jeff Beck has made the Stratocaster® guitar an
integral part of his signature sound. Fender’s Jeff Beck Stratocaster features an
alder body, soft C-shaped maple neck with contoured heel for easier access to
high registers, and Fender Special Design dual-coil ceramic Noiseless™ pickups
with five-way switching.

Olympic White
05

Part #

Description

0119600805
0119600857

Jeff Beck Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
Jeff Beck Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green

MSRP
$2,199.99
$2,199.99

57

Eric Johnson Stratocaster® Maple

2-Color Sunburst
01

03

06

09

The Eric Johnson signature Stratocaster® guitar features a light two-piece alder
body with deep ’57-style body contours and cavities; one-piece, vintage-tinted
quartersawn plain maple neck (contours sanded very smooth) with light ’57-style
V shape, 12” fingerboard radius and highly-polished frets; special Eric Johnson
single-coil pickups with countersunk screws and a five-way switch; vintage
tremolo with silver-painted block; ’57-style string recess; no paint between the
base plate and the block; five springs (no tremolo cover); master volume; neck
and bridge tone controls; thin neck-cap with staggered machine heads; and
’57-style parchment pickguard. Available with .010-.046 gauge strings and a thinskin nitrocellulose lacquer finish.
Part #

Description

0117702801
0117702803
0117702806
0117702809

Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, White Blonde
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

MSRP
$2,599.99
$2,599.99
$2,599.99
$2,599.99

Eric Johnson Stratocaster® Rosewood

54

97

98

99

Part #

Description

0117700854
0117700897

Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dakota Red
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Tropical
Turquoise
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Medium
Palomino Metallic
Eric Johnson Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lucerne Aqua
Firemist

0117700898
0117700899

MSRP
$2,599.99
$2,599.99
$2,599.99
$2,599.99

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster®
Stevie Ray Vaughan collaborated with Fender® to produce a signature Stratocaster® guitar shortly before his untimely passing in 1990. It features an alder
body and an early ’60s oval neck profile, pau ferro fingerboard with jumbo frets,
three Fender Texas Special™ single-coil pickups, gold-plated hardware and a
reversed left-hand vintage tremolo unit.

3-Color Sunburst

4

For more information go to fender.com

Dakota Red

There is no greater example of guitar hero Eric Johnson’s devotion to his art than
his signature model Stratocaster® guitar. With singular attention to detail, the Eric
Johnson Stratocaster Rosewood features a two-piece alder body finished in thinskin nitrocellulose lacquer, quartersawn maple neck with bound round-laminated
12”-radius rosewood fretboard, three-ply parchment pickguard, pickups voiced
by Johnson himself, staggered vintage-style tuners, custom tremolo block and
four finish options, three of which (Lucerne Aqua Firemist, Tropical Turquoise and
Medium Palomino Metallic) are exclusive to this model. Deluxe blonde hardshell
case included.

Part #

Description

0109200800

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster®, Pau Ferro Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

00

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,399.99

3-Color Sunburst
00

05

Grammy award winner John Mayer teamed with Fender® to create his musthave signature instrument. The John Mayer Stratocaster® guitar features an
alder body, satin urethane-finished maple neck with a slightly larger C shape,
9.5”-radius African rosewood fingerboard with Dunlop® 6105 frets, and buffed
headstock with vintage-style ’50s decal and string tree placed slightly farther from
the nut. Other features include three “Big Dipper” single-coil pickups with special
scooped mid-range voicing wound to Mayer’s specs, American vintage synchronized tremolo with five springs and uninstalled back plate (included in case), and
Fender/Gotoh® vintage-style tuners. Incase® gig bag included.
Part #

Description

0119700800

John Mayer Stratocaster®, African Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
John Mayer Stratocaster®, African Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White

0119700805

MSRP
$2,199.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

John Mayer Stratocaster®

$2,199.99

Mark Knopfler Stratocaster®
Mark Knopfler’s Stratocaster® guitar features a ’57-style ash body and a vintage
tinted ’62 C-shaped maple neck with rosewood fingerboard. His unmistakable
tone comes from three Texas Special™ single-coil pickups with five-way switching. Fender®/Gotoh® vintage tuners and an American vintage tremolo system
round out this sultan of swing.
Part #

Description

0117800815

Mark Knopfler Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Hot Rod Red

MSRP
$2,199.99

Hot Rod Red
15

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster®
A top seller, the Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster® guitar is modeled after Malmsteen’s favorite Fender. Features include an alder body, scalloped fretboard with
deeper scalloping, machine screw neck mounting, brass nut, bullet truss rod
nut, white/black/white pickguard, original synchronized tremolo and Seymour
Duncan® YJM Fury pickups.

Vintage White

Part #

Description

0107110841

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster®, Scalloped Rosewood Fingerboard, Vintage White
Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster®, Scalloped Maple Fingerboard,
Vintage White

0107112841

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

41

Dave Murray Stratocaster®

06

Part #

Description

0118802806

Dave Murray Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$2,299.99

Billy Corgan Stratocaster®
The Billy Corgan Stratocaster® guitar is designed for the millennium and built for
modern high-gain sound. Made to Corgan’s exact specs to create his famous
mid-’90s buzz-saw tone, this instrument features three DiMarzio® pickups (two
custom for this instrument), a string-through hard-tail bridge and a satin nitrocellulose lacquer finish. Vintage tweed case included.

Olympic White

Description

0115002805
0115002806

Billy Corgan Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White
Billy Corgan Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

06

MSRP
$1,829.99
$1,829.99

5

05

Part #

For more information go to fender.com

Black

Guitarist Dave Murray of seminal U.K. metal heroes Iron Maiden has been banging his head with Fender® since the mid-’70s. Murray recently collaborated with
Fender on a signature Stratocaster® guitar based on his ’57 model, previously
owned by late great Free guitarist Paul Kossoff. The Dave Murray Stratocaster
boasts a supercharged HSH configuration, DiMarzio® PAF® 36th Anniversary
DP103 neck pickup, DiMarzio® Super Distortion® DP100 bridge pickup and
a Fender vintage-style middle pickup. Other features include a lacquer finish
and a flatter soft V-shaped neck with satin back. Vintage tweed hard-shell case
included.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Jim Root Stratocaster®
Guitarist Jim Root shreds in Slipknot and Stone Sour, and he collaborated with
Fender® on a huge-sounding signature Stratocaster® guitar that complements
his heavy playing style. The Jim Root Stratocaster features a compound radius
neck (12”-14”) without fretboard dot markers, active EMG® pickups, black hardware, jumbo frets and satin lacquer finish.

Flat Black
80

Part #

Description

0114545705
0114545706

Jim Root Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Flat White
JIm Root Stratocaster®, Ebony Fingerboard, Flat Black

MSRP
$1,799.99
$1,799.99

06

Robert Cray Stratocaster®
A sonically “strong persuader,” the Robert Cray Stratocaster® guitar captures
Cray’s trademark tone and vibe. Features include an alder body, Fender Custom
Shop custom vintage Strat® pickups and vintage-style hard-tail bridge.

Violet
00

24

Part #

Description

0139100300

Robert Cray Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Robert Cray Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Inca Silver
Robert Cray Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Violet

0139100324
0139100326

MSRP
$1,089.99
$1,089.99
$1,089.99

26

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®
The Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat® guitar features an alder body, specially
shaped tinted maple neck, medium jumbo frets, single-coil Tex-Mex™ neck and
middle pickups, extra hot Tex-Mex™ bridge pickup, single-ply white pickguard
and vintage-style hardware.

Candy Apple Red
03

05

06

Part #

Description

0139202303

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic
White
Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0139202305
0139202306
0139202309

09

MSRP
$1,089.99
$1,089.99
$1,089.99
$1,089.99

Kenny Wayne Shepherd Stratocaster®
Grammy-nominated artist Kenny Wayne Shepherd has been carrying the torch
since he exploded onto the blues scene in the mid-’90s. Fender® is proud
to offer Shepherd’s signature Stratocaster® model, inspired by his own 1961
Stratocaster. The Kenny Wayne Shepherd Stratocaster features vintage styling
with modern appointments, including Graph Tech® bridge saddles, a 12”-radius
fretboard, custom neck shape and jumbo frets.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0138240300

Kenny Wayne Shepherd Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
Kenny Wayne Shepherd Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black with Racing Stripes
Kenny Wayne Shepherd Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Arctic White w/ Cross Graphic

0138240306
06

80

0138240380

$1,099.99
$1,099.99

Buddy Guy Standard Stratocaster®
The highly distinctive Buddy Guy Standard Stratocaster® guitar features an
unmistakable polka dot finish, soft V-shaped neck and three standard single-coil
pickups.
Part #

Description

0138802306

Buddy Guy Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Polka Dot
Finish

Polka Dot Finish
06

6

For more information go to fender.com

00

MSRP
$1,099.99

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,089.99

Legendary guitarist Ritchie Blackmore has been creating memorable guitar riffs
for decades. His deft phrasing and unmistakable tone have helped make the
phrase “guitar solo” a household term. Blackmore and Fender® proudly present the Ritchie Blackmore Signature Stratocaster® guitar, based on his favorite
’70s model and featuring a maple neck with a graduated scalloped rosewood
fretboard, Seymour Duncan® Quarter Pound Flat™ pickups and ’70s-style “F”
tuners. Deluxe gig bag included.
Olympic White

Part #

Description

0139010305

Ritchie Blackmore Stratocaster®, Scalloped Rosewood Fingerboard, $1,519.99
Olympic White

MSRP

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Ritchie Blackmore Stratocaster®

05

James Burton Telecaster®
The redesigned James Burton Telecaster® features a basswood body, ’60s
U-shaped neck, three specially designed James Burton pickups, five-way Strato-Tele™ switching, and blue or red paisley flame finish.
Part #

Description

0108602887
0108602888

James Burton Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Red Paisley Flames
James Burton Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Blue Paisley Flames

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

Red Paisley Flames
87

88

James Burton Standard Telecaster®
The James Burton Standard Telecaster® guitar features an alder body, six-saddle
bridge and hot Texas Tele® pickups.
Part #

Description

0138602309

James Burton Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

MSRP
$1,179.99

Candy Apple Red
09

GE Smith Telecaster®
G.E. Smith is a guitarist’s guitarist, from his varied stints with Hall & Oates, Bob
Dylan and David Bowie to his decade-long tenure as Saturday Night Live bandleader to his status as a collector of fine instruments. Fender proudly collaborated
with Smith on his signature Telecaster® guitar, which was inspired by old Fender
lap steels and which features a large neck shape, custom inlays and body-mounted bridge pickup.

Black
06

54

Part #

Description

0118202806
0118202854
0118202867

GE Smith Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
GE Smith Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Dakota Red
GE Smith Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Honey Blonde

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

67

Guitarist Jim Root shreds in Slipknot and Stone Sour, and he collaborated with
Fender® on a huge-sounding signature Telecaster® guitar that complements his
heavy playing style. The Jim Root Telecaster features a mahogany body, maple
neck with 12”-radius maple or ebony fretboard with jumbo frets, active EMG®
pickups, string-through-body hard-tail bridge, black hardware and flat finish options.

Flat White

Description

0134444706
0134444780

Jim Root Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Flat Black
Jim Root Telecaster®, Ebony Fingerboard, Flat White

80

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,469.99

7

06

Part #

For more information go to fender.com

Jim Root Telecaster®

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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J5 Triple Tele® Deluxe
Shred-monster John 5’s J5 Triple Tele® Deluxe guitar loads up a ’70s-era Telecaster® Deluxe model with three high-output Enforcer™ pickups and enough
chrome to blind the back row. Other features include ’70s large Stratocaster®
guitar headstock, double-bound body and traditional vintage tremolo.
Part #

Description

0130050306

J5 Triple Tele® Deluxe, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$1,499.99

Black
06

Jim Adkins JA-90 Telecaster® Thinline
When Jimmy Eat World guitarist and frontman Jim Adkins collaborated with
Fender® in designing his perfect guitar, the result was his signature JA-90 Telecaster® Thinline. Fender craftsmen sat down with Adkins and went over his old
Fender TC-90 spec by spec, making several important changes that subsequently produced this unique model. Features include a maple neck set into a semihollow ash body, Seymour Duncan® soap-bar pickups, independent volume and
tone controls, Adjusto-Matic™ bridge and anchored tailpiece. Sweetness …
Natural
21

38

39

Part #

Description

0262350521
0262350538

JA-90 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural
JA-90 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Crimson Red Transparent
JA-90 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Ebony Transparent

0262350539

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

Lee Ranaldo Jazzmaster®
Thurston Moore and Lee Ranaldo. Jazzmaster® guitars slung across seminal
shoulders. In the hands of both men, the sound of Sonic Youth is the sound of
that guitar used as part paintbrush and part cluster bomb. If anybody ought to
have a signature Jazzmaster® model, it’s those two guys.
Done. Fender’s Thurston Moore Jazzmaster® and the Lee Ranaldo Jazzmaster®
guitars rock classic Jazzmaster® gestalt, Youth-fully stripped down and hot rodded right through the roof.
Sapphire Blue Transparent

Part #

Description

0115100727

Lee Ranaldo Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sapphire Blue
Transparent

27

MSRP
$2,199.99

Thurston Moore Jazzmaster®
Thurston Moore and Lee Ranaldo. Jazzmaster® guitars slung across seminal
shoulders. In the hands of both men, the sound of Sonic Youth is the sound of
that guitar used as part paintbrush and part cluster bomb. If anybody ought to
have a signature Jazzmaster® model, it’s those two guys.
Done. Fender’s Thurston Moore Jazzmaster® and the Lee Ranaldo Jazzmaster®
guitars rock classic Jazzmaster® gestalt, Youth-fully stripped down and hot rodded right through the roof.
Forest Green Transparent

Description

0115200750

Thurston Moore Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Forest Green $2,199.99
Transparent

8

For more information go to fender.com

50

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP

New

Olympic White
05

Fender is very proud to introduce the Johnny Marr signature Jaguar® guitar.
Marr is best known, of course, as the strikingly dynamic and influential anti-hero
guitarist-arranger-all-around-musical-wunderkind behind Manchester quartet
the Smiths, which virtually redefined and ruled U.K. pop throughout the 1980s. A
master of melody, layering and texture, Marr has always brought his own instantly
identifiable ringing, jangling genius to the proceedings, as he has done in postSmiths stints with The The, Electronic, the Pretenders and Johnny Marr and the
Healers, and right up to the present with Modest Mouse, the Cribs and innumerable guest appearances.
The Johnny Marr signature Jaguar is a fantastically non-standard version of the
model that is as distinctive as the sounds Marr wrings from it, with a wealth of
highly specialized features including custom-wound Bare Knuckle® Johnny Marr
single-coil neck and bridge pickups; custom-shaped maple neck based on Marr’s
1965 Jaguar, with vintage-style truss rod, lacquer finish and Marr’s signature on
the front of the headstock; four-position blade-style pickup switch mounted to
the lower-horn chrome plate (bridge, bridge and neck in parallel, neck, bridge and
neck in series); two upper-horn slide switches (universal bright and pickup switch
position four bright); Jaguar bridge with Mustang® saddles, nylon bridge post
inserts for improved stability, chrome cover and vintage-style floating tremolo tailpiece; and “taller” tremolo arm with arm-sleeve nylon insert to prevent arm swing.

50

Part #

Description

0116400705
0116400750

Johnny Marr Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
Johnny Marr Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Metallic KO

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Johnny Marr Jaguar®

MSRP
$2,419.99
$2,419.99

Kurt Cobain Jaguar®
One of Fender’s® most distinctive signature models ever is the Kurt Cobain
Jaguar®-meticulously modeled on the battered and highly unusual 1965 Jaguar
that Cobain wielded during the heady early-’90s era when Nirvana ruled rock and
led a musically stunning and culturally subversive movement.

3-Color Sunburst
00

Fender craftsmen have reproduced Cobain’s battle-hardened left handed Jaguar
down to the last unusual detail, including its worn finish, dual humbucking pickups and unique electronics and controls (which were already in place when Kurt
acquired the guitar in summer 1991).
Unique features include an alder body with Road Worn aged finish and hardware
treatment, bound fretboard with pearloid dot markers, Stratocaster headstock
shape with 1950s-style “spaghetti” logo, DiMarzio® humbucking DP103 PAF
36th Anniversary neck pickup and DP100 Super Distortion bridge pickup, triple
knurled “chrome-dome” knob configuration (volume-volume-tone), three-position
toggle switch, black chrome Adjusto-Matic™ bridge and Gotoh® sealed tuners.
Available in right- and left handed versions.
Accessories include a black textured vinyl hard-shell case and an exclusive
Fender Kurt Cobain book with photos and commentary by Charles Peterson and
an insightful interview with Nirvana guitar tech Earnie Bailey.
Part #

Description

0143000700
0143020700

Kurt Cobain Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
Kurt Cobain Jaguar® L/H, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst

MSRP
$1,819.99
$1,819.99

Dark Lake Placid Blue with Stripe
40

72

02

When Kurt Cobain hit the stage, it was very often with a Mustang® guitar—an
enigmatic anti-hero figure with an esoteric anti-hero instrument. It’s with great
pride then that Fender introduces the Kurt Cobain Mustang, which evokes the
man, the band, the sound and the times, and gives an authentically crafted nod
to one of the most unlikely guitars to ever find itself at the center of a musical
maelstrom.
Kurt Cobain liked Mustangs a lot. For one, he preferred offbeat guitars that didn’t
cost zillions of dollars, and the Mustang certainly fit those two criteria. Also, being
somewhat physically diminutive himself, he liked to perform live with slightly more
diminutive guitars, like Fender Mustangs and Jaguars, which better fit his hands
and his reach.
Inspired by his arsenal of modded guitars, the new Fender Kurt Cobain Mustang
takes you back there, with highly distinctive features including an angled singlecoil Mustang neck pickup and ferocious Seymour Duncan® JB humbucking
bridge pickup mounted directly to the body, dual on-off/phase in-out switches for
each pickup, a polyester-finished alder body and an Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with
dynamic vibrato tailpiece.
Part #

Description

0251400540
0251400572
0251401502

Kurt Cobain Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red
Kurt Cobain Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic Blue
Kurt Cobain Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dark Lake Placid
Blue w/ Stripe
Kurt Cobain Mustang® Left-Hand, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta
Red
Kurt Cobain Mustang® Left-Hand, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic
Blue
Kurt Cobain Mustang® Left-Hand, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dark
Lake Placid Blue w/ Stripe

0251420540
0251420572
0251421502

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99

9

New

For more information go to fender.com

Kurt Cobain Mustang®

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Fender® Select
Fender® Select Stratocaster®

New

Dark Cherry Burst
50

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.
The Fender Select Stratocaster is the sonic embodiment of tone-machine
elegance, featuring a stunning Dark Cherry Burst gloss-lacquer finish and natural
binding on a sleek flame maple-top body. Its modern “C” shaped flame maple
neck has a comfortable contoured heel, Bi-Flex™ truss rod system for rock-solid
stability, a satin lacquer back finish and rear-headstock “Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius flame maple fretboard (9.5”-14”)
has 22 medium jumbo frets, stylish black pearloid position inlays and a gloss
lacquer finish. Pure and singing signature sound comes from new Fender Select
Stratocaster single-coil neck, middle and bridge pickups with five-way switching
and a no-load tone control that delivers the natural uncolored sound of the bridge
pickup when dimed.
Part #

Description

0170301750

Fender® Select Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Dark Cherry
Burst

MSRP
$2,849.99

Fender® Select Stratocaster® HSS

New

Antique Burst
37

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.
The Fender Select Stratocaster HSS takes the refined elegance of its triplesingle-coil brother and amps it up through the roof with the extra power of a
humbucking bridge pickup. Features include a striking Antique Burst glosslacquer finish and natural binding on a sleek flame maple-top body. Its modern
“C” shaped birdseye maple neck has a comfortable contoured heel, Bi-Flex™
truss rod system for rock-solid stability, a satin lacquer finish and rear-headstock
“Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius rosewood
fretboard (9.5”-14”) has 22 medium jumbo frets and stylish white pearloid position
inlays. Full-throated sound roars from the Fender Select Stratocaster humbucking
bridge pickup, with singing tone from new Fender Select Stratocaster single-coil
neck and middle pickups—all combined with five-way switching and a no-load
tone control that delivers the natural uncolored sound of the humbucking bridge
pickup when dimed.
Part #

Description

0170302737

Fender® Select Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Antique $2,849.99
Burst

MSRP

For more information go to fender.com

Fender® Select Telecaster®

33

New

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.

Violin Burst

The Fender Select Telecaster elevates our very first legendary guitar model to the
epitome of elegant style and formidable sonic substance, with a stunning Violin
Burst gloss-lacquer finish and natural binding on a resonant honeycomb-chambered ash body with a solid flame maple top. Its modern “C” shaped birdseye
maple neck has a comfortable contoured heel, Bi-Flex™ truss rod system for
rock-solid stability, a satin lacquer back finish and rear-headstock “Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius birdseye maple fretboard
(9.5”-14”) has 22 medium jumbo frets, stylish black pearloid position inlays and a
gloss lacquer finish. Crisp, clear signature sound comes from new Fender Select
Telecaster single-coil neck and bridge pickups with three-way switching and
a no-load tone control that delivers the natural uncolored sound of the bridge
pickup when dimed.
Part #

Description

0170303733

Fender® Select Telecaster®, Chambered Ash, Maple Fingerboard,
Violin Burst
Fender® Select Telecaster®, Chambered Ash, Gold Hardware,
Maple Fingerboard, Violin Burst

10

0170313733

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,999.99
$2,999.99

New

Sienna Edge Burst
50

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.
The Fender Select Carved Koa Top Telecaster is a finely crafted, artfully captivating and sonically potent take on our first legendary guitar model, with a stunning
Sienna Edge Burst gloss-lacquer finish on a lightweight empress body with a
carved koa top. Its modern “C” shaped flame maple neck has a Bi-Flex™ truss
rod system for rock-solid stability, a satin lacquer back finish and rear-headstock
“Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius rosewood
fretboard (9.5”-14”) has 22 medium jumbo frets, stylish white pearloid position
inlays and a gloss lacquer finish. Crisp, clear signature sound comes from Fender
Select Telecaster single-coil neck and bridge pickups with three-way switching
and a no-load tone control that delivers the natural uncolored sound of the bridge
pickup when dimed.
Part #

Description

0170304750

Fender® Select Carved Koa Top Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sienna Edge Burst

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Fender® Select Carved Koa Top Telecaster®

MSRP
$3,499.99

Fender® Select Carved Maple Top Telecaster®

New

Amber
27

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.
The Fender Select Carved Maple Top Telecaster is an elegantly crafted and sonically superior take on our first legendary guitar model, with a stunning Amber
gloss-lacquer finish on a lightweight empress body with a carved flame maple
top. Its modern “C” shaped flame maple neck has a Bi-Flex™ truss rod system
for rock-solid stability, a satin lacquer back finish and rear-headstock “Fender
Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius flame maple fretboard
(9.5”-14”) has 22 medium jumbo frets, stylish black pearloid position inlays and
a gloss lacquer finish. Crisp, clear signature sound comes from Fender Select
Telecaster single-coil neck and bridge pickups with three-way switching and
a no-load tone control that delivers the natural uncolored sound of the bridge
pickup when dimed.
Part #

Description

0170305720

Fender® Select Carved Maple Top Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard,
Amber

MSRP
$3,499.99

Limited Anniversary Edition

Burgundy Mist Metallic
02

09

66

Our 50th Anniversary Jaguar guitar takes you back to 1962, when Fender introduced an unusual new guitar that paired the sleek Jazzmaster® body style and
elaborate control layout with a shorter scale and smaller, brighter pickups with
more output. The resulting Jaguar was the fourth and last of Fender’s original
lineup of standard electric guitars.
The Jaguar gradually acquired a fascinating pedigree quite unlike that of any
other Fender guitar. A chromed-out, surf-rock staple of the 1960s, it found new
life from the mid-1970s-on as a subversively offbeat alternative axe wielded by
punk, post-punk, grunge and alt-indie guitar heroes and anti-heroes alike. The
same guitar that originally crested waves of reverb-drenched singles by groups
such as the Chantays and the Surfaris later fueled, for example, the dynamic
grunge maelstrom of Nirvana, the translucent shoe-gazing dream pop of My
Bloody Valentine and the literately artful alt-rock of the Pixies, the Flaming Lips
and many others.
Highly distinctive features include the classic 24” scale length, a new one-degree
neck-angle-pocket cut that improves pitch, a re-positioned tremolo plate that
increases bridge break angle and sustain, and specially designed hot Jaguar
single-coil neck and bridge pickups that deliver fatter tone and more output (once
again framed by the model’s classic notched metal “claws”; a hum-reducing innovation only found on the Jaguar).
Part #

Description

0170084802
0170084809

50th Anniversary Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue $2,419.99
$2,419.99
50th Anniversary Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red
$2,419.99
50th Anniversary Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Burgundy Mist
Metallic

0170084866

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP

11

New

For more information go to fender.com

50th Anniversary Jaguar®

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Vintage Hot Rod
Vintage Hot Rod ’57 Strat®
Who hasn’t wanted to hot-rod their vintage Stratocaster® guitar? It’s already
done for you on the Vintage Hot Rod ’57 Stratocaster, with features including a
slimmer neck with a modern 9.5” fretboard radius and medium jumbo frets, Samarium Cobalt Noiseless™ neck and middle pickups, hot DiMarzio® ToneZone™
bridge pickup, vintage styling and thin-skin nitrocellulose lacquer finish.

Candy Apple Red
03

Part #

Description

0100132803
0100132809

Vintage Hot Rod 57 Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Vintage Hot Rod 57 Strat®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

09

Vintage Hot Rod ’62 Strat®
1962 was a benchmark year for the Stratocaster® guitar. Fender’s Vintage Hot
Rod ’62 Stratocaster features a thin nitrocellulose lacquer-finished body, larger,
C-shaped satin-finished neck with modern 9.5” fretboard radius and medium
jumbo frets, reverse wound/reverse polarity middle pickup, five-way switch and
tone pot wired to the bridge pickup.

Olympic White
00

Part #

Description

0100140800

Vintage Hot Rod 62 Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Vintage Hot Rod 62 Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White

0100140805

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

05

Vintage Hot Rod ’52 Tele®

Upgraded

Black
06

The Vintage Hot Rod ’52 Telecaster® guitar combines classic looks with modern
playability and tone. Features include a satin-backed neck with a flatter fretboard
radius and medium jumbo frets, Seymour Duncan® mini humbucking neck
pickup and a single-coil bridge pickup for a slightly darker sound, vintage styling
and thin-skin nitrocellulose lacquer finish, plus the new upgrade of our intonatable bridge!
Part #

Description

0100232806
0100232850

Vintage Hot Rod ’52 Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Vintage Hot Rod ’52 Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

50

American Vintage
American Vintage ’57 Stratocaster® Reissue

12

For more information go to fender.com

One of the most popular instruments in history, the Fender® Stratocaster®
guitar is the most imitated electric guitar ever. 1957 was a landmark year for the
instrument - it had evolved from its early incarnations into an archetype - and it
was the high point of the maple-neck era. Features include an alder body (ash on
White Blonde model), ’57/’62 pickups, three-way switching (five-way switch kit included), beveled pickup magnets, ashtray bridge cover and single-ply pickguard.

2-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0100102803

American Vintage ’57 Stratocaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
2-Color Sunburst
American Vintage ’57 Stratocaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
Black
American Vintage 57 Stratocaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
Surf Green
American Vintage 57 Stratocaster® Reissue, Left Handed, Maple
Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst

0100102806
03

06

57

0100102857
0100122803

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

American Vintage ’62 Stratocaster® Reissue
1962 was a benchmark year for the Stratocaster® guitar. Five years of experimentation after the famous ’57 model culminated in another pivotal year for
the Stratocaster. The American Vintage ’62 Stratocaster recalls the vibe of its
Kennedy-era ancestor, with features including a capped rosewood fingerboard,
three-ply aged white pickguard and special ’57/’62 pickups.

3-Color Sunburst
00

05

Part #

Description

0100100800

American Vintage ’62 Stratocaster® Reissue, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
American Vintage ’62 Stratocaster® Reissue, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
American Vintage ’62 Stratocaster® Reissue, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst

0100100805
0100120800

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

This hybrid “best of the ’70s” Stratocaster® guitar features all of the best elements of the classic models from that decade, including an ash (on transparent
finishes) or alder body, U-shaped maple neck with improved three-bolt neck and
Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment, vintage-style bridge, “F” tuners, specially voiced
pickups, large headstock with ’70s-style decal, and bullet truss rod adjustment
nut.

Natural

Part #

Description

0100070805

American Vintage ’70s Stratocaster® Reissue, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
American Vintage ’70s Stratocaster® Reissue, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural
American Vintage ’70s Stratocaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
Olympic White
American Vintage ’70s Stratocaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
Natural

0100070821
05

21

0100072805
0100072821

MSRP
$2,099.99
$2,199.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Vintage ’70s Stratocaster® Reissue

$2,099.99
$2,199.99

American Vintage ’52 Telecaster® Reissue

Butterscotch Blonde
50

The enduring strength of the Telecaster® guitar is its elegant simplicity. One
of the longest-running production models in history, it has been modified only
slightly since its early 1951 debut. The American Vintage ’52 Telecaster Reissue
has a premium ash body, one-piece U-shaped maple neck and 7.25”-radius
fingerboard. It features two American Vintage Tele® single-coil pickups, original
Tele® circuit with three-position switch, brass bridge saddles, ashtray bridge
cover, single-ply black pickguard, chrome hardware and master volume and
master tone controls. Vintage six-saddle bridge and modern wiring kit included as
accessories.
Part #

Description

0100202850

American Vintage 52 Telecaster® Reissue, Maple Fingerboard,
Butterscotch Blonde

MSRP
$2,399.99

American Vintage ’52 Telecaster® Reissue Left Handed
The enduring strength of the Telecaster® guitar is its elegant simplicity. One
of the longest-running production models in history, it has been modified only
slightly since its early 1951 debut. The American Vintage ’52 Telecaster Reissue
has a premium ash body, one-piece U-shaped maple neck and 7.25”-radius
fingerboard. It features two American Vintage Tele® single-coil pickups, original
Tele® circuit with three-position switch, brass bridge saddles, ashtray bridge
cover, single-ply black pickguard, chrome hardware and master volume and
master tone controls. Vintage six-saddle bridge and modern wiring kit included as
accessories.

Butterscotch Blonde
50

Part #

Description

0100222850

American Vintage ’52 Telecaster® Reissue, Left Handed, Maple
Fingerboard, Butterscotch Blonde

MSRP
$2,399.99

American Vintage ’62 Custom Telecaster®
Introduced because maple tended to show wear, rosewood became a popular
fingerboard option that also added warmth to the classic Telecaster® tone. The
American Vintage ’62 Custom Telecaster has a double-bound alder body and
multi-ply pickguard that distinguish it from its Butterscotch predecessor. In the
spirit of the original, it has a C-shaped maple neck, 7.25”-radius rosewood fingerboard, dual ’62 Custom Telecaster single-coil pickups, vintage Telecaster bridge
with threaded steel saddles, and original Tele® circuit with three-position switch.

00

06

57

Part #

Description

0106200800

American Vintage 62 Custom Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Vintage 62 Custom Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black
American Vintage 62 Custom Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Surf Green

0106200806

$2,399.99
$2,399.99

13

0106200857

MSRP
$2,399.99

For more information go to fender.com

Black

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Vintage ’69 Telecaster® Thinline
Fender’s American Vintage ’69 Telecaster Thinline guitar authentically captures
one of the most experimental evolutionary steps in the long and colorful history of
the Telecaster. In 1969, the hollowed-out and lightweight Thinline was the first of
three major Telecaster design revisions of the late-’60s/early-’70s era, and players
prized it for its own distinctive tone.

Olympic White
03

05

The American Vintage ’69 Telecaster Thinline features period correct late-’60s
details such as a “top hat” pickup switch tip and vintage-style “F” tuners. Other
features include a semi-hollow mahogany body with f hole and gloss lacquer finish; C-shape maple neck with gloss lacquer finish, standard four-bolt neck plate
and vintage-style truss rod system; maple fingerboard with 7.25” radius and 21
vintage-style frets; American Vintage Telecaster single-coil neck and bridge pickups with three-position switching; four-ply white pearloid pickguard; vintage-style
three-saddle strings-through-body Telecaster bridge; knurled chrome knobs and
chrome hardware. Accessories include black Tolex case, polish cloth, 8’ cable,
strap, bridge cover and six-saddle replacement bridge. Available in Olympic
White and Two-color Sunburst.
Part #

Description

0100052803

American Vintage ’69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard,
2-Color Sunburst
American Vintage ’69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard,
Olympic White

0100052805

MSRP
$2,439.99
$2,439.99

American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Thinline
Fender’s American Vintage ’72 Telecaster Thinline guitar authentically evokes a
historic member of the Telecaster family. Period-correct early-’70s details include
a three-bolt neck plate with Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, bullet truss rod nut and
vintage-style “F” tuners; with touches including Fender Wide Range humbucking neck and bridge pickups redesigned and re-voiced to sound even more like
1970s pickups.

Candy Apple Red
09

21

Features include a semi-hollow ash body with f hole and gloss lacquer finish,
C-shaped maple neck with gloss lacquer finish, maple fingerboard with 7.25”
radius and 21 vintage-style frets, three-position switch with “barrel” tip, four-ply
white pearloid pickguard, vintage-style Stratocaster strings-through-body hardtail
bridge, knurled chrome knobs and chrome hardware. Accessories include black
Tolex case, polish cloth, 8’ cable, strap and bridge cover. Available in Natural and
Candy Apple Red.
Part #

Description

0100032809

American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard,
Candy Apple Red
American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard,
Natural

0100032821

MSRP
$2,439.99
$2,439.99

American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Custom
Fender’s American Vintage ’72 Telecaster Custom guitar authentically evokes a
historic member of the Telecaster family. Period-correct early-’70s details include
a three-bolt neck plate with Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, bullet truss rod nut and vintage-style “F” tuners; with touches including a Fender Wide Range humbucking
neck pickup redesigned and re-voiced to sound even more like a 1970s pickup.

Black

For more information go to fender.com

00

06

Features include a solid ash body with gloss lacquer finish, C-shaped maple neck
with gloss lacquer finish, maple fingerboard with 7.25” radius and 21 vintagestyle frets, American Vintage single-coil Telecaster bridge pickup, three-position
switch with aged white tip; three-ply black-white-black pickguard; vintage-style
three-saddle strings-through-body Telecaster bridge; skirted amp control knobs
and chrome hardware. Accessories include black Tolex case, polish cloth, 8’
cable, strap, bridge cover and six-saddle replacement bridge. Available in Black
and Three-color Sunburst.
Part #

Description

0100042800

American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Vintage ’72 Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard,
Black

0100042806

$2,149.99

American Vintage ’62 Jaguar®
Introduced in 1962, the Jaguar® paired brighter pickups with a shorter 24” scale
and Jazzmaster®-like control layout. Our American Vintage ’62 Jaguar has all the
distinctive Jaguar features, including a trio of sliding pickup selector switches,
upper bout rotary volume wheels, chrome hardware and tremolo lock. The
unusual Fender mute is a built-in but removable string-damping device designed
for surf music.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0100900800

American Vintage 62 Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Vintage 62 Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
American Vintage 62 Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

0100900805
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MSRP
$2,149.99

00

05

06

0100900806

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

Introduced in 1958, the Jazzmaster® guitar was the first Fender instrument to
feature an offset-waist body, a rosewood fingerboard, separate lead and rhythm
circuits with separate volume and tone controls, a floating bridge and floating/
locking tremolo. The American Vintage ’62 Jazzmaster has the distinctive look
and sound of the original, including the warm-sounding pickups, original lead and
rhythm circuit switching, and floating tremolo with tremolo lock.

Black

Part #

Description

0100800800

American Vintage 62 Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color $2,399.99
Sunburst
American Vintage 62 Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic $2,399.99
White
$2,399.99
American Vintage 62 Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

0100800805
00

05

06

0100800806

MSRP

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Vintage ’62 Jazzmaster®

American Deluxe
American Deluxe Stratocaster®
Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Stratocaster® has all
the modern features today’s guitarists require. The compound radius fretboard
allows effortless string bending anywhere along the neck, and N3 Noiseless™
pickups provide improved Stratocaster tones for sparkling bell-like chime with no
hum. Reconfigured S-1™ switching offers other distinctive tonal options; other
features include staggered locking tuners, two-point synchronized American
Deluxe tremolo bridge with pop-in arm, and beveled neck heel.
3-Color Sunburst
00

27

23

59

70

Part #

Description

0119000700

American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Amber
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
Pearl
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Tungsten
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sunset
Metallic
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Amber
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic Pearl
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Tungsten
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Sunset Metallic

0119000720
0119000723
0119000759
0119000770
0119002700
0119002720
0119002723
0119002759
0119002770

MSRP
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99

American Deluxe Stratocaster® Left Handed
Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s left handed American Deluxe Stratocaster® has all the modern features today’s guitarists require. A compound
radius fretboard allows effortless string bending anywhere along the neck, and N3
Noiseless™ pickups provide improved Stratocaster tones for sparkling bell-like
chime with no hum. Reconfigured S-1™ switching offers other distinctive tonal
options; other features include staggered locking tuners, two-point synchronized
American Deluxe tremolo bridge with pop-in arm, and beveled neck heel.
3-Color Sunburst

Description

0119020700

American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
American Deluxe Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst

0119022700

MSRP
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
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For more information go to fender.com

00

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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American Deluxe Strat® HSS

3-Color Sunburst
00

27

23

59

70

Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Stratocaster® HSS is
for guitarists who want a little more. A compound radius fretboard allows effortless string bending anywhere along the neck, and two N3 Noiseless™ pickups
provide improved Stratocaster tones while the DH-1 humbucking bridge pickup
has more output for fatter lead tones; all with no hum. Reconfigured S-1™
switching offers other distinctive tonal options. The “passing lane” switch instantly routes your signal from any pickup position to the bridge position with the
tone circuit bypassed, giving you more overtones and a little more volume. Other
features include staggered locking tuners, LSR roller nut, two-point synchronized
American Deluxe tremolo bridge with pop-in arm, and beveled neck heel.
Part #

Description

0119100700

American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Amber
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic Pearl
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Tungsten
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sunset
Metallic
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Amber
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic Pearl
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Tungsten
American Deluxe Strat® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Sunset Metallic

0119100720
0119100723
0119100759
0119100770
0119102700
0119102720
0119102723
0119102759
0119102770

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

American Deluxe Strat® V Neck

2-Color Sunburst
03

06

09

Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Stratocaster® V Neck
has all the modern features today’s guitarists require, with some vintage flavor
thrown in. All the cool specs of the American Deluxe Stratocaster are here, plus
a classic tinted maple neck with a ’50s V shape and compound radius fretboard
that allows effortless string bending anywhere along the neck. N3 Noiseless™
pickups provide improved Stratocaster tones for sparkling bell-like chime with no
hum, and reconfigured S-1™ switching offers still more distinctive tonal options.
Other features include staggered locking tuners, two-point synchronized American Deluxe tremolo bridge with pop-in arm, and beveled neck heel.
Part #

Description

0119202703

American Deluxe Strat® V Neck, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® V Neck, Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Deluxe Strat® V Neck, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red

0119202706
0119202709

MSRP
$2,199.99
$2,199.99
$2,199.99

American Deluxe Strat® Ash
Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Stratocaster® Ash has
the distinctive grain pattern and spanking tone of an ash body, with all the cool
specs of the American Deluxe Stratocaster. The compound radius fretboard allows effortless string bending anywhere along the neck. N3 Noiseless™ pickups
provide improved Stratocaster tones for sparkling bell-like chime with no hum,
and reconfigured S-1™ switching offers even more distinctive tonal options.
Other features include staggered locking tuners, two-point synchronized American Deluxe tremolo bridge with pop-in arm, and beveled neck heel.
Wine Transparent
52

75

Description

0119300731

American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Rosewood Fingerboard, Aged Cherry
Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Rosewood Fingerboard, Tobacco
Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Rosewood Fingerboard, Wine
Transparent
American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Maple Fingerboard, Aged Cherry
Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Maple Fingerboard, Tobacco Sunburst
American Deluxe Strat® Ash, Maple Fingerboard, Wine Transparent

0119300752
0119300775
0119302731
0119302752
0119302775

16
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31

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Telecaster® is the 21st
century way to rock with a Telecaster. The compound radius fretboard allows
effortless string bending anywhere along the neck, and staggered locking tuners improve tuning stability for stunt guitarists who like to bend behind the nut.
N3 Noiseless™ pickups provide improved Telecaster tones for snappy bell-like
chime with no hum; other features include a bound-top body with belly cut, S-1™
switching, chromed brass bridge saddles and beveled neck heel.
3-Color Sunburst
00

23

31

Part #

Description

0119400700

American Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
Pearl
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Aged Cherry
Sunburst
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Tungsten
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic Pearl
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Aged Cherry
Sunburst
American Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Tungsten

0119400723

59

0119400731
0119400759
0119402700
0119402723
0119402731
0119402759

MSRP
$2,219.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Deluxe Telecaster®

$2,219.99
$2,219.99
$2,219.99
$2,219.99
$2,219.99
$2,219.99
$2,219.99

American Deluxe Tele® Ash
Tone, tradition and innovation. Fender’s American Deluxe Telecaster® is the 21st
century way to rock with a Telecaster, graced by the added distinction of a traditional ash body. The compound radius fretboard allows effortless string bending
anywhere along the neck, and staggered locking tuners improve tuning stability
for stunt guitarists who like to bend behind the nut. N3 Noiseless™ pickups provide improved Telecaster tones for snappy bell-like chime with no the hum; other
features include S-1™ switching and chromed brass bridge saddles.
Butterscotch Blonde
50

Part #

Description

0119502750

American Deluxe Tele® Ash, Maple Fingerboard, Butterscotch
Blonde
American Deluxe Tele® Ash, Maple Fingerboard, Wine Transparent

0119502775

75

MSRP
$2,269.99
$2,269.99

American Standard
American Standard Stratocaster®
Icon. Not a word to be used lightly, but the Stratocaster® is just that. The American Standard Stratocaster guitars are beauties to behold in sound, look and feel.
Features include hand-rolled fingerboard edges, alnico V pickups, staggered tuners, improved bridge with bent steel saddles and copper-infused high-mass block
for increased resonance and sustain, tinted neck, high-gloss maple or rosewood
fretboard, satin neck back for smooth playability, thin-finish undercoat that lets
the body breathe and improves resonance, and Fender® exclusive SKB® molded
case.

05

06

12

47

55

69

Description

0110400700

American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Cola
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sienna
Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Blizzard
Pearl
American Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Charcoal
Frost Metallic
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic
White
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Cola
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Sienna
Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Blizzard
Pearl
American Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Charcoal
Frost Metallic

0110400705
0110400706
0110400712
0110400747
0110400755
0110400769
0110402700
0110402705
0110402706
0110402712
0110402747
0110402755
0110402769

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99
$1,399.99

For more information go to fender.com

00

Part #

$1,399.99

17

Candy Cola

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed
Icon. Not a word to be used lightly, but the Stratocaster® is just that. The American Standard left handed Stratocaster guitars are beauties to behold in sound,
look and feel. Features include hand-rolled fingerboard edges, alnico V pickups,
staggered tuners, improved bridge with bent steel saddles and copper-infused
high-mass block for increased resonance and sustain, tinted neck, high-gloss
maple or rosewood fretboard, satin neck back for smooth playability, thin-finish
undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, and Fender®
exclusive SKB® molded case.
3-Color Sunburst
00

05

06

55

Part #

Description

0110420700

American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Blizzard Pearl
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
Olympic White
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
Black
American Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
Blizzard Pearl

0110420705
0110420706
0110420755
0110422700
0110422705
0110422706
0110422755

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99

American Standard Stratocaster® HSS

Sienna Sunburst
00

06

47

Among the American Standard Stratocaster® guitars, the HSS model is the hot
rod of the bunch, with more output and warmth from its Tex Mex™ single-coil
pickups and Diamondback™ humbucking pickup. The S-1™ switch is removed
to keep it simple, but don’t worry - we kept key features such as the hand-rolled
fingerboard edges and staggered tuning machines, and we added several features, including an improved bridge with bent-steel saddles and a copper-infused
high-mass block for increased resonance and sustain. Other features include
tinted neck, high-gloss maple or rosewood fingerboard, satin-finished neck back,
thinner finish undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, and
Fender-exclusive SKB® molded case.
Part #

Description

0110100700

American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black
American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Sienna Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Sienna
Sunburst

0110100706
0110100747
0110102700
0110102706
0110102747

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99

18
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American Standard Telecaster®

Crimson Red Transparent
00

06

12

21

38

55

03

The look, sound and vibe of the Telecaster® resonate throughout the history of
popular music. From orchestra pits to mosh pits, small clubs to stadiums and
garages to recording studios, its signature sound is everywhere. The American
Standard Telecaster has hand-rolled fingerboard edges, alnico V pickups, staggered tuning machines, improved bridge with bent steel saddles mounted to a
stamped-brass bridge plate for increased resonance and sustain, tinted neck,
high-gloss maple fingerboard, satin-finished neck back, thinner finish undercoat
that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, and Fender-exclusive SKB®
molded case.
Part #

Description

0110500700

American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Cola
American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural
American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Crimson
Red Transparent
American Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Blizzard
Pearl
American Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
American Standard Telecaster® Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Cola
American Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Natural
American Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Crimson Red
Transparent
American Standard Telecaster® Maple Fingerboard, Blizzard Pearl

0110500706
0110500712
0110500721
0110500738
0110500755
0110502700
0110502703
0110502706
0110502712
0110502721
0110502738
0110502755

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99
$1,569.99
$1,399.99
$1,469.99
$1,569.99
$1,399.99
$1,399.99
$1,569.99
$1,569.99
$1,399.99

The look, sound and vibe of the Telecaster® resonate throughout the history of
popular music. From orchestra pits to mosh pits, small clubs to stadiums and
garages to recording studios, its signature sound is everywhere. The left handed
American Standard Telecaster has hand-rolled fingerboard edges, alnico V
pickups, staggered tuning machines, improved bridge with bent steel saddles
mounted to a stamped-brass bridge plate for increased resonance and sustain,
tinted neck, high-gloss maple fingerboard, satin-finished neck back, thinner finish
undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, and Fender-exclusive SKB® molded case.

Blizzard Pearl
00

06

55

Part #

Description

0110522700

American Standard Telecaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Standard Telecaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
Black
American Standard Telecaster®, Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard,
Blizzard Pearl

0110522706
0110522755

MSRP
$1,469.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

American Standard Telecaster® Left Handed

$1,399.99
$1,399.99

American Nashville B-Bender Telecaster®
Our Nashville B-Bender Telecaster® guitar was inspired by the customized
instruments of top Nashville players, and produces those plaintive country bends
and spine-tingling steel guitar glissandos. This model features a Texas Special
Strat® pickup in the middle position, five-way Strat-o-Tele™ switching, and the
B-Bender string bending system, which puts those beguiling pedal steel licks
right at your fingertips.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0118342700

American Nashville B-Bender Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Nashville B-Bender Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard,
Black

0118342706
00

06

MSRP
$1,989.99
$1,989.99

American Special
American Special Stratocaster®
Fender® introduces the American Special Series Stratocaster® guitar, which puts
everything you want in an affordable U.S.-made instrument within your reach.
Features include an alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius fingerboard and
jumbo frets, Texas Special™ pickups, vintage-style synchronized tremolo and
satin urethane finish. The American Special Series - guitars for the times.

Candy Apple Red
03

Part #

Description

0115602303

American Special Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
American Special Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red

0115602309

MSRP
$1,249.99
$1,249.99

09

American Special Stratocaster® HSS

Description

0115700300

$1,249.99
American Special Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
American Special Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black $1,249.99

0115700306
00

MSRP

06

American Special Telecaster®
Fender® introduces the American Special Series Telecaster® guitar, which puts
everything you want in an affordable U.S.-made instrument within your reach.
Features include an alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius fingerboard and
jumbo frets, Texas Special™ pickups, vintage-style string-through-body Telecaster bridge with three brass saddles, and gloss urethane finish. The American
Special Series - guitars for the times.

Olympic White
00

Part #

Description

0115802300
0115802305

American Special Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $1,249.99
$1,249.99
American Special Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White

05

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP

19

Black

Part #

For more information go to fender.com

Fender® introduces the American Special Series Stratocaster® HSS guitar, which
puts everything you want in an affordable U.S.-made instrument within your
reach. Features include alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius fingerboard and
jumbo frets, Texas Special™ middle and neck pickups, Atomic™ humbucking
bridge pickup, vintage-style synchronized tremolo and satin urethane finish. The
American Special Series - guitars for the times.

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Road Worn®
Road Worn® ’50s Stratocaster®
Few things in this world have gotten cooler with age than the Stratocaster®
guitar. Born in the ’50s, they became even cooler after years of use (and abuse)
on the road; morphing over time to look appealingly battered and feel even better
than when they were brand-new. Fender’s maple-fretboard Road Worn® ’50s
Stratocaster delivers that aged look and feel - built to look, sound and feel like
it has more than just a few miles on it. Designed with 1950s specs, including a
nitrocellulose-lacquer finish, and supercharged with Tex-Mex™ pickups and 6105
frets.
3-Color Sunburst
00

06

Part #

Description

0131012300

Road Worn® 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Road Worn® 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

0131012306

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

Road Worn® ’60s Stratocaster®
The Stratocaster® really came into its own in the 1960s, with players coaxing unbelievable sounds from it amid punishing stage shows and grueling tours. Beaten,
bruised and even burned, they only got better as the years wore on - looking
even cooler and feeling even more comfortable. Fender’s rosewood-fretboard
Road Worn® ’60s Stratocaster delivers that aged look and feel - built to look,
sound and feel like it has more than just a few miles on it. Designed with 1960s
specs, including a nitrocellulose-lacquer finish and 6105 frets, and supercharged
with Tex-Mex™ pickups.
3-Color Sunburst
00

05

Part #

Description

0131010300

Road Worn® 60’s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Road Worn® 60’s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White

0131010305

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

Road Worn® ’50s Telecaster®
The first Fender workhorse; the original road warrior guitar. Fender’s long road begins with the Telecaster®, a guitar that amazingly looked even cooler and handled
even better the more players heaped wear-and-tear on it - great when brand-but
positively phenomenal with a few thousand miles on it. Fender’s maple-fretboard
Road Worn® ’50s Telecaster delivers that aged look and feel - built to look, sound
and feel like it has survived half a century, designed with 1950s specs, including
a nitrocellulose-lacquer finish, and supercharged with Tex-Mex™ pickups and
6105 frets.
Blonde
03

07

Part #

Description

0131212303
0131212307

Road Worn® ’50s Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Tone Sunburst $1,199.99
$1,199.99
Road Worn® ’50s Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Blonde

MSRP

Road Worn® Player Stratocaster®
The popular Road Worn® series instruments struck a chord with guitarists with
their aged, well-played look and feel and their incredible value. Road Worn Player
series guitars take the experience a step further with modern player-centric
modifications including hotter pickups for smoldering, gritty tone and a flatter
fingerboard for smooth, effortless bends. Lightly aged with care, Road Worn
Player guitars feel immediately comfortable and familiar, offering endless miles of
musical inspiration.

03

05

The Road Worn Player Stratocaster guitar has an alder body with a lightly worn
lacquer finish, modern “C”-shaped maple neck with lightly worn urethane finish,
maple fretboard with 9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets, Texas Special™ singlecoil pickups, five-way switching, aged knobs and switch tip, three-ply pickguard,
vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge, and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0131062303

Road Worn® Player Stratocaster, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Tone
Sunburst
Road Worn® Player Stratocaster, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White

0131062305

20

For more information go to fender.com

2-Tone Sunburst

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

The popular Road Worn® series instruments struck a chord with guitarists with
their aged, well-played look and feel and their incredible value. Road Worn Player
series guitars take the experience a step further with modern player-centric
modifications including hotter pickups for smoldering, gritty tone and a flatter
fingerboard for smooth, effortless bends. Lightly aged with care, Road Worn
Player guitars feel immediately comfortable and familiar, offering endless miles of
musical inspiration.
Candy Apple Red
09

24

The Road Worn Stratocaster HSS guitar features an alder body with a lightly worn
lacquer finish, modern “C”-shaped maple neck with lightly worn urethane finish,
rosewood fretboard with 9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets, Texas Special™
neck and middle pickups, Seymour Duncan® Pearly Gates humbucking bridge
pickup, five-way switching, aged knobs and switch tip, three-ply pickguard,
vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge, and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0131610309

Road Worn® Player Stratocaster HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Candy Apple Red
Road Worn® Player Stratocaster HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Inca
Silver

0131610324

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Road Worn® Player Stratocaster® HSS

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

Road Worn® Player Telecaster®
The popular Road Worn® series instruments struck a chord with guitarists with
their aged, well-played look and feel and their incredible value. Road Worn Player
series guitars take the experience a step further with modern player-centric
modifications including hotter pickups for smoldering, gritty tone and a flatter
fingerboard for smooth, effortless bends. Lightly aged with care, Road Worn
Player guitars feel immediately comfortable and familiar, offering endless miles of
musical inspiration.
Black
06

09

The Road Worn Player Telecaster guitar includes an alder body with a lightly worn
lacquer finish, modern “C”-shaped maple neck with lightly worn urethane finish,
maple fretboard with 9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets, Tex Mex™ single-coil
bridge pickup and Seymour Duncan® ’59 humbucking neck pickup, three-way
switching, aged knobs and switch tip, three-ply pickguard, Road Worn six-saddle
strings-through-body bridge, and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0131082306
0131082309

$1,199.99
Road Worn® Player Telecaster, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Road Worn® Player Telecaster, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red $1,199.99

MSRP

Classic Player
Classic Player ’50s Stratocaster®
Designed by Fender Custom Shop Master Builder Dennis Galuszka, the Classic
Player ’50s Stratocaster® guitar features an alder body, maple neck with a 9.5”
radius and 21 medium jumbo frets, ’57/’62 vintage-style single-coil pickups
(reverse wound/reverse polarity middle pickup), custom two-point vintage-style
tremolo, five-way switch and custom pickup switching, and Gotoh® vintage-style
locking tuners.

06

Description

0141102303

New

0141102306
0141102344

Classic Player ’50s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Classic Player ’50s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Player ’50s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Shoreline
Gold

44

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

Classic Player ’60s Stratocaster®
Designed by Fender Custom Shop Master Builder, Greg Fessler, the ’60s Stratocaster® guitar features an alder body, C-shaped maple neck with 12”-radius
rosewood fingerboard and 21 medium jumbo frets, ’69 Strat® pickups, custom
two-point vintage-style tremolo, and aged knobs and switch tip.

Candy Apple Red

New

Part #

Description

0141100300

Classic Player ’60s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Player ’60s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red
Classic Player ’60s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic
Blue

0141100309
0141100372

09

72

$1,099.99
$1,099.99

21

00

MSRP
$1,099.99

For more information go to fender.com

03

Part #
Shoreline Gold

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Classic Player Baja Telecaster®
Designed by Fender Custom Shop Master Builder Christopher Fleming, the Baja
Telecaster® guitar features an ash body with a thin polyester finish, soft V-shaped
maple neck with 21 medium jumbo frets, custom vintage-style Broadcaster®
bridge pickup and custom Twisted Tele® neck pickup, four-way pickup switch
and S-1™ switch.

2-Color Sunburst
03

06

Part #

Description

New

0141502303

New

0141502306
0141502307

Classic Player Baja Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Classic Player Baja Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Player Baja Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Blonde

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

07

Classic Player Tele® Deluxe Black Dove™
The Classic Player Tele® Deluxe Black Dove™ is a model that is the same as
it never was; offering a distinctive twist on the ’70s-era Telecaster® Deluxe.
Features include an alder body, four-bolt neck, ’70s-style large Strat® headstock,
Black Dove™ pickups, bullet truss rod, skirted amp knobs, independent volume
and tone controls and three-position toggle switch.

Black
06

Part #

Description

0141902306

Classic Player Tele® Deluxe Black Dove™, Maple Fingerboard,
Black
Classic Player Tele® Deluxe Black Dove™, Maple Fingerboard,
Crimson Red Transparent

0141902338

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

38

Classic Player Tele® Deluxe w/ Tremolo
There actually are Telecaster® Deluxe guitars that were factory-built in the ’70s
with Stratocaster® tremolo bridges. With our Classic Player Tele® Deluxe with
Tremolo, you can experience this rare instrument. Features include an alder body,
Wide Range humbucking pickups, three-position toggle switch, skirted amp
knobs, three-bolt plate and Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, bullet truss rod and vintagestyle synchronized tremolo bridge.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0142002300

Classic Player Tele® Deluxe w/ Tremolo, Maple Fingerboard, 3 Tone
Sunburst
Classic Player Tele® Deluxe w/ Tremolo, Maple Fingerboard, Black

0142002306
00

MSRP
$1,139.99
$1,139.99

06

Classic Player Tele® Thinline Deluxe
The Classic Player Tele® Thinline Deluxe is like two Telecasters in one; combining
the best of the ’72 Fender Telecaster® Thinline and Telecaster Deluxe models.
Features include a semi-hollow ash body, four-bolt neck, 9.5” fretboard radius,
Wide Range humbucking pickups, three-position toggle switch, bullet truss rod
and skirted amp knobs.

Black
00

Part #

Description

0141802300

Classic Player Tele® Thinline Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Player Tele® Thinline Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, Black

0141802306

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

06

The Classic Player Jaguar® Special guitar updates the time-honored Jaguar®
model with several thoroughly modern improvements, including hotter pickups,
cut switch, Adjusto-Matic™ bridge, 9.5” fingerboard radius and neck pocket with
increased back-angle for improved stability and sustain. Deluxe gig bag included.

Candy Apple Red
00

Part #

Description

0141700300

Classic Player Jaguar® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Player Jaguar® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0141700309

09

22

For more information go to fender.com

Classic Player Jaguar® Special

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

The Classic Player Jaguar® Special HH guitar turbocharges the time-honored
Jaguar® model with several thoroughly modern improvements, including dual
humbucking pickups, innovative electronics that include a blend-able coil tap for
greater tonal versatility than ever, a 9.5” fingerboard radius and a neck pocket
with increased back-angle for improved stability and sustain.

Olympic White
00

Part #

Description

0141710300

Classic Player Jaguar® Special HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color $1,199.99
Sunburst
Classic Player Jaguar® Special HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic $1,199.99
White

0141710305

MSRP

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Classic Player Jaguar® Special HH

05

Classic Player Jazzmaster® Special
The Classic Player Jazzmaster® Special guitar updates the famous Jazzmaster
model with several modern improvements, including hotter pickups, an AdjustoMatic™ bridge, 9.5” fingerboard radius and neck pocket with increased backangle for improved stability and sustain.

3-Color Sunburst
00

Part #

Description

0141600300

Classic Player Jazzmaster® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
Classic Player Jazzmaster® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

0141600306

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

06

Pawn Shop Series
Pawn Shop Fender® ’51

Blonde
06

The Pawn Shop Series guitars draw inspiration from the eccentric and sometimes wildly innovative Fender creations of the mid-’60s and mid-’70s era that
sometimes found their way to the outside world and into the more esoteric pages
of Fender history. With this adventurous spirit in mind, Pawn Shop Series instruments emerge as all-Fender guitars with a boldly creative alchemy of diverse
Fender components. And while they are brand-members of the Fender family
crafted with thoroughly modern sound and quality, Pawn Shop Series instruments
now take the stage with a remarkable identity as “guitars that never were but
should have been.”
The Pawn Shop Fender ’51 has a Stratocaster® body and a “C”-shaped Telecaster® neck, with a single-coil Texas Special™ neck pickup, Fender Enforcer™
humbucking bridge pickup and a dual-knob chrome control plate. Other features
include a maple fretboard with modern 9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets,
master volume control with push-pull coil split, three-position rotary pickup selector knob, ’70s-style hard-tail Stratocaster bridge, vintage-style tuners and strap
buttons, and deluxe gig bag.

07

Part #

Description

0266002306
0266002307

51 Pawn Shop Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
51 Pawn Shop Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Blonde

MSRP
$1,149.99
$1,149.99

Surf Green
00

57

The Pawn Shop Series guitars draw inspiration from the eccentric and sometimes wildly innovative Fender creations of the mid-’60s and mid-’70s era that
sometimes found their way to the outside world and into the more esoteric pages
of Fender history. With this adventurous spirit in mind, Pawn Shop Series instruments emerge as all-Fender guitars with a boldly creative alchemy of diverse
Fender components. And while they are brand-members of the Fender family
crafted with thoroughly modern sound and quality, Pawn Shop Series instruments
now take the stage with a remarkable identity as “guitars that never were but
should have been.”
The Pawn Shop Fender ’72 has a semi-hollow Stratocaster® body with f hole, a
Telecaster® neck, rosewood fretboard with modern 9.5” radius and 6105 frets, a
Fender Wide Range humbucking neck pickup and Fender Enforcer™ humbucking bridge pickup, dual-knob chrome control plate with master volume and
center-detented pickup blend, ’70s-style hard-tail Stratocaster bridge, ’70s-style
Fender “F” tuners, mint green pickguard, bullet truss rod, three-bolt neck attachment and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0266200300

72 Pawn Shop Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
72 Pawn Shop Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green

$1,149.99

23

0266200357

MSRP
$1,149.99

For more information go to fender.com

Pawn Shop Fender® ’72

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Pawn Shop Fender® Mustang® Special

Candy Apple Red
02

The Pawn Shop Series guitars draw inspiration from the eccentric and sometimes wildly innovative Fender creations of the mid-’60s and mid-’70s era that
sometimes found their way to the outside world and into the more esoteric pages
of Fender history. With this adventurous spirit in mind, Pawn Shop Series instruments emerge as all-Fender guitars with a boldly creative alchemy of diverse
Fender components. And while they are brand-members of the Fender family
crafted with thoroughly modern sound and quality, Pawn Shop Series instruments
now take the stage with a remarkable identity as “guitars that never were but
should have been.”
The Pawn Shop Mustang Special has a modified offset Mustang® body, ’60s
“C”-shaped 24” short-scale maple neck, and dual Fender Enforcer™ humbucking pickups with ’70s-style covers and unique switching. Other features include
a rosewood fretboard with modern 9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets, pickup
toggle switch, three-way coil selector slide switch for each humbucking pickup
(enabling 18 different tonal options), mint green pickguard, ’70s-style hard-tail
Stratocaster® bridge, vintage-style tuners and strap buttons, and deluxe gig bag.

09

Part #

Description

0266400302

Pawn Shop Mustang® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid
Blue
Pawn Shop Mustang® Special, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0266400309

MSRP
$1,149.99
$1,149.99

Classic
Classic Series ’50s Stratocaster®
The Classic Series ’50s Stratocaster® guitar epitomizes the vibe of the ’50s. The
color selection alone - Surf Green, Daphne Blue and Fiesta Red - takes you back
to the era of diners, Ike and cars with fins. With a maple fretboard, tinted neck,
single-ply pickguard and aged plastic parts, it’s authentically retro, and the three
single-coil pickups with staggered alnico magnet pole pieces deliver that unmistakable ’50s Stratocaster sound.

Fiesta Red
03

04

06

40

Part #

Description

0131002303

Classic Series 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Daphne Blue
Classic Series 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Fiesta Red
Classic Series 50’s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Surf Green

0131002304
0131002306
0131002340
0131002357

57

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

Classic Series ’60s Stratocaster®
At a time when musicians were altering, incinerating and evoking sounds never
experienced or imagined by anyone at Fender®, rock music came into its own.
The Stratocaster® guitar led the sonic charge and became a symbol of the
counter-culture. The Classic Series ’60s Stratocaster captures a seminal chapter
in Fender history, with features including an alder body, rosewood fingerboard,
multi-ply pickguard and vintage hardware.

Lake Placid Blue

Part #

Description

0131000300

Classic Series ’60s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 60’s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake
Placid Blue
Classic Series 60’s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 60’s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0131000302

24

For more information go to fender.com
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0131000306
0131000309

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

Classic Series ’70s Stratocaster®
The Fender® ’70s Stratocaster® guitar features an ash body, U-shaped neck with
bullet truss rod nut, maple or rosewood fingerboard, large headstock with ’70s
logo, three vintage-style single-coil pickups and vintage-style “F” tuners. Platform
shoes and lava lamp sold separately …

Natural
00

05

06
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Part #

Description

0137000300

Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic
White
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Natural

0137000305
0137000306
0137000321
0137002300
0137002305
0137002306
0137002321

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99

The Classic Series ’50s Esquire® guitar features an ash body with a single-ply
white pickguard, alnico bridge pickup and a maple neck and fretboard.
Part #

Description

0131502301
0131502303
0131502306

Classic Series 50s Esquire®, Maple Fingerboard, White Blonde
Classic Series 50s Esquire®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Classic Series 50s Esquire®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

White Blonde
01

03
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Classic Series ’50s Esquire®

06

Classic Series ’50s Telecaster®
Few instruments shaped more styles of music in the ’50s and ’60s than the Telecaster® guitar. From James Burton to the Beatles, the Telecaster was at the heart
of popular music. The Classic Series ’50s Telecaster evokes those times with features including an ash body, maple neck and fingerboard, dual single-coil alnico
pickups, single-ply white pickguard, vintage bridge and knurled chrome knobs.

2-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0131202301
0131202303

Classic Series 50s Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, White Blonde
Classic Series 50s Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 50s Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

0131202306
01

03

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

06

Classic Series ’60s Telecaster®
The Classic Series ’60s Telecaster® guitar has an alder body with a three-ply mint
green pickguard, dual alnico pickups, maple neck and rosewood fretboard.
Part #

Description

0131600305

Classic Series 60’s Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
Classic Series 60’s Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 60’s Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0131600306
0131600309
Olympic White
05

06

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

09

Classic Series ’69 Telecaster® Thinline
The semi-hollow body design of 1968’s Telecaster® Thinline guitar was originally
an attempt to reduce the weight of ash-body Telecasters. With its f hole and reshaped pickguard, it was a truly distinctive take on Fender’s first great instrument.
The Classic Series ’69 Telecaster Thinline brings it all back, with features including a lightweight semi-hollow mahogany body with f hole, U-shaped maple neck
with 7.25”-radius maple fretboard, vintage-style single-coil Telecaster pickups
and vintage-style bridge and tuners.

00

03

06

Part #

Description

0136902300

Classic Series 69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 69 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, Natural

0136902303

21

0136902306
0136902321

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

Classic Series ’72 Telecaster® Custom
Like its ancestor, the Classic Series ’72 Telecaster® Custom combines the tradition of a single-coil bridge pickup with the supercharged sound of a humbucking neck pickup. Features include an alder body, maple neck with three-bolt
plate and Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, maple or rosewood fingerboard, single-coil
Telecaster bridge pickup, Fender Wide Range humbucking neck pickup, and
vintage-style bridge and tuners.

Black

Part #

Description

0137500300

Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Custom, Maple Fingerboard, Black

0137500306
00

06

0137502300

$974.99
$974.99
$974.99

25

0137502306

MSRP
$974.99

For more information go to fender.com

3-Color Sunburst

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Classic Series ’72 Telecaster® Deluxe
Like its ancestor, the Classic Series ’72 Telecaster® Deluxe rocks a pair of
Fender® Wide Range humbucking pickups and a quartet of skirted control
knobs. Other features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck with bullet
truss rod nut, three-bolt neck plate with Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, maple fretboard,
large headstock, three-position pickup switch, vintage-style string-through-body
hard-tail bridge and vintage-style tuners.

Walnut
00

06

Part #

Description

0137702300

Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard, Walnut

0137702306
0137702392

92

MSRP
$974.99
$974.99
$974.99

Classic Series ’72 Telecaster® Thinline
1972 was a big year for the Telecaster® guitar - it was available in designs, with
more options than ever before. The Classic Series ’72 Telecaster Thinline has the
dual-humbucking pickup configuration introduced in that year, with other features
include a semi-hollow ash body with f hole, C-shaped maple neck with bullet
truss rod nut, three-bolt neck plate with Micro-Tilt™ adjustment, maple fretboard
and vintage-style string-through-body hard-tail bridge and vintage-style tuners.

Natural

Part #

Description

0137402300

Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Series 72 Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fingerboard, Natural

0137402321
00

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

21

Classic Series ’65 Mustang®
1965 was the first full year of production for what was originally a student model,
the Mustang®. The model was destined for bigger things though, and was
eventually seen slung over the shoulders of artists including David Byrne, John
Frusciante, Kurt Cobain, Todd Rundgren and Adrian Belew to name only a few.
This reissue Classic Series ’65 Mustang has great color and cosmetic options,
and many period-correct details (body wood, logos, etc.).

Daphne Blue
04

05

Part #

Description

0273706504
0273706505
0273706554

Classic Series Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Daphne Blue
Classic Series Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
Classic Series Mustang®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dakota Red

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

54

Deluxe
Deluxe Power Strat®
The Deluxe Power Strat® guitar is startlingly versatile, with features including a
humbucking bridge pickup, Tex-Mex™ neck and middle pickups, and a piezo
Fishman® Power Bridge with tremolo and a five-way switch that enables blending of acoustic tones with all the sounds of an HSS Stratocaster®. Other features
include an alder body, modern C-shaped maple neck and rosewood fingerboard.

26

For more information go to fender.com

Black
03

Part #

Description

0139300303
0139300306

Deluxe Power Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Deluxe Power Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$1,299.99
$1,299.99

06

Deluxe Players Strat®
The powerful Deluxe Players Strat® guitar is set apart from the pack by features
including an ash body, lightly tinted modern neck with a 12”-radius maple or
rosewood fingerboard, Noiseless™ pickups, standard five-way pickup switch
paired with push/push mini-switch offering an even greater variety of pickup
combinations, brown shell pickguard and gold-plated vintage hardware.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0133000300
0133000327

Deluxe Players Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
Deluxe Players Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sapphire Blue
Transparent
Deluxe Players Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard , Crimson Red
Transparent
Deluxe Players Strat®, Rosewood Fingerboard , Honey Blonde
Deluxe Players Strat®, Maple Fingerboard , 3-Color Sunburst
Deluxe Players Strat®, Maple Fingerboard , Saphire Blue Transparent
Deluxe Players Strat®, Maple Fingerboard , Crimson Red Transparent
Deluxe Players Strat®, Maple Fingerboard , Honey Blonde

0133000338
00
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38

67

0133000367
0133002300
0133002327
0133002338
0133002367

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99
$929.99

Our Deluxe Roadhouse™ Stratocaster® guitar is a scorchin’ reissue of one of our
most successful models; a classy guitar with smooth feel, great looks and tone as
big as Texas itself. Features include three Texas Special™ single-coil Stratocaster
pickups, brown shell pickguard, tinted C-shaped maple neck with maple fingerboard, and vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge.

Arctic White

Part #

Description

0139312306
0139312332

Deluxe Roadhouse™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Deluxe Roadhouse™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst
Deluxe Roadhouse™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic
White

0139312380
06

32

80

MSRP
$899.99
$899.99
$899.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Roadhouse™ Stratocaster®

Lone Star™ Stratocaster®
The Deluxe Lone Star™ Stratocaster® guitar is a scorchin’ reissue of one of
our most successful models; a classy humbucking pickup-equipped guitar
with smooth feel, great looks and tone as big as Texas itself. Features include
a premium U.S.-made Seymour Duncan® Pearly Gates Plus™ bridge pickup,
Texas Special™ single-coil Stratocaster neck and middle pickups, brown shell
pickguard, tinted C-shaped maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, and vintagestyle synchronized tremolo bridge.
Black
06

32

80

Part #

Description

0139410306
0139410332

Deluxe Lonestar™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Deluxe Lonestar™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst
Deluxe Lonestar™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic
White

0139410380

MSRP
$899.99
$899.99
$899.99

Blackout™ Tele®
Modern and upgraded, the Deluxe Blackout Telecaster® guitar features edgy
black-and-chrome aesthetics and gives Telecaster fans a modern instrument with
a wide range of great tones. It’s a deluxe three-pickup version of our Ensenadamade Telecaster, with vintage style pickups, five-way switching and a tinted
C-shaped maple neck with maple fingerboard.
Part #

Description

0135032306

Deluxe Blackout Tele®, Maple Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$829.99

Black
06

Deluxe Nashville Tele®
As down-home and sophisticated as the city it’s named for, the Deluxe Nashville
Tele® guitar comes with a Tex-Mex™ Stratocaster® pickup in between two
Tex-Mex Telecaster® pickups. This array, combined with five-way Strat-o-Tone™
switching, makes it one of the most versatile Telecaster models we make.
Features include ash (Amber, Honey Blonde) or alder (Candy Apple Red, Brown
Sunburst) body, maple or rosewood fingerboard with medium jumbo frets, brown
shell pickguard, vintage-style tuners and vintage-style six-saddle bridge.

09

32

67

Part #

Description

0135300309
0135300332
0135300367
0135302309
0135302332
0135302367

Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red
Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst
Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Honey Blonde
Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red
Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst
Deluxe Nashville Tele®, Maple Fingerboard, Honey Blonde

MSRP
$849.99
$849.99
$849.99
$849.99
$849.99
$849.99

Deluxe Nashville Power Tele®
The addition of the Fender®/Fishman® Power Bridge, which features six piezo
transducer bridge pickups, to the already-versatile Nashville Tele® guitar produces spanking Telecaster® tones, shimmering acoustic sounds or any combination thereof. Easy to navigate, this full-featured active setup is available at your
fingertip - in stereo or mono modes.

2-Color Sunburst
06

67

Description

0135000303

Deluxe Nashville Power Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Deluxe Nashville Power Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard , Black
Deluxe Nashville Power Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard , Honey
Blonde

0135000306
0135000367

MSRP
$1,229.99
$1,159.99
$1,159.99

27
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Part #

For more information go to fender.com

Honey Blonde

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Acoustasonic™ Tele®
The Acoustasonic™ Tele® is a groundbreaking and incredibly versatile instrument
that pairs the classic Telecaster® with Fishman® Aura™ technology, effectively
producing the full-bodied resonance and complexity of an acoustic guitar - in
Telecaster form. Features include a chambered body, rosewood bridge and
Twisted Tele neck pickup.

3-Color Sunburst
00

Part #

Description

0144500300
0144500305

Acoustasonic™ Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
Acoustasonic™ Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White

MSRP
$1,399.99
$1,399.99

05

Special Edition
Special Edition Custom Telecaster® FMT HH
The gorgeous and scorching Custom Telecaster® FMT HH guitar features a
carved flame maple top with cream binding, set neck, two Fender® humbucking
pickups, string-through body hard-tail bridge, three-way switching and a pull/
push coil tap.

Black Cherry Burst

Part #

Description

0262000520

Special Edition Custom Telecaster® FMT HH, Rosewood Fingerboard , Amber
Special Edition Custom Telecaster® FMT HH, Rosewood Fingerboard
, Crimson Red Transparent
Special Edition Custom Telecaster® FMT HH, Rosewood Fingerboard
, Black Cherry Burst

0262000538
0262000561

27

38

61

MSRP
$839.99
$839.99
$839.99

Special Edition Custom Spalted Maple Tele®
The Special Edition Custom Spalted Maple Telecaster® HH is a stunning natural
beauty. Spalted maple is prized for its distinctively beautiful look and is typically
used for guitars in the premium price range. Other features include a set neck,
slim body, carved spalted top, Seymour Duncan® pickups and push/pull coil tap.
Part #

Description

0262600521

Special Edition Custom Spalted Maple Tele®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural

MSRP
$1,029.99

Natural
21

Special Edition Jaguar® HH
The exceptionally wicked Jaguar® HH features an alder body paired with a
short-scale maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard, two special design MIJ
Dragster™ humbucking pickups, matching painted headstock, chrome control
knobs and pickup covers, and vintage-style Adjusto-Matic™ bridge.
Part #

Description

0259200306

Special Edition Jaguar® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard , Black

06
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For more information go to fender.com

Black

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,099.99

Blacktop™ Baritone Telecaster®

New
Baritone

Classic Copper

81

84

The Blacktop series presents a truly unique new model in the deeply resounding form of the Blacktop Telecaster Baritone guitar. A true baritone Telecaster, it
creates a rich sound of distinctive depth and character with a 27” scale, lowdown
B-to-B tuning, and a tonally versatile triple-pickup configuration—including a fullthroated humbucking bridge pickup—that covers the entire sonic spectrum from
tic-tac twang to full-on kerrang!
Features include an alder body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood fretboard with
22 medium jumbo frets and aged white position markers, single-coil Telecaster
neck and middle pickups, humbucking bridge pickup, five-way pickup switching, three-ply pickguard (black-white-black), skirted black amp knobs (volume
and tone) and black switch tip, Blacktop Telecaster bridge and chrome hardware.
Available in Classic Copper, Ghost Silver and Three-color Sunburst.
Part #

Description

0148700581

Blacktop™ Baritone Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Ghost
Silver
Blacktop™ Baritone Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Classic
Copper

0148700584

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Blacktop™

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Jaguar® 90

New

Candy Apple Red
03

09

Those who prefer their big cats to purr rather than roar will love the alluring
sound and lithe form of the Blacktop Jaguar 90. For this sultry new Blacktop
model, we’ve taken our humbucking pickup-equipped Blacktop Jaguar HH and
outfitted it with two single-coil pickups that give it a whole new sonic personality.
Distinctive features include the classic Jaguar 24” scale, skirted black amp knobs
(volume, tone) and an Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with stop tailpiece.
Other features include an alder body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood fretboard
with 22 medium jumbo frets and aged white position markers, three-way toggle
pickup switching, three-ply pickguard (black-white-black) and chrome hardware.
Available in Two-color Sunburst and Candy Apple Red.
Part #

Description

0148800503
0148800509

Blacktop™ Jaguar® 90, Rosewood Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Blacktop™ Jaguar® 90, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Stratocaster® HSH

06

59

Features include an alder body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood fretboard with
22 medium jumbo frets and aged white position markers, humbucking neck and
bridge pickups, single-coil Telecaster middle pickup, five-way pickup switching,
three-ply pickguard (black-white-black), skirted black amp knobs (one volume,
two tone) and black trem arm tip, Blacktop Stratocaster bridge and chrome hardware. Available in Black and Titanium Silver.
Part #

Description

0148900506
0148900559

Blacktop™ Stratocaster® HSH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Blacktop™ Stratocaster® HSH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Titanium
Silver

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Stratocaster® HH
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s and innovative Blacktop™ guitar series expands the sonic horizon of classic Fender Stratocaster®,
Telecaster®, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars by powering them with high-gain
humbucking pickups. The Blacktop series delivers on modern player demands
for a thick and heavy sound with guitars that drive a wide array of deep, rich and
aggressive tones that match the intensity of any playing style.

Candy Apple Red
06

09

72

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Stratocaster HH has dual over-wound
alnico humbucking pickups, with other distinctive touches including skirted black
amp knobs and a synchronized tremolo bridge. Other features include an alder
body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius rosewood or maple fretboard, 22 medium
jumbo frets, gloss polyester finish and chrome hardware.
Part #

Description

0148100506
0148100509

Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Apple Red
Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Red
Blacktop™

0148100572
0148102506
0148102509
0148102572

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
Stratocaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Stratocaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy

$739.99
$739.99

Stratocaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic Blue
Stratocaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Stratocaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple

$739.99
$739.99
$739.99

Stratocaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Sonic Blue

$739.99

For more information go to fender.com

Titanium Silver

The Blacktop Stratocaster HSH amps up the already blistering Blacktop Stratocaster HH model with the unusual addition of a single-coil Telecaster middle
pickup amid the full-throttle neck and bridge humbucking pickups. A scorchingly
formidable guitar that was already extremely versatile thus becomes even more
so.

29

New
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Blacktop™ Strat® HH Floyd Rose®
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s new and innovative
Blacktop™ guitar series expands the sonic horizon of classic Fender Stratocaster®, Telecaster®, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars by powering them with
high-gain humbucking pickups. The Blacktop series delivers on modern player
demands for a thick and heavy sound with guitars that drive a wide array of deep,
rich and aggressive tones that match the intensity of any playing style.

Titanium Silver
06

59

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Stratocaster HH Floyd Rose® has dual
over-wound alnico humbucking pickups with five-position switching, a Floyd
Rose® Special double-locking two-point tremolo and distinctive skirted black
amp knobs (master volume, tone for each pickup). Other features include an alder
body, maple neck with modern C shape and gloss urethane finish, rosewood
fretboard with 9.5” radius and 22 medium jumbo frets, Floyd Rose® locking nut,
three-ply black-white-black pickguard and chrome hardware. Available in Black
and new Titanium Silver.
Part #

Description

1148100506
1148100559

Blacktop™ Strat® HH Floyd Rose®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Blacktop™ Strat® HH Floyd Rose®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Titanium Silver

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Telecaster® HH
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s and innovative Blacktop™ guitar series expands the sonic horizon of classic Fender Stratocaster®,
Telecaster®, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars by powering them with high-gain
humbucking pickups. The Blacktop series delivers on modern player demands
for a thick and heavy sound with guitars that drive a wide array of deep, rich and
aggressive tones that match the intensity of any playing style.

Silver
06

09

91

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Telecaster HH has dual over-wound alnico
humbucking pickups, with other distinctive touches including skirted black amp
knobs, a reversed chrome control plate and a hard-tail bridge. Other features
include an alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius rosewood or maple fretboard,
22 medium jumbo frets, gloss polyester finish and chrome hardware.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0148200506
0148200509

Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Red
Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Blacktop™
Blacktop™

Telecaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Telecaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple

$739.99
$739.99

Telecaster® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Silver
Telecaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Black
Telecaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red
Telecaster® HH, Maple Fingerboard, Silver

$739.99
$739.99
$739.99
$739.99

0148200591
0148202506
0148202509
0148202591

Blacktop™ Jaguar® HH
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s and innovative Blacktop™ guitar series expands the sonic horizon of classic Fender Stratocaster®,
Telecaster®, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars by powering them with high-gain
humbucking pickups. The Blacktop series delivers on modern player demands
for a thick and heavy sound with guitars that drive a wide array of deep, rich and
aggressive tones that match the intensity of any playing style.

Black
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06

91

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Jaguar HH has dual over-wound alnico
humbucking pickups, with other distinctive touches including skirted black amp
knobs, a slinky 24” scale, Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with stop tailpiece and a lean
control layout featuring a tonally convenient single three-way toggle switch. Other
features include an alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius rosewood fretboard,
22 medium jumbo frets, gloss polyester finish and chrome hardware.
Part #

Description

0148300506
0148300591

Blacktop™ Jaguar® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Blacktop™ Jaguar® HH, Rosewood Fingerboard, Silver

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Jazzmaster® HS
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s and innovative Blacktop™ guitar series expands the sonic horizon of classic Fender Stratocaster®,
Telecaster®, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars by powering them with high-gain
humbucking pickups. The Blacktop series delivers on modern player demands
for a thick and heavy sound. These guitars drive a wide array of deep, rich and
aggressive tones that match the intensity of any playing style.

3-Color Sunburst
00

06

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Jazzmaster HS has a Duncan Designed™
single-coil Jazzmaster neck pickup and a humbucking bridge pickup, with other
distinctive touches including skirted black amp knobs, a Jazzmaster tremolo
tailpiece and a lean control layout featuring a tonally convenient single three-way
toggle switch. Other features include an alder body, maple neck with 9.5”-radius
rosewood fretboard, 22 medium jumbo frets, gloss polyester finish and chrome
hardware.
Part #

Description

0148400500

Blacktop™ Jazzmaster® HS, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Blacktop™ Jazzmaster® HS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

0148400506

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Standard Stratocaster®
The Standard Stratocaster® guitar offers legendary Fender® tone with classic
styling. Features include three single-coil pickups, synchronized tremolo with
high-mass bridge block, tinted neck, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets,
parchment pickguard and ’70s-style headstock logo.

Lake Placid Blue
02

06

09

32

75

80

Part #

Description

0144600502

Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Midnight Wine,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White, No
Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue, No
Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red, No
Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst, No
Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight Wine, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White, No Bag

0144600506
0144600509
0144600532
0144600575
0144600580
0144602502
0144602506
0144602509
0144602532
0144602575
0144602580

MSRP
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Standard

$699.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99

Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed
The left handed Standard Stratocaster® guitar offers legendary Fender® tone
with classic styling. Features include three single-coil pickups, synchronized
tremolo with high-mass bridge block, tinted neck, shielded body cavities, medium
jumbo frets, parchment pickguard and ’70s-style headstock logo.
Part #

Description

0144620502

Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake
Placid Blue, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Midnight Wine, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic
White, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Lake
Placid Blue, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Black,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight
Wine, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic
White, No Bag

0144620506

Brown Sunburst

0144620509
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06

09
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0144620532
0144620575
0144620580
0144622502
0144622506
0144622509
0144622532
0144622575

$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99
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0144622580

MSRP
$669.99

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Standard Stratocaster® HSS
The Standard Stratocaster® HSS offers legendary Fender® tone with classic
styling. Features include one humbucking/two single-coil pickup configuration, synchronized tremolo with high-mass bridge block, shielded body cavities,
medium jumbo frets, tinted neck, parchment pickguard and control knobs and
’70s-style headstock logo.

Arctic White
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09
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80

Part #

Description

0144700502

Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid
Blue, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Midnight
Wine, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Black, No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight Wine,
No Bag
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White, No
Bag

0144700506
0144700509
0144700532
0144700575
0144700580
0144702502
0144702506
0144702509
0144702532
0144702575
0144702580

MSRP
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99

Standard Strat® HSS with Locking Tremolo
The Standard Stratocaster® HSS offers legendary Fender® tone with classic
styling. Features include one humbucking/two single-coil pickup configuration,
shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets, tinted neck, parchment pickguard
and control knobs, ’70s-style headstock logo and Floyd Rose®-licensed locking
tremolo for added tuning stability.

Candy Apple Red
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09
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75

Part #

Description

1144700502

Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Lake Placid Blue, No Bag
Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black, No Bag
Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Candy Apple Red, No Bag
Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Brown Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Midnight Wine, No Bag
Standard Strat® HSS w/ Locking Tremolo, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Arctic White, No Bag

1144700506
1144700509

80

1144700532
1144700575
1144700580

MSRP
$879.99
$879.99
$879.99
$909.99
$879.99
$879.99

Standard Telecaster®

Lake Placid Blue
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Part #

Description

0145102502
0145102506
0145102509
0145102532
0145102575
0145102580

Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue, No Bag
Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black, No Bag
Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red, No Bag
Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight Wine, No Bag
Standard Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White, No Bag
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Professional guitarists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Telecaster® guitar since its early 1950s introduction for its powerful tone and smooth
playability. The Standard Telecaster combines the best of old and new, with
hotter single-coil pickups, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets, six-saddle
strings-through-body bridge, cast/sealed tuners, tinted neck, parchment pickguard and control knobs, and ’70s-style headstock logo.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$669.99
$669.99
$669.99
$699.99
$669.99
$669.99

Professional guitarists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Telecaster® guitar since its early 1950s introduction for its powerful tone and smooth
playability. The left handed Standard Telecaster combines the best of old and
new, with hotter single-coil pickups, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets,
six-saddle strings-through-body bridge, cast/sealed tuners, tinted neck, parchment pickguard and control knobs, and ’70s-style headstock logo.

Black

Part #

Description

0145122502

Standard Telecaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid
Blue, No Bag
Standard Telecaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Black, No
Bag
Standard Telecaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red, No Bag
Standard Telecaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, No Bag
Standard Telecaster® Left Handed, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight
Wine, No Bag

0145122506
02

06
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75

0145122509
0145122532
0145122575

MSRP
$669.99
$669.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars

Standard Telecaster® Left Handed

$669.99
$699.99
$669.99

Modern Player
Modern Player Telecaster® Thinline Deluxe
Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.
Black Transparent
00

39

The Modern Player Telecaster® Thinline Deluxe casts an already distinctive classic Telecaster model in a whole new light with a full-throated pair of single-coil
Modern Player MP-90 pickups. Other features include a mahogany body, Cshaped maple neck, maple fretboard with 9.5” radius and 22 medium jumbo frets,
three-way toggle pickup switching, three-ply pickguard (parchment on Sunburst
model; black-white-black on other models), four skirted amp knobs (two volume,
two tone), vintage-style Stratocaster® string-through-body six-saddle hard-tail
bridge, vintage-style tuners and nickel/chrome hardware. Available in Three-color
Sunburst and Black Transparent.
Part #

Description

0241202500

Modern Player Telecaster® Thinline Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst
Modern Player Telecaster® Thinline Deluxe, Maple Fingerboard,
Black Transparent

0241202539

MSRP
$609.99
$609.99

Modern Player Marauder

Black
06

Part #

Description

0241400502
0241400506

Modern Player Marauder, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue
Modern Player Marauder, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$559.99
$559.99
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In addition to heralding the return of a fabled and seldom-heard Fender name
from the 1960s, the Modern Player Marauder is one of the most distinctive
new guitars in the family, uniquely marked by a new body style, Modern Player
Jazzmaster® neck pickup and volcanic-sounding three-coil Fender Triplebucker
bridge pickup. Other features include a koto body, C-shaped maple neck, rosewood fretboard with 22 jumbo frets, five-way pickup switching with lower horn
blade selector switch, four-ply aged white pearloid pickguard, Jazz Bass®-style
control knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge, vintage-style tuners
and nickel/chrome hardware. Available in Black and Lake Placid Blue.

For more information go to fender.com

Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Modern Player Jaguar®
Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.
2-Color Chocolate Burst
16

38

39

The Modern Player Jaguar® is a lean, mean and stripped-down version of the
classic Fender model, with a full-throated pair of single-coil Modern Player MP-90
pickups on a sans-pickguard mahogany body. Other features include a C-shaped
maple neck, rosewood fretboard with 9.5” radius and 21 medium jumbo frets,
three-way toggle pickup switching, Jazz Bass®-style control knobs, vintage-style
Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with anchored tailpiece, vintage-style tuners and nickel/
chrome hardware. Available in Two-color Chocolate Burst, Red Transparent and
Black Transparent.
Part #

Description

0241300516

Modern Player Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 2-Color Chocolate
Burst
Modern Player Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Red Transparent
Modern Player Jaguar®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black Transparent

0241300538
0241300539

MSRP
$559.99
$559.99
$559.99

Modern Player Telecaster® Plus
Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.
Honey Burst
69

Part #

Description

0241102542
0241102569

Modern Player Telecaster® Plus, Maple Fingerboard, Honey Burst
Modern Player Telecaster® Plus, Maple Fingerboard, Charcoal
Transparent
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42

The Modern Player Telecaster® Plus HSS is that rare bird among Telecasters-a
triple-pickup model-further distinguished by a pine body and mini-toggle coil-split
switch for the Modern Player humbucking bridge pickup. Other features include
C-shaped maple neck, maple fretboard with 9.5” radius and 22 jumbo frets, Modern Player single-coil Telecaster neck pickup and Modern Player Stratocaster®
middle pickup, five-way pickup switching, three-ply pickguard, knurled “chromedome” control knobs, vintage-style Stratocaster string-through-body six-saddle
hard-tail bridge, vintage-style tuners and nickel/chrome hardware. Available in
Honey Burst and Charcoal Transparent.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$559.99
$559.99

Fender® ElectricGuitars
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Artist
Roger Waters Precision Bass®
The Roger Waters Precision Bass® is named for the world-famous bassist/singer/
songwriter whose elegant grooves and infectious riffs are hallmarks of the legendary Pink Floyd sound and an acclaimed solo career that continues stronger than
ever today.

Black
06

The instrument is as tastefully tailored as Waters’ own simple-yet-sophisticated
bass work, with distinctive features including black-on-black color scheme (black
body and single-ply pickguard), Seymour Duncan® Basslines SPB-3 QuarterPound split-coil Precision Bass pickup, knurled black control knobs (master volume, master tone), brass nut, black bridge and strap buttons, vintage ’70s-style
“Fender”-stamped open-gear chrome tuners and gasketed “F”-stamped neck
plate. Other features are a maple neck with vintage-style truss rod and slotted
truss rod nut, 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 20 medium jumbo frets, gloss
urethane finish (body and neck) and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0147000306

Roger Waters Precision Bass®, Black, Maple Fretboard

MSRP
$1,199.99

Steve Harris Precision Bass®

Royal Blue Metallic
50

For more than three decades, Steve Harris’s galloping fleet-fingered basslines
have turbocharged U.K. metal titans Iron Maiden and have made him the most
influential metal bassist alive. Harris has stayed true to his battle-hardened
Fender® Precision Bass® guitar over the years, and Fender now honors him
with the Steve Harris Precision Bass. Features include a regally cool Royal Blue
Metallic sparkle finish, with chromed mirror pickguard, alder body, vintage-tint
one-piece maple neck and fingerboard with 20 medium-jumbo frets, Badass®
II bridge, Seymour Duncan® Basslines SPB-1 split-coil Precision Bass pickup,
chrome hardware, Steve Harris Signature Rotosound® custom flat-wound strings
and Harris’s signature on the back of the headstock. Deluxe gig bag included.
Part #

Description

0252602350

Steve Harris Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Royal Blue Metallic, $1,699.99
Chrome Pickguard

MSRP

Tony Franklin Fretless Precision Bass®

3-Color Sunburst
00

06

The names of few rock bassists have become more synonymous with fretless
bass than that of session great Tony Franklin. Like the man who designed it, the
Tony Franklin Fretless Precision Bass® guitar takes a classic instrument to a new
level, with an alder body and modern C-shaped maple neck with an unfinished
and unfretted ebony fingerboard with side dot position markers. Other features
include vintage tuners, Hipshot® Bass Xtender drop-D tuner on the E string, and
three-way pickguard switch that controls an American Series Precision Bass neck
pickup and a Tony Franklin signature Jazz Bass® bridge pickup with hex-screw
lugs and ceramic bar magnets.
Part #

Description

0190085800

Tony Franklin Fretless Precision Bass®, Ebony Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
Tony Franklin Fretless Precision Bass®, Ebony Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply Black Pickguard

0190085806

MSRP
$2,399.99
$2,399.99

Although most know Tony Franklin for his amazing fretless work, he’s been doing
sessions with the same fretted Precision Bass® for years. Franklin’s top-notch
fretted signature bass sings just like his fretless model, with Precision and Jazz
Bass® pickups and a three-way selector switch that provide an array of great
tones. Features include specially voiced pickups, lacquer finish, and modern
C-shaped maple neck and fingerboard made to Franklin’s specs. Available in
Olympic White and Gold Amber.
Olympic White
05

Part #

Description

0190086805

Tony Franklin Fretted Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Olympic
White, 3-Ply Black Pickguard
Tony Franklin Fretted Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Gold
Amber, 3-Ply Black Pickguard

0190086850

50

MSRP
$2,249.99
$2,249.99

Duff McKagan P Bass®
Designed for the man who has held down the low end for Guns N’ Roses, Velvet
Revolver, Jane’s Addiction and many others, the Duff McKagan Signature Bass
is rock ‘n’ roll. Based on the instrument he has used ever since the first GNR
album, the Duff McKagan Signature model is a distinctive, sleek and full-sounding
reissue of the ’80s-era Jazz Bass® Special, which combined a Precision Bass®
body with a Jazz Bass neck and Precision and Jazz Bass pickups. That’s all here,
with a Pearl White finish, gloss black neck and headstock, TBX™ treble/bass cut
circuit, black hardware and custom skull-engraved neck plate.
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Tony Franklin Fretted Precision Bass®

Pearl White
23

Part #

Description

0146500323

Duff McKagan P Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Pearl White. No
Pickguard

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,249.99

3-Color Sunburst
00

05

21

Marcus Miller’s combination of soulful groove and astounding technical ability
has made him one of the jazz world’s preeminent virtuoso bassists. Fender’s
stylish Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® guitar is soulful and astounding, too. It has
an ash body, distinctive black pickguard/control plate and one piece C-shaped
maple neck with a 7.25”-radius maple fingerboard featuring white binding, white
pearl block inlays and a satin finish (gloss finish on the headstock, plus Miller’s
signature). Incredible tone comes from dual vintage-style Jazz Bass single-coil
pickups, and the two-band active EQ has an active/passive mini-toggle switch.
Other features include chrome neck pickup cover, knurled chrome-dome knobs
on the volume controls and black Jazz Bass knobs on the tone controls, a Badass® Bass II™ bridge and three-bolt neck plate. Deluxe gig bag included.
Part #

Description

0257802300

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst,
3-Ply Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Olympic White, 3-Ply
Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Natural, 3-Ply Black
Pickguard

0257802305
0257802321

Fender® BassGuitars

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®

MSRP
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Five String)

Vintage White
00
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Marcus Miller’s combination of soulful groove and astounding technical ability has
made him one of the jazz world’s preeminent virtuoso bassists. Fender’s stylish
five-string Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V guitar is soulful and astounding, too. It
has an ash body, distinctive black pickguard/control plate, one-piece C-shaped
maple neck, 7.25”-radius maple fingerboard with white binding and white pearl
block inlays, Posiflex™ graphite neck support rods, and satin finish (gloss finish on the headstock, plus Miller’s signature). Great tone comes from a pair of
custom vintage-style Jazz Bass single-coil pickups and an 18-volt active preamp;
the two-band active EQ has an active/passive mini-toggle switch. Other features
include a chrome neck pickup cover, knurled chrome dome knobs on the volume
controls and black Jazz Bass knobs on the tone controls, contoured heel and
asymmetrical five-bolt neck plate.
Part #

Description

0197802800

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 3-Ply Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fretboard, Black,
3-Ply Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fretboard, Aged
Natural, 3-Ply Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fretboard, Vintage
White, 3-Ply Black Pickguard
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass® V (Fiev String), Maple Fretboard, Shoreline Gold, 3-Ply Black Pickguard

0197802806
0197802834
0197802841
0197802844

MSRP
$2,899.99
$2,899.99
$2,899.99
$2,899.99
$2,899.99

Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass®

00

Part #

Description

0196208800

Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass®, Fretless, Pau Ferro Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$2,399.99

Reggie Hamilton Standard Jazz Bass®
The Reggie Hamilton Standard Jazz Bass® guitar is designed to the virtuoso R&B
bassist’s exacting specs, with gorgeous tone, great looks and unbelievable feel.
Features include an American Series Precision Bass® pickup, custom Noiseless™ Jazz Bass bridge pickup, active/passive switch, 20-fret maple neck with
a rosewood fingerboard, ’70s stamped open-gear tuners and Hipshot® Bass
Xtender drop-D tuner on the E string.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0138700300

Reggie Hamilton Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard,
3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Tortoise Shell Pickguard
Reggie Hamilton Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black,
3-Ply Black/White/Black Pickguard

0138700306
06

$1,199.99

39

00

MSRP
$1,199.99

For more information go to fender.com

3-Color Sunburst

Jaco Pastorius redefined the voice of the bass and the role of the bassist for
generations of players, merging the worlds of R&B, rock, jazz, classical and Caribbean music and reshaping the musical landscape with his visionary approach
to the instrument. And he did it all with a Fender Jazz Bass® guitar. Pastorius’
unmistakable voice and signature sound came from his mind, his hand and his
sunburst fretless Jazz Bass, recreated here as the Fender Jaco Pastorius Jazz
Bass guitar. Features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck with side dots
centered on the fret lines, pau ferro fingerboard, vintage-style single-coil Jazz
Bass pickups, vintage-style reverse tuners, knurled chrome Precision Bass®
knobs and commemorative Pastorius neck plate. Deluxe brown hard-shell case,
strap and cable included.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Mark Hoppus Jazz Bass®
Fender’s Mark Hoppus Jazz Bass guitar is the perfect punk-pop bass-as powerful
and addictive as a blink-182 hit. Distinctive since its 2002 introduction as a Jazz
Bass with a split single-coil Precision Bass® pickup, it now has a new sonic
formula. For the updated version of his signature model, Mark has reversed the
pickup, with the upper half now on the treble side, delivering supercharged throat
and fullness from the D and G strings; and the lower half now on the bass side,
adding focused snap and brightness to the E and A strings. A unique modification
for nonconformists.
Surf Green
01

57

Features include an ash body, maple neck with modern “C” shape and 1.625”
nut width (wider than the 1.5” standard for Jazz basses), rosewood fretboard with
9.5” radius and medium jumbo frets, reversed Seymour Duncan® Basslines SPB3 Quarter Pound split-coil Precision Bass pickup, single chrome control knob
(volume), combination string-through-body bridge with American series plate and
Standard series saddles and screws, and one-piece Jazz Bass pickguard (fourply white pearloid on Surf Green model, four-ply tortoise shell on White Blonde
model). Available in Surf Green transparent and new White Blonde.
Part #

Description

0138301301
0138301357

Mark Hoppus Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, White Blonde
Mark Hoppus Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green

MSRP
$1,049.99
$1,049.99

Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®
Mike Dirnt and his Green Day bandmates pretty much single-handedly brought
punk-pop to the masses in the ’90s and continue to rock harder than ever today.
Designed to the hard-hitting and oft-airborne bassist’s own specs, the Mike Dirnt
Precision Bass® is as unique and cool as Green Day’s music. Modeled on the
1951 Precision, it features a slab ash body with a ’55 arm contour and pickguard.
Other features include a thick C-shaped maple neck modeled on Dirnt’s 1969
Precision, Custom Shop ’59 Precision Bass pickup and Badass® Bass II™ bridge
with chrome hardware.
2-Color Sunburst
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Part #

Description

0138400303

Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard , 2-Color Sunburst, 1-Ply Parchment Pickguard
Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard , Black, 1-Ply
Parchment Pickguard
Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard , Vintage White,
1-Ply White Pickguard

0138400306
0138400341

MSRP
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99

Geddy Lee Jazz Bass®
Mean, mean stride. The Geddy Lee Jazz Bass® guitar is an exact replica of the
tonally singular instrument that Rush’s revered bassist/vocalist has riffed away
on in front of millions of devoted fans worldwide and on many a mega-selling
album. The bass has an alder body; the thin one-piece C-shaped maple neck has
a maple fingerboard with black binding and black rectangular position markers.
The two vintage Jazz Bass single-coil pickups crackle with life and bristle with
the energy. Other features include chrome hardware, vintage-style tuners and a
Badass® Bass II™ bridge.
Black
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Part #

Description

0257702300

Geddy Lee Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 3-Ply
Black Pickguard
Geddy Lee Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black, 3-Ply White
Pickguard

0257702306

MSRP
$1,399.99
$1,399.99

From chart-topping ’80s world domination in the Police to his prolific and
musically adventurous solo career, Sting has always brought the bass out front
with his forceful combination of four-string muscle and finesse. His namesake
’50s-style Precision Bass® model features a vintage-style single-coil pickup,
contoured body with Two-color Sunburst finish and the King of Pain’s signature in
the block pearl inlay at the 12th fret. Deluxe gig bag included.

2-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0251902303

Sting Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst, 1-Ply
White Pickguard
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For more information go to fender.com

Sting Precision Bass®

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,199.99

Fender® Select Precision Bass®

New

2-Color Sunburst
03

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.

Fender® BassGuitars

Fender® Select

The Fender Select Precision Bass presents an elegantly crafted, sonically seismic
new take on the bass guitar that started it all, with a gorgeous Two-color Sunburst
gloss-lacquer finish and flame maple top. Its modern “C” shaped quartersawn
maple neck has Posiflex™ graphite support rods, a satin lacquer back finish and
rear-headstock “Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius
flame maple fretboard (9.5”-14”) has 20 medium jumbo frets, stylish black pearloid position inlays and a gloss lacquer finish. Loud, clear and deeply resounding
tone issues from the new single Fender Select Precision Bass split-coil pickup.
Part #

Description

0170306703

Fender® Select Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$3,199.99

Fender® Select Jazz Bass®

New

Amber Burst
50

Select instruments for select individuals. Introducing Fender Select series guitars
and basses—true players’ instruments that put more than six decades of Fender
experience and expertise on outstandingly appointed display and bring a wealth
of high-end features and elegant design options to discerning musicians everywhere. With choice tone woods, figured tops, strikingly beautiful finishes, figured
and quartersawn maple necks with compound-radius fretboards, specially voiced
Fender Select pickups that deliver masterful tone, and other first-rate features,
the U.S.-made Select Series puts Fender’s top-line best in capable hands—yours.
The Fender Select Jazz Bass elevates our most sonically versatile bass to the
height of alluringly refined elegance and power, with a striking Amber Burst
gloss-lacquer finish and flame maple top. Its modern “C” shaped quartersawn
maple neck has Posiflex™ graphite support rods, a satin lacquer finish and
rear-headstock “Fender Select” medallion. The smooth-playing compound radius
rosewood fretboard (9.5”-14”) has 20 medium jumbo frets and stylish white
pearloid position inlays. Two brand-new dual single-coil Fender Select Jazz Bass
pickups pump warm and full low end, snarling midrange and ringing highs.
Part #

Description

0170307750

Fender® Select Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Amber Burst

MSRP
$3,199.99

American Vintage

01

03

Part #

Description

0190115801

’57 Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard , White Blonde, Gold Anodized $2,149.99
Aluminum Pickguard
$2,149.99
’57 Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst, Gold
Anodized Aluminum Pickguard

0190115803

MSRP

American Vintage ’62 Precision Bass®
1962 was another groundbreaking year for the Fender® bass guitar that started
it all. The classic American Vintage ’62 Precision Bass® features a rosewood
fingerboard, tortoise shell pickguard and nitrocellulose lacquer finish. Sounds and
feels even greater than it looks! Please Note: The American Vintage ’62 Precision
Bass® is shipped with the chrome bridge and pickup covers unmounted. They
are included in the accessory kit that accompaines the bass.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0190116800

American Vintage ’62 Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard,
3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Vintage ’62 Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard,
Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard

0190116805
00

05

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,149.99
$2,149.99
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White Blonde

Since its introduction in 1951, the Fender® Precision Bass® guitar has dramatically influenced the way we play and hear music. In the booming half-century
since, the Precision Bass® has affected almost every imaginable genre of popular
music. Our American Vintage ’57 Precision Bass® pays tribute to this landmark
instrument with accurate detailing, including the electronics and hardware...From
the split single coil pickups to the vintage tuning machines and nitrocellulose lacquer finish. A true Fender® classic. Please Note: The American Vintage ’57 Precision Bass® is shipped with the chrome bridge and pickup covers unmounted,
but they are included in the accessory kit.

For more information go to fender.com

American Vintage ’57 Precision Bass®

Fender® BassGuitars

American Vintage ’62 Jazz Bass®
First introduced in 1960, the Fender Jazz Bass® guitar has become one of the
most popular instruments in modern musical history. All the model’s original
Fender® “firsts” such as the offset waist, ultra-slim fast-action neck, stacked
concentric controls and full range bi-pole pickups are recreated in the period correct American Vintage ’62 Jazz Bass®. A true classic revisited. Please Note: The
American Vintage ’62 Jazz Bass® is shipped with the chrome bridge and pickup
covers unmounted, but included in the accessory kit.
Olympic White
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Part #

Description

0190209800

’62 Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard
’62 Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown
Shell Pickguard
’62 Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 4-Ply Brown Shell
Pickguard

0190209805

06

0190209806

MSRP
$2,149.99
$2,149.99
$2,149.99

American Vintage ’75 Jazz Bass®

Natural
21

Bound fingerboards, three-knob controls and block inlays are standout features
of this classic model, the American Vintage ’75 Jazz Bass® guitar. This solid
ash-body instrument comes with your choice of a maple fingerboard with black
binding, black block inlays and three ply black pickguard; or a rosewood fingerboard with white binding, pearloid block inlays and a three-ply white pickguard.
Other features include two ’75 vintage-style Jazz Bass® single-coil pickups, “bullet” truss rod and three-bolt Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment feature. Please Note:
The American Vintage ’75 Jazz Bass® is shipped with the chrome bridge and
pickup covers unmounted, but included in the accessory kit.
Part #

Description

0190300821

75 Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Natural, 3-Ply White
Pickguard
75 Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Natural, 3-Ply Black Pickguard

0190302821

MSRP
$2,499.99
$2,499.99

American Deluxe
American Deluxe Precision Bass®
Fender’s American Deluxe Precision Bass® has the modern features that bassists
demand, with a ly designed preamp circuit that delivers exhilarating active and
passive tone. Powerful-yet-quiet N3 noiseless pickups present more clean headroom and EQ range than ever, and even more versatile tonal options come from
the active/passive switch and passive tone control.

Olympic White
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Part #

Description

0194070700

American Deluxe Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic
White, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Precision Bass® Ash, Rosewood Fretboard, Wine
Transparent, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black, 3-Ply
B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Precision Bass® Ash, Maple Fretboard, Natural,
3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard

0194070705
0194070775

21

0194072706
0194072721

MSRP
$2,149.99
$2,149.99
$2,249.99
$2,149.99
$2,249.99

Fender’s American Deluxe Jazz Bass® guitar delivers the modern features that
bassists demand in a sleekly familiar design. A ly designed preamp circuit delivers
exhilarating active and passive tone, and powerful-yet-quiet N3 noiseless pickups present more clean headroom and EQ range than ever. Other features include
active/passive switch and passive tone control for even more tonal options, and
classic Jazz Bass block fretboard inlays and binding.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0194580700

American Deluxe Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic White,
3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® Ash, Rosewood Fretboard, Wine
Transparent, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black, 3-Ply B/W/B
Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® Ash, Maple Fretboard, Natural, 3-Ply
B/W/B Pickguard

0194580705
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0194580775
0194582706
0194582721
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American Deluxe Jazz Bass®

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$2,249.99
$2,249.99
$2,349.99
$2,249.99
$2,349.99

Wine Transparent
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Fender’s American Deluxe V String Jazz Bass® guitar delivers the modern
features that bassists demand in a sleek five-string design. A ly designed preamp
circuit delivers exhilarating active and passive tone, and powerful-yet-quiet N3
noiseless pickups present more clean headroom and EQ range than ever, effortlessly handling the low B string with impeccable tone and seismic power. Other
features include a compound radius fretboard and asymmetrical neck profile for
fast action and silky-smooth playability all the way up the neck, active/passive
switch and passive tone control for even more tonal options, and classic Jazz
Bass block fretboard inlays and binding.
Part #

Description

0194690700

American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard,
3-Color Sunburst, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard,
Olympic White, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String) Ash, Rosewood Fretboard, Wine Transparent, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fretboard,
Black, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard
American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String) Ash, Maple Fretboard,
Natural, 3-Ply B/W/B Pickguard

0194690705
0194690775
0194692706
0194692721

Fender® BassGuitars

American Deluxe Jazz Bass® V (Five String)

MSRP
$2,349.99
$2,349.99
$2,399.99
$2,349.99
$2,399.99

American Standard
American Standard Precision Bass®
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55

69

Part #

Description

0190460700

American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Cola, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Blizzard Pearl, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Charcoal Frost Metallic, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic
White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy
Cola, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Blizzard
Pearl, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Charcoal
Frost Metallic, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard

0190460705
0190460706
0190460712
0190460755
0190460769
0190462700
0190462705
0190462706
0190462712
0190462755
0190462769

MSRP
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99
$1,599.99

American Standard Precision Bass® Left Handed
Fender® introduced the Precision Bass® guitar in 1951, and its thick sound and
indestructible build changed popular music. Today’s American Standard Precision Bass is the new version of the great instruments of bass heroes past and
present; the modern interpretation of our classic instrument refined for modern
players. This left-handed version of the American Standard Precision Bass has a
high-mass vintage bridge, thinner finish undercoat that lets the body breathe and
improves resonance, improved Fender tuners that are 30 percent lighter while
keeping the classic look, richer and deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss maple or rosewood fingerboard, satin neck back for
smooth playability and Fender-exclusive SKB® molded case.

Black
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Part #

Description

0190490700

American Standard Precision Bass®, Left Handed, Rosewood
Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass®, Left Handed, Rosewood
Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard

0190490706

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,649.99
$1,649.99

For more information go to fender.com
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3-Color Sunburst

Fender® introduced the Precision Bass® guitar in 1951, and its thick sound and
indestructible build changed popular music. Today’s American Standard Precision
Bass is the new version of the great instruments of bass heroes past and present;
the modern interpretation of our classic instrument refined for modern players.
The American Standard Precision Bass has a high-mass vintage bridge, thinner
finish undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, improved
Fender tuners that are 30 percent lighter while keeping the classic look, richer
and deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss maple
or rosewood fingerboard, satin neck back for smooth playability and Fenderexclusive SKB® molded case.

Fender® BassGuitars

American Standard Precision Bass® V (Five String)

3-Color Sunburst
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Fender® introduced the Precision Bass® guitar in 1951, and its thick sound and
indestructible build changed popular music. Today’s American Standard Precision
Bass® is the new version of the great instruments of bass heroes past and present; the modern interpretations of our classic instrument refined for modern players. The American Standard Precision Bass V five-string model has a high-mass
vintage bridge, thinner finish undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves
resonance, improved Fender tuners that are 30 percent lighter while keeping
the classic look, richer and deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance,
great-looking gloss maple or rosewood fingerboard, satin neck back for smooth
playability and Fender-exclusive SKB® molded case.
Part #

Description

0190560700

American Standard Precision Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood
Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood
Fingerboard, Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Precision Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fingerboard, Candy Cola, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard

0190560705
0190562706
0190562712

MSRP
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99

American Standard Jazz Bass®

Charcoal Frost Metallic
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Fender® scored a giant bass hit in 1960 by introducing its deluxe four-string
instrument - the Jazz Bass® guitar. With its sleek offset body; thin, fast neck and
rich, growling tone, it was a raring, roaring racecar of a bass that quickly established itself as a must-have instrument. The new American Standard Jazz Bass
is an even finer instrument; a modern interpretation of a classic built for modern
players. Features include a high-mass vintage bridge, thinner finish undercoat
that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, improved Fender tuners that
are 30 percent lighter while keeping the classic look, richer and deeper neck tint
for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss rosewood fingerboard, satin
neck back for smooth playability and Fender-exclusive SKB® molded case.
Part #

Description

0190660700

American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy
Cola, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Blizzard
Pearl, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Charcoal
Frost Metallic, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White,
4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply
W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Cola,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Blizzard Pearl,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Charcoal Frost
Metallic, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard

0190660705
0190660706
0190660712
0190660755
0190660769
0190662700
0190662705
0190662706
0190662712
0190662755

$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
$1,699.99

American Standard Jazz Bass® Left Handed
Fender® scored a giant bass hit in 1960 by introducing its deluxe four-string
instrument - the Jazz Bass® guitar. With its sleek offset body; thin, fast neck and
rich, growling tone, it was a raring, roaring racecar of a bass that quickly established itself as a must-have instrument. The new left-handed American Standard
Jazz Bass is an even finer instrument; a modern interpretation of a classic built
for modern players. Features include a high-mass vintage bridge, thinner finish
undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, improved Fender
tuners that are 30 percent lighter while keeping the classic look, richer and
deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss rosewood
fingerboard, satin neck back for smooth playability and Fender-exclusive SKB®
molded case.

Black
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Part #

Description

0190690700

American Standard Jazz Bass®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard

0190690706
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0190662769

MSRP
$1,699.99

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,749.99
$1,749.99

3-Color Sunburst
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Fender® scored a giant bass hit in 1960 by introducing its deluxe four-string
instrument - the Jazz Bass® guitar. With its sleek offset body; thin, fast neck
and rich, growling tone, it was a raring, roaring racecar of a bass that quickly
established itself as a must-have instrument. The new American Standard Jazz
Bass Fretless is an even finer instrument; a modern interpretation of a classic built
for modern players. Features include a high-mass vintage bridge, thinner finish
undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, improved Fender
tuners that are 30 percent lighter while keeping the classic look, richer and
deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss rosewood
fingerboard, satin neck back for smooth playability and Fender-exclusive SKB®
molded case.
Part #

Description

0190668700

American Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless, Rosewood Fingerboard,
Black, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard

0190668706

Fender® BassGuitars

American Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless

MSRP
$1,699.99
$1,699.99

American Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String)

Candy Cola
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Fender® scored a giant bass hit in 1960 by introducing its deluxe four-string
instrument - the Jazz Bass® guitar. With its sleek offset body; thin, fast neck and
rich, growling tone, it was a raring, roaring racecar of a bass that quickly established itself as a must-have instrument. The new Five String American Standard
Jazz Bass is an even finer instrument; a modern interpretation of a classic built
for modern players. Features include a high-mass vintage bridge, thinner finish
undercoat that lets the body breathe and improves resonance, improved Fender
tuners that are 30 percent lighter while keeping the classic look, richer and
deeper neck tint for a more elegant appearance, great-looking gloss rosewood
fingerboard, satin neck back for smooth playability and Fender-exclusive SKB®
molded case.
Part #

Description

0190760700

American Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fingerboard,
Black, 3-Ply W/B/W Pickguard
American Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Maple Fingerboard,
Candy Cola, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard

0190760705
0190762706
0190762712

MSRP
$1,849.99
$1,849.99
$1,849.99
$1,849.99

American Special Precision Bass®
The Fender® American Special basses bring you the latest in U.S.-built quality
and value. The American Special Precision Bass guitar features a slim neck profile, a high-gloss finish and the Fender Greasebucket™ tone circuit, which rolls off
highs while maintaining low-end definition.
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Part #

Description

0111560300

American Special Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
American Special Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
American Special Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Special Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy
Apple Red

0111560305
0111562306
0111562309

MSRP
$1,269.99
$1,269.99
$1,269.99
$1,269.99

American Special Jazz Bass®
The Fender® American Special basses bring you the latest in U.S.-built quality
and value. The American Special Jazz Bass guitar features a slim neck profile, a
high-gloss finish and the Fender Greasebucket™ tone circuit, which rolls off highs
while maintaining low-end definition.

Black
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Features include an alder body and C-shaped maple neck, maple fretboard
(Black, Candy Apple Red models) or rosewood fretboard (Olympic White, Threecolor Sunburst models) with medium jumbo frets, single-coil alnico Jazz Bass
pickups, vintage-style black plastic Jazz Bass knobs, three-ply pickguard (blackwhite black on Candy Apple Red and Olympic White models; parchment on Black
and Three-color Sunburst models), vintage-style bridge and strap buttons, and
deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0111660300

American Special Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
American Special Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic
White
American Special Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
American Special Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red

0111660305
0111662306
0111662309

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP

For more information go to fender.com

00

$1,279.99
$1,279.99
$1,279.99
$1,279.99
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Candy Apple Red

Features include an alder body and C-shaped maple neck, maple fretboard
(Black, Candy Apple Red models) or rosewood fretboard (Olympic White, Threecolor Sunburst models) with medium jumbo frets, split single-coil alnico pickup,
knurled chrome knobs, three-ply pickguard (black-white black on Candy Apple
Red and Olympic White models; parchment on Black and Three-color Sunburst
models), vintage-style bridge and strap buttons, and deluxe gig bag.

Fender® BassGuitars

Road Worn®
Road Worn® ’50s Precision Bass®
The original was born in the ’50s and produced the sound of bass. On the road,
the more you punished a Precision Bass® guitar, the more it gave back as a virtually indestructible bass that took a beating and laughed while it asked for more,
becoming even cooler looking and more comfortable-feeling than when it was
brand-new. Fender’s Road Worn® ’50s Precision Bass delivers that aged look
and feel. Designed with ’50s specs, including a nitrocellulose-lacquer finish, and
built to look, sound and feel like it’s got more than just a few miles on it.
2-Color Sunburst
03

Part #

Description

0131712303

Road Worn® ’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst, Gold Anodized Aluminum Pickguard
Road Worn® ’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Fiesta Red,
Gold Anodized Aluminum Pickguard

0131712340

40

MSRP
$1,399.99
$1,399.99

Road Worn® ’60s Jazz Bass®
A veritable racecar of a bass, the Jazz Bass® guitar was born in the ’60s and
became the favorite of players who put as many miles on the instrument as they
did on their tour buses. The more it was used (and abused), the more it growled
back and became even more comfortable. Fender’s Road Worn® ’60s Jazz Bass
guitar delivers that aged look and feel. Designed with ’60s specs, including a
nitrocellulose-lacquer finish, and built to look, sound and feel like it’s got more
than just a few miles on it.
3-Color Sunburst
00

Part #

Description

0131810300

Road Worn® ’60s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
Road Worn®; ’60s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red,
4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard

0131810340

40

MSRP
$1,499.99
$1,499.99

Classic
’50s Precision Bass®
The ’50s Precision Bass® guitar delivers the look, sound and vibe of Fender’s first
basses without breaking the bank. Features include an alder body, maple neck,
split single-coil Precision Bass pickup, volume and tone controls, gold anodized
pickguard and vintage hardware.

Honey Blonde

Part #

Description

0131702303

’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst, Gold
Anodized Aluminum Pickguard
’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black, Gold Anodized
Aluminum Pickguard
’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Fiesta Red, Gold Anodized
Aluminum Pickguard
’50s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Honey Blonde, Gold Anodized Aluminum Pickguard

0131702306
0131702340

03

06

40

67

0131702367

MSRP
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99
$999.99

Our ’60s Jazz Bass® captures the essence of the decade - an instrument as
tuneful and groundbreaking as the era it debuted in. Many of the period-correct
details that made the original Jazz® basses so great are meticulously replicated
in this classic vintage-vibe beauty, which features the original offset waist, ultraslim neck and pair of vintage-style alnico magnet Jazz Bass single-coil pickups.
Whether it’s early ’60s Motown, British Invasion, American garage or later-’60s
heavy rock and soul, this bass embodies a fantastic era in music.
3-Color Sunburst
00

05

06

Part #

Description

0131800300

’60s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard
’60s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic White, 4-Ply Brown
Shell Pickguard
’60s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 4-Ply Brown Shell
Pickguard

0131800305
0131800306
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’60s Jazz Bass®

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,049.99
$1,049.99
$1,049.99

Fender’s ’70s Jazz Bass® captures the essence of the decade with striking looks
and bright, full sound. That decade saw the bridge pickup placed closer to the
bridge, creating a brighter, more cutting tone, and the addition of neck binding
and block fretboard inlays. Features include ultra-slim neck with bullet truss rod
nut, vintage-style alnico magnet Jazz Bass single-coil pickups, and vintage-style
bridge.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0132000300

’70s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 3-Ply
B/W/B Pickguard
’70s Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 3-Ply B/W/B
Pickguard

0132000306
00

06

MSRP
$1,119.99

Fender® BassGuitars

’70s Jazz Bass®

$1,119.99

70s Precision Bass®
Fender’s Classic series ’70s Precision Bass authentically evokes the era when our
first bass rocked with more versatile use than ever, from prog to punk and metal
to funk. Vintage touches include bass-side thumb rest (first adopted in 1974),
’70s-style large headstock logo and bound neck with block inlays.

3-Color Sunburst
00

05

Features also include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, maple fretboard with
9.5” radius and 20 vintage-style frets, classic split single-coil pickup, three-ply
black-white-black pickguard, knurled control knobs (volume, tone), vintage-style
four-saddle bridge and ’70s-style “Fender”-stamped open-gear tuners.
Part #

Description

0266202300

70s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst, 3-Ply
B/W/B Pickguard
70s Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Olympic White, 3-Ply B/W/B
Pickguard

0266202305

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

Mustang® Bass
Fender’s popular Mustang® Bass guitar was introduced in 1966 as a cool shortscale alternative to its illustrious long-scale big brothers. This thoroughbred
reissue captures the original instrument’s feisty mid-’60s vibe, and is perfect for
players who prefer a shorter scale (30”) or have smaller hands. Guitar players and
younger musicians will find it especially comfortable to play. Features include
a solid alder body, split single-coil pickup and a maple neck with a rosewood
fingerboard, dot inlays and nickel/silver frets.
Vintage White

Part #

Description

0253900541

Mustang® Bass, Rosewood Fretboard , Vintage White, 4-Ply Tortoise
Shell Pickguard

MSRP
$999.99

41

Deluxe

Chrome Red
06

25

55

59

For today’s “active” bassist, Fender® offers the stylish and thunderous Deluxe
Series Active Precision Bass® Special guitar. This huge-sounding hybrid model
features an alder body with a single-ply beveled gold vinyl pickguard and a maple
Jazz Bass® guitar neck (modern C shape) with a 20-fret, 9.5”-radius rosewood
or maple fingerboard. Aboard are a standard alnico split single-coil Precision
Bass pickup (middle) and a dual-coil ceramic Noiseless™ Jazz Bass pickup with
nickel-plated pole pieces (bridge) with pan pot switching. Controls are master
volume, pan and three-band active EQ with treble boost/cut (+/- 10 db at 8kHz,
a shift in the cut frequency, and about a 2dB slope per octave), mid boost/cut
(+10dB, -15dB at 500Hz, and a wide band slope) and bass boost/cut (+/- 12db
at 40Hz, with a 4dB slope per octave). Other features include chrome hardware,
American Vintage Precision Bass bridge, side-mounted jack and deluxe gig bag.
Part #

Description

0135760306

Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 1-Ply
Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Rosewood Fretboard, Chrome Red,
1-Ply Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Rosewood Fretboard, Blizzard Pearl,
1-Ply Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Rosewood Fretboard, Navy Blue
Metallic, 1-Ply Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Maple Fretboard, Black, 1-Ply Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Maple Fretboard, Chrome Red, 1-Ply
Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard
Deluxe Active P Bass® Special, Maple Fretboard, Blizzard Pearl,
1-Ply Beveled Gold Vinyl Pickguard

0135760325
0135760355
0135760359
0135762306
0135762325

$949.99
$949.99
$949.99
$949.99
$949.99
$949.99
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0135762355

MSRP
$949.99

For more information go to fender.com

Deluxe Active P Bass® Special

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Deluxe Active Jazz Bass®
The Deluxe Active Jazz Bass® guitar was designed for the working bassist, with
classic styling and modern features including an alder body, C-shaped maple
neck, two dual-coil ceramic Noiseless™ Jazz Bass pickups with nickel-plated
pole pieces, three-band active EQ with treble, mid and bass boost/cut, four-ply
brown shell pickguard and a variety of finishes (see specifications).

Black
06

09

32

Part #

Description

0136760306

Active Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 4-Ply Brown Shell
Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple Red , 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown Sunburst, 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage White, 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard

0136760309
0136760332

41

0136760341

MSRP
$974.99
$974.99
$974.99
$974.99

Deluxe Active Jazz Bass® V (Five String)
The Deluxe Active Jazz Bass® V guitar was designed for the working five-string
bassist, with classic styling and modern features including an alder body, Cshaped maple neck with rosewood fretboard, two dual-coil ceramic Noiseless™
five-string Jazz Bass pickups with nickel-plated pole pieces, three-band active
EQ with treble, mid and bass boost/cut, four-ply brown shell pickguard and a
variety of finishes (see specifications).

Vintage White

Part #

Description

0136860306

Active Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard, Black, 4-Ply
Brown Shell Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple
Red, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard, Brown
Sunburst, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard
Active Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage
White, 4-Ply Brown Shell Pickguard

0136860309
06

09

32

41

0136860332
0136860341

MSRP
$1,024.99
$1,024.99
$1,024.99
$1,024.99

Aerodyne™ Jazz Bass®

Black
06

Cutting-edge bassists looking for a lightweight high-performance bass with a
striking appearance will love the Aerodyne™ Jazz Bass® guitar. This specialedition Jazz Bass features a bound basswood body with a cream-bound carved
top and no pickguard. The maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard, matching painted headstock and dot position inlays on the side only. Other features
include a split single-coil Precision Bass® middle pickup, single-coil Jazz Bass
bridge pickup, top-mounted black Stratocaster® output jack, smoked chrome
bridge and tuners, smoked chrome skirted control knobs and a silver Fender®
headstock logo.
Part #

Description

0254505506

Aerodyne™ Jazz Bass®, Rosweood Stained Fretboard, Black, No
Pickguard

MSRP
$1,149.99

Deluxe Jaguar® Bass

3-Color Sunburst
00

09

87

Features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, 7.25”-radius rosewood
fretboard with 20 medium jumbo frets and aged white pearloid block inlays,
dual vintage-style single-coil Jazz Bass® pickups, dual tone circuits (passive
and active), lower horn control plate with on/off slide switches for each pickup
and series/parallel slide switch (operates only when both pickups are on), upper
horn control plate with active/passive slide switch and dual active-circuit tone
control wheels (treble and bass), Jazz Bass master control knobs (volume, tone),
three-ply pickguard (mint green/black/mint green), vintage-style bridge with four
threaded steel saddles, vintage-style tuners, nickel/chrome hardware and rearmounted quick-release battery compartment. Available in Three-color Sunburst,
Candy Apple Red and Cobalt Blue.
Part #

Description

0259505500
0259505509
0259505587

Jaguar® Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
Jaguar® Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red
Jaguar® Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, Cobalt Blue
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For more information go to fender.com

The Jaguar® Bass is back, now with the addition of a smart new Cobalt Blue
finish. Acclaimed as an extraordinarily versatile mid-2000s addition to the Fender
bass family, the sleek and fast-playing Jaguar Bass quickly became a must-have
instrument with a wealth of tonal options and active/passive control features.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,099.99
$1,099.99
$1,099.99

Blacktop™ Jazz Bass®
Phenomenal Blacktop™ series power and performance now comes to a bold
new interpretation of the venerable Jazz Bass guitar. In one of the most distinctive
iterations of the instrument ever designed, Fender introduces the Blacktop Jazz
Bass.

Black
06

23

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Jazz Bass features dual Blacktop splitcoil Precision Bass® pickups that pack a powerful one-two tonal punch. Other
distinctive touches are three Jazz Bass control knobs (volume for each pickup
and master tone) and a Blacktop HiMass bridge. Features include an alder body,
maple neck with modern C shape and gloss urethane finish, rosewood fretboard
with 9.5” radius and 20 medium jumbo frets, three-ply black-white-black pickguard, open-gear tuners and chrome hardware. Available in Black and new White
Chrome Pearl.
Part #

Description

0148600506
0148600523

Blacktop™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Blacktop™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, White Chrome
Pearl

Fender® BassGuitars

Blacktop™

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Blacktop™ Precision Bass®
Drive your sound with raw humbucking power. Fender’s innovative Blacktop™
series expanded the sonic horizon of classic Fender guitars by powering them
with high-gain humbucking pickups. That phenomenal Blacktop power and performance now comes to the bass world with a dual-humbucking-pickup version
of the Precision Bass® guitar.

Black
06

23

Sleek and supercharged, the Blacktop Precision Bass guitar features two pummeling Blacktop Bass humbucking pickups that make it one of the most powerful
basses - if not the most powerful bass - Fender has ever offered. Other distinctive
touches are three Jazz Bass control knobs (volume for each pickup and master
tone) and a Blacktop™ HiMass bridge. Features include an alder body, maple
neck with modern C shape and gloss urethane finish, rosewood fretboard with
9.5” radius and 20 medium jumbo frets, three-ply black-white-black pickguard,
open-gear tuners and chrome hardware. Available in Black and new White
Chrome Pearl.
Part #

Description

0148500506
0148500523

Blacktop™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
Blacktop™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, White Chrome
Pearl

MSRP
$739.99
$739.99

Standard
Standard Precision Bass®
Since its early-’50s introduction, the Fender® Precision Bass® guitar has
remained the world standard for thick tone and smooth playability. The Standard
Precision Bass combines the best of old and new, with a modern single-coil
pickup, shielded body cavity, medium jumbo frets, vintage-style bridge, tinted
neck with rosewood or maple fretboard, three-ply parchment pickguard and ’70sstyle headstock logo.
Description

0146100502

Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid
Blue, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple
Red, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Precision Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag

0146100506
02

06

09

32

80

0146100509
0146100532
0146100580
0146102502
0146102506
0146102509
0146102532

$769.99
$769.99
$789.99
$769.99
$769.99
$769.99
$769.99
$789.99
$769.99
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0146102580

MSRP
$769.99

For more information go to fender.com

Lake Placid Blue

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Standard Jazz Bass®
Professional bassists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Jazz
Bass® guitar since its 1960 introduction for its rich tone and musical versatility.
The Standard Jazz Bass combines the best of old and new, with modern singlecoil pickups, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets, vintage-style bridge,
tinted neck with rosewood or maple fretboard, three-ply parchment pickguard
and ’70s-style headstock logo.

Lake Placid Blue

Part #

Description

0146200502

Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply Parchment
Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Apple Red, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Brown Sunburst, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag

0146200506
02

06

09

32

80

0146200509
0146200532
0146200580
0146202502
0146202506
0146202509
0146202532
0146202580

MSRP
$799.99
$799.99
$799.99
$819.99
$799.99
$799.99
$799.99
$799.99
$819.99
$799.99

Standard Jazz Bass® Left Handed
Professional bassists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Jazz
Bass® guitar since its 1960 introduction for its rich tone and musical versatility. The left-handed Standard Jazz Bass combines the best of old and new, with
modern single-coil pickups, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets, vintagestyle bridge, tinted neck with rosewood or maple fretboard, three-ply parchment
pickguard and ’70s-style headstock logo.

Black

Part #

Description

0146220506

Standard Jazz Bass® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass® Left Handed, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag

0146220532
06

32

MSRP
$799.99
$819.99

Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless
Professional bassists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Jazz
Bass® guitar since its 1960 introduction for its rich tone and musical versatility.
The Standard Jazz Bass Fretless combines the best of old and new, with modern
single-coil pickups, shielded body cavities, vintage-style bridge, tinted neck with
rosewood or maple fretboard, three-ply parchment pickguard and ’70s-style
headstock logo.

Brown Sunburst

Part #

Description

0146208506

Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black, 3-Ply
Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass® Fretless, Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag

0146208532
06

32

MSRP
$799.99
$819.99

Professional bassists in all musical genres have relied on the Fender® Jazz
Bass® guitar since its 1960 introduction for its rich tone and musical versatility.
The Standard Jazz Bass V five-string model combines the best of old and new,
with modern single-coil pickups, shielded body cavities, medium jumbo frets,
vintage-style bridge, tinted neck with rosewood or maple fretboard, three-ply
parchment pickguard, ’70s-style headstock logo and the added range of a low B
string.
Black
06

32

Part #

Description

0146600506

Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fingerboard, Black,
3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag
Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String), Rosewood Fingerboard, Brown
Sunburst, 3-Ply Parchment Pickguard, No Bag

0146600532
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Standard Jazz Bass® V (Five String)

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$899.99
$919.99

Modern Player Jaguar® Bass
Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.
Black
06

Fender® BassGuitars

Modern Player

The Modern Player Jaguar Bass® presents a lean, mean and stripped-down
version of the ultra-sleek bass model, with a powerful P/J configuration-a Modern
Player Precision Bass middle pickup and Modern Player Jazz Bass® bridge
pickup-and streamlined control configuration. Features include a koto body,
C-shaped maple neck, maple fretboard with 9.5” radius and 20 jumbo frets,
three-ply parchment pickguard, three Jazz Bass control knobs (middle volume,
bridge volume, master tone), vintage-style four-saddle bridge with brass saddles,
open-gear tuners and nickel/chrome hardware. Available in Black.
Part #

Description

0241702506

Modern Player Jaguar® Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Black

MSRP
$559.99

Modern Player Jazz Bass®
Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.
Black Transparent
00

05

39

The Modern Player Jazz Bass® is a volcanic new take on the time-honored Jazz
Bass thanks to its dual Modern Player humbucking Jazz Bass pickups. Other features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, rosewood fretboard with 9.5”
radius and 20 jumbo frets, three-ply pickguard, vintage-style four-saddle bridge
with brass saddles, open-gear tuners and nickel/chrome hardware. Available in
Three-color Sunburst, Olympic White and Black Transparent.
Part #

Description

0241600500

Modern Player Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Modern Player Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
Modern Player Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black Transparent

0241600505
0241600539

MSRP
$699.99
$699.99
$699.99

Modern Player Telecaster® Bass

Butterscotch Blonde
03

50

A classic Fender bass design returns with an unusual new twist delivering utterly
seismic sound. The Telecaster® Bass is back at last in the smart new form of
the Modern Player Telecaster Bass, which boasts not one but two massive humbucking pickups. Features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, maple
fretboard with 9.5” radius and 20 medium jumbo frets, dual Modern Player Wide
Range humbucking Precision Bass® pickups, three-ply parchment (Sunburst
model) or single-ply black (Butterscotch Blonde model) pickguard, three knurled
“chrome-dome” control knobs (neck volume, bridge volume, master tone),
vintage-style bridge with four brass saddles, open-gear tuners and nickel/chrome
hardware. Available in Two-color Sunburst and Butterscotch Blonde.
Part #

Description

0241502503

Modern Player Telecaster® Bass, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color
Sunburst
Modern Player Telecaster® Bass, Maple Fingerboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

$839.99
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0241502550

MSRP
$839.99

For more information go to fender.com

Throughout its history, Fender® has always made a special point of welcoming
new players to the family by offering entry-level instruments of remarkable style
and substance (such as the Duo-Sonic™, Mustang® and Musicmaster® models),
with great sound, classic looks, solid performance and eminent affordability. The
Modern Player series continues that great my-first-Fender tradition, with thoroughly modern features and several distinctively unconventional new takes on
our most revered instruments-all with outstandingly attainable value.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Left: Squier® Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster® Guitars – pg. 58
Right: Squier® Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster® Guitars – pg. 58
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For more information go to fender.com/squier

Squier® Instruments

Squier®Instruments

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Squier® Instruments
For more information go to fender.com/squier
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Squier® Instruments
Squier® Instruments
| Packs

Packs
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS with G-DEC® Junior Amp
This set features a great-sounding, sweet-looking and easy-playing Squier®
Affinity Strat HSS guitar with a humbucking bridge pickup. Plug it right into the
included 15-watt G-DEC® Junior amp with loads of amp types, effects, backing
loops, auxiliary input, headphone jack and many other cool features. Accessories
include a guitar strap, gig bag, guitar cable and pick sampler-everything you need
to Stop Dreaming and Start Playing!

Metallic Blue

Part #

Description

0301620006

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS
with G-DEC® Junior Amp, Black, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS
with G-DEC® Junior Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS
with G-DEC® Junior Amp, Metallic Red, 120V

0301620095
06

95

25

0301620025

MSRP
$599.99
$599.99
$599.99

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® Special with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp
This set features a great-sounding, sweet-looking and easy-playing Squier®
Affinity Strat® Special guitar with three single-coil pickups; plug it right into the
included 15-watt, two-channel Fender® Frontman® Amp 15G with auxiliary input
and headphone jack. Accessories include stereo headphones, an instructional
DVD, a chromatic tuner, guitar strap, gig bag, guitar cable and pick sampler.
Everything you need to Stop Dreaming and Start Playing!

Black

Part #

Description

0301605006

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® Special
with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Black, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® Special
with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ Strat® Special
with Fender® Frontman® 15G Amp, Metallic Red, 120V

0301605095
06

95

25

0301605025

MSRP
$449.99
$449.99
$449.99

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: SE Special with Squier SP-10 Amp
This set features a great-sounding, sweet-looking and easy-playing Squier® SE
Special guitar with three single-coil pickups; plug it right into the included SP-10
amp. Accessories include guitar stand, an instructional DVD, a chromatic tuner,
guitar strap, gig bag, guitar cable and pick sampler. Everything you need to Stop
Dreaming and Start Playing!

Brown Sunburst
06

80

Part #

Description

0301600006

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: SE Special with Squier SP-10
Amp, Black, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: SE Special with Squier SP-10
Amp, Arctic White, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: SE Special with Squier SP-10
Amp, Brown Sunburst, 120V

0301600080
0301600032

32

MSRP
$349.99
$349.99
$349.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with Rumble™ 15 Amp
This set features our tough, great-sounding and easy-playing Squier® Affinity
Precision Bass® guitar; plug it right into the compact but punchy 15-watt Fender® Rumble™ 15 bass amp with auxiliary input and headphone jack. Accessories
include stereo headphones, an instructional DVD, a guitar strap, electronic tuner,
gig bag and guitar cable. A lot of boom for your buck, and everything you need to
Stop Dreaming and Start Playing!

Metallic Blue

Part #

Description

0301670006

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Black, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ P Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Red, 120V

0301670095
06

95

25

0301670025

$499.99
$499.99

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing!™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with Rumble™ 15 Amp
This set features our sleek, great-sounding and easy-playing Squier® Affinity
Jazz Bass® guitar. Plug it right into the compact but punchy 15-watt Fender®
Rumble™ 15 bass amp with auxiliary input and headphone jack. Accessories
include stereo headphones, an instructional DVD, a guitar strap, electronic tuner,
gig bag and guitar cable. A lot of boom for your buck, and everything you need to
Stop Dreaming and Start Playing!

Metallic Red

Part #

Description

0301675006

Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Black, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Red, 120V
Stop Dreaming, Start Playing™ Set: Affinity Series™ J Bass® with
Rumble™ 15 Amp, Metallic Blue, 120V

0301675025
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MSRP
$499.99

06

95

25

0301675095

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99
$499.99

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s
The Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s provides unmistakable ’50s-era Fender®
vibe and tone. The alder body has a Two-Color Sunburst, Fiesta Red or Olympic
White finish. The vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a maple fingerboard with 21
medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius. That long-familiar tone comes
from a custom set of alnico III single-coil pickups, clear and bright, with terrific
sustain even in crunch mode. Custom staggered polepieces provide improved
string-to-string balance.
2-Color Sunburst
03

05

40

Part #

Description

0303000503
0303000505
0303000540

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50’s, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50’s, Maple Fretboard, Olympic White
Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s, Maple Fretboard, Fiesta Red

MSRP
$579.99
$579.99
$579.99

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s Left Handed

®
Squier
Squier® Instruments
| Classic
Instruments
Vibe

Classic Vibe

The Classic Vibe Stratocaster ’50s provides unmistakable ’50s-era Fender® vibe
and tone. The alder body has a Two-color Sunburst finish; the vintage-tint glossmaple neck has a maple fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern
9.5” radius. That long-familiar tone comes from a custom set of alnico III singlecoil pickups-clear and bright, with terrific sustain even in crunch mode. Custom
staggered polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance. This versatile
guitar is now available in a left-handed model.
2-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0303009503

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’50s L/H, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$599.99

03

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60s
The rough-and-tumble Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60s evokes that musically
adventurous decade, with a few modern features added. The alder body has a
Three-Color Sunburst or Candy Apple Red finish; the ’60s-era vintage-tint glossmaple neck has a rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius. The thick tone comes from the alnico V single-coil pickups--quick
attack with a bit more midrange force and a knockout bridge pickup. Custom
staggered polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance.
Candy Apple Red
00

Part #

Description

0303010500

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60’s, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60’s, Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple
Red

0303010509

09

MSRP
$579.99
$579.99

The rough-and-tumble Classic Vibe Stratocaster ’60s evokes that musically
adventurous decade, with a few modern features added. The alder body has a
Three-color Sunburst finish; the ’60s-era vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a
rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius.
The thick tone comes from the AlNiCo V single-coil pickups-quick attack with
a bit more midrange force and a knockout bridge pickup. Custom staggered
polepieces provide improved string-to-string balance. This versatile guitar is now
available in a left-handed model.
3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0303019500

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60s L/H, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

00

MSRP
$599.99

Classic Vibe Telecaster® ’50s
In the early years of Fender, the Telecaster quickly became an everyman’s guitar
because of its versatile sound, ease of playing and reasonable cost. The Classic
Vibe Telecaster ’50s in Butterscotch Blonde delivers on that original promise.
Features include a gorgeous new Butterscotch Blonde finish on a pine body, and
a vintage-tint gloss fast-action maple neck with 21 medium-jumbo frets and modern 9.5” fretboard radius. Setting this guitar apart from its Classic Vibe Telecaster
’50s Vintage Blonde brother is a custom set of alnico 5 single-coil pickups that
provide warmth and clarity and enough punch for country, blues, rock and jazz.
Vintage Blonde
07

Description

0303027550

Classic Vibe Telecaster® ’50s, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch
Blonde
Classic Vibe Telecaster® ’50s, Maple Fretboard, Vintage Blonde

0303025507

MSRP
$579.99
$579.99
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50

Part #

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Classic Vibe Stratocaster® ’60s Left Handed

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Squier® Instruments

Classic Vibe Telecaster® ’50s Left Handed
In the early years of Fender, the Telecaster quickly became an everyman’s guitar
because of its versatile sound, ease of playing and reasonable cost. The new
Classic Vibe Telecaster ’50s in Butterscotch Blonde delivers on that original
promise. Features include a gorgeous new Butterscotch Blonde finish on a pine
body, and a vintage-tint gloss fast-action maple neck with 21 medium-jumbo
frets and modern 9.5” fretboard radius. This versatile guitar is now available in a
left-handed model.
Butterscotch Blonde

Part #

Description

0303029550

Classic Vibe Telecaster® ’50s L/H, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

MSRP
$599.99

50

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Custom
This beautiful 3-Color Sunburst over Alder model features a double bound body
and mint green pickguard. The vintage tint gloss maple neck with rosewood fingerboard has 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius -- other features
include vintage style tuners and a 3-saddle bridge with threaded saddles. A custom set of AlNiCo V single-coil pickups provides warmth and clarity and enough
punch for country, blues, rock and jazz.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0303030500

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$599.99

00

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Thinline
This semi-hollow Telecaster® Thinline design is showcased on a rich natural-finish mahogany body with f-hole and attractive white pearloid pickguard. The gloss
maple neck has 21 medium-jumbo frets and a modern 9.5” radius; other features
include vintage-style tuners, three-saddle bridge and set of custom alnico V
single-coil pickups.
Part #

Description

0303035521

Classic Vibe Telecaster® Thinline, Maple Fretboard, Natural

MSRP
$599.99

Natural
21

Artist Models
Avril Lavigne Telecaster®

56

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Chart-topping Avril Lavigne’s lean, mean signature Squier Telecaster is now
joined by a new model with several striking touches, including a three-ply pickguard (black-white-black), knurled black flat-top volume control knob, a black
headstock with die-cast tuners and a distinctive 12th-fret skull-and-crossbones
logo.

Black
06

Other features include a basswood body, C-shaped maple neck with signed black
headstock and side dot inlays, 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 medium
jumbo frets, single humbucking bridge pickup, three-way pickup coil switch with
“barrel” tip, Squier-engraved neck plate, six-saddle string-through-body bridge
and black hardware. Available in Black.
Part #

Description

0301010506

Avril Lavigne Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Checkerboard
Pickguard, Black
Avril Lavigne Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Skull Inlay, Black

0301012506

MSRP
$479.99
$479.99

Deryck Whibley Telecaster®
Squier’s uber-cool artist signature model is the Artist Series Deryck Whibley
Telecaster® guitar. Whibley, as all the cool punk-pop kids know, is the leader of
Juno-winning Canadian punk-pop trio Sum 41. His signature model nails the vibe
of a classic ’70s Fender® Telecaster Deluxe model, with features including Whibley’s signature red X graphics, a single ferocious Duncan Designed™ humbucking
pickup and retro-cool “Blackface™” amp control knobs.

Olympic White
05

Part #

Description

0301000505
0301000506

Deryck Whibley Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Olympic White
Deryck Whibley Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Black

06

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

Black
06

John 5 is a self-described “Fender® fanatic” with a jaw-dropping collection of
his favorite instrument, the Telecaster® (“the greatest guitars ever built, by far,” in
his words). His Squier® signature model, the J5 Telecaster®, is a double-bound
beauty based on his oft-modded workhorse Telecaster®, which was pieced
together at the Fender® Custom Shop. Features include John 5’s distinctive
black-and-chrome look, a double-bound alder body with a gloss black polyester
finish, a polished stainless steel pickguard and chrome hardware. The one-piece
maple neck has a modern “C” shape, a matching black Telecaster® headstock
and a 12”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 medium jumbo frets. The
custom-designed humbucking pickups use a special dual-volume setup with the
bridge pickup control in the front position and the neck pickup control in the back
position (5 prefers this setup because he spends much time giving the bridge
pickup a workout). Rapid toggling the upper-bout three-way pickup switch gives
you 5’s signature “kill” effect by turning off the neck pickup volume and leaving
the bridge control full up.
Part #

Description

0301005506

J5 Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black

Squier® Instruments

J5 Telecaster®

MSRP
$599.99

Joe Trohman Telecaster®
Squier and guitarist Joe Trohman (the Damned Things/Fall Out Boy) have teamed
up to create an unusual new take on the venerable early-’70s Fender® Telecaster
Deluxe. The Joe Trohman Telecaster guitar is a triple-pickup beauty that rocks a
ton of tones with easy switching features. Like all Squier guitars, it delivers value
that’s as huge as its sound.

2-Tone Sunburst
03

Features include an alder body, C-shaped maple neck, large 1968-style Stratocaster® headstock with Trohman’s signature on the back, rosewood fingerboard
with 12” radius and 22 jumbo frets, two open-coil humbucking pickups (neck and
bridge), single-coil Stratocaster® middle pickup, five-position rotary pickup selector switch, upper bout kill switch, three-ply black-white-black pickguard, skirted
black/chrome amp control knobs, vintage-style six-saddle strings-through-body
hardtail bridge, chrome hardware, die-cast tuners and Two-color Sunburst finish.
Part #

Description

0301015503

Joe Trohman Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, 2-Tone Sunburst

MSRP
$599.99

J Mascis Jazzmaster®
Squier honors alt-rock godfather and Dinosaur Jr. leader J Mascis with a striking
new Jazzmaster guitar model that delivers as much massive sound and performance as its namesake. The pickups, hardware and finish are all specified by
Mascis himself for tremendous tone and value.

Vintage White
41

The J Mascis Jazzmaster features a basswood body, C-shaped maple neck,
rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 21 jumbo frets, two single-coil
Jazzmaster pickups with three-position switching and dual tone circuits, gold
anodized aluminum pickguard, aged white plastic parts (knobs, switch tip, pickup
covers), Adjusto-Matic™ bridge with vintage-style floating tremolo tailpiece,
vintage-style tuners, chrome hardware, Vintage White finish and J Mascis signature on the back of the large ’60s-style headstock.
Part #

Description

0301060541

J Mascis Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage White

MSRP
$599.99

Fiesta Red

Part #

Description

0301028540

Simon Neil Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Fiesta Red

MSRP
$579.99

40

Jim Root Telecaster®
Squier brings you a brand-nu signature model in the crushing form of the Squier
Jim Root Telecaster. Designed in cooperation with the acclaimed Slipknot/Stone
Sour guitarist, it boasts several foreboding features, most notably a satin-matte
finish in black or white, starkly simple single-knob/single switch control layout,
black die-cast tuners and other black hardware, and two pulverizing passive
humbucking pickups with black covers.

Flat Black
06

80

Other features include a mahogany body, modern C-shaped maple neck with
satin matte finish, 12”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 jumbo frets and
parchment dot inlays, three-way pickup switch with black tip, single-ply pickguard (black on white body; white on black body), black numbered volume knob,
and string-through-body six-saddle hard-tail bridge.
Part #

Description

0301020506
0301020580

Jim Root Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Flat Black
Jim Root Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Flat White

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$599.99
$599.99
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The Simon Neil Stratocaster® guitar puts Simon’s own personal touch on a
Squier Classic Vibe series instrument. Based on his Fender® Custom Shop Time
Machine™ ’60s Stratocaster® guitar, features include an alder body finished in
Fiesta Red, vintage-tint gloss maple neck, Simon’s signature on the back of the
headstock as well as the Biffy Clyro band logo on the front, 3-ply mint green pickguard, three custom vintage-style single-coil pickups utilizing a mix of alnico III &
V magnets - perfect for rhythm parts and rich, clear leads - vintage-style tuning
machines and tremolo, and aged plastic parts.

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Simon Neil Stratocaster®

Squier® Instruments

Vintage Modified
Vintage Modified Stratocaster®
With great sound, great feel and great value, Squier’s Vintage Modified Stratocaster returns with all-new features including a vintage-tint gloss neck, ’70s-style
large headstock, classic triple-single-coil tone and a striking new Vintage Blonde
finish option in addition to timelessly cool Black and Three-color Sunburst.

3-Tone Sunburst
00

06

07

Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood
fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, three Duncan
Designed™ SC-101 single-coil pickups with aged white covers, five-way pickup
switch with white tip, three-ply pickguard (white-black-white), white numbered
volume and tone control knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with
vintage-style tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and
engraved neck plate.
Part #

Description

0301205500

Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Vintage Modified Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage
Blonde

0301205506
0301205507

MSRP
$399.99
$399.99
$399.99

Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS
With great sound, great feel and great value, Squier’s Vintage Modified Stratocaster HSS comes roaring back with all-new features including a vintage-tint
gloss neck, ’70s-style large headstock, powerful humbucking bridge-pickup tone
and a striking new Charcoal Frost Metallic finish option in addition to timelessly
cool Black and Three-color Sunburst.

Charcoal Frost Metallic
00

06
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Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood
fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, Duncan
Designed™ HB-102 humbucking bridge pickup and SC-101 single-coil neck and
middle pickups, five-way pickup switch with white tip, three-ply pickguard (whiteblack-white), white numbered volume and tone control knobs, vintage-style
synchronized tremolo bridge with vintage-style tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome
tuners, chrome hardware and engraved neck plate.
Part #

Description

0301215500

Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Vintage Modified Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Charcoal
Frost Metallic

0301215506
0301215569

MSRP
$399.99
$399.99
$399.99

Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster®
The Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster delivers the distinctive look of 1970s
workhorse Fender guitars, with an all-Black maple-fingerboard model and a
Vintage White rosewood-fingerboard model. Both feature a large headstock,
vintage-tint gloss neck and black plastic parts typical of that era.

58

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Vintage White
06

41

Other features include a basswood body, maple neck, 9.5”-radius fingerboard
with 21 medium jumbo frets and black dot (Black model) or parchment (Vintage
white model) inlays, three Duncan Designed™ SC-101 single-coil pickups with
black covers, five-way pickup switch with black tip, three-ply pickguard (whiteblack-white or black-white-black), black numbered volume and tone control
knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with vintage-style tremolo arm,
vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and engraved neck plate.
Part #

Description

0301227506
0301226541

Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Black
Vintage Modified ’70s Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage
White

MSRP
$399.99
$399.99

Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®
Crest the perfect wave of Squier sound, feel and value with the all-new Vintage
Modified Surf Stratocaster, which features highly distinctive tube-style pickups
and classically colorful Surf Green, Sonic Blue and Candy Apple Red finishes that
evoke the sand, sun and fun vibe of Fender’s early-’60s golden age.

Candy Apple Red
09
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72

Features include a basswood body, maple neck with vintage-tint gloss finish,
9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo frets and parchment
dot inlays, three Duncan Designed™ LS-102 for Strat® single-coil pickups,
five-way pickup switch with white tip, white pearloid pickguard, white numbered
volume and tone control knobs, vintage-style synchronized tremolo bridge with
vintage-style tremolo arm, vintage-style chrome tuners, chrome hardware and
engraved neck plate.
Part #

Description

0301220509

Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Candy
Apple Red
Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Surf
Green
Vintage Modified Surf Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Sonic
Blue

0301220557
0301220572

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99
$499.99

Squier’s all-new Vintage Modified Telecaster Special puts a special spin on the
model with truly modded and hot-rodded features including a full-sounding
Jazzmaster® neck pickup and a vintage-tint maple Jazzmaster neck.

Butterscotch Blonde
50

01

Features include a basswood body, maple fingerboard with 21 medium jumbo
frets and black dot inlays, Duncan Designed™ TE-101B single-coil bridge pickup
and Duncan Designed™ JM-101N single-coil Jazzmaster® neck pickup with
alnico 5 magnets, three-way pickup switch with black barrel-style tip, single-ply
black pickguard, knurled chrome flat-top control knobs, vintage-style stringthrough-body bridge with three brass barrel saddles, vintage-style chrome tuners,
chrome hardware and engraved neck plate. Available in White Blonde and Butterscotch Blonde.
Part #

Description

0301250550

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch Blonde
Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special, Maple Fretboard, White
Blonde

0301250501

Squier® Instruments

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Special

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

Vintage Modified Telecaster® Thinline
The semi-hollowbody Vintage Modified Telecaster® Thinline guitar positively
chimes with buttery jangle-pop goodness, hot-rodded for your listening pleasure
with twin Duncan Designed™ Telecaster® pickups. The classic ’69-era vibe
comes courtesy of its distinctive “F”-hole design, knurled chrome knobs and
vintage 6-saddle bridge.

Shoreline Gold
06

Part #

Description

0301240506
0301240544

Vintaged Modified Telecaster® Thinline, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Vintaged Modified Telecaster® Thinline, Rosewood Fretboard,
Shoreline Gold

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

44

Vintage Modified Tele® Custom
The Tele® Custom is an affordable hybrid of two popular Telecaster® designs.
Fusing a ’72 Tele® Custom with a Tele® Deluxe, this guitar features a bolt-on
maple neck with a maple fingerboard, two high-output humbucking pickups with
independent volume and tone controls and a three-way pickup selector switch.
Part #

Description

0327502506

Vintage Modified Tele®, Maple Fretboard, Black

MSRP
$399.99

Black
06

Vintage Modified Tele® Custom II
The Tele® Custom II is based on one of the most popular Telecaster® designs,
featuring a bolt-on maple neck with maple fingerboard and two Duncan Designed™ single-coil soapbar pickups with independent volume and tone controls.
Vintage Modified Tele® Custom II, Maple Fretboard, Black
Vintage Modified Tele® Custom II , Maple Fretboard, Vintage Blonde

MSRP
$479.99
$479.99

Black
06

07

Vintage Modified Jaguar® HH

3-Color Sunburst
00

40

With its offset waist, contoured body and 24” scale “fast action” neck the new
Vintage Modified Jaguar® HH gives a nod to its iconic forbearer but has other
things going for it that make it truly ‘modified’. The unique top-loading hard tail
bridge features string saddles which are adjustable for intonation and designed
to have a 9.5” radius when sitting flat on the bridge plate. The bridge is anchored
at the rear of the plate while the front sits atop height adjustment screws which
can be raised or lowered to achieve desired string height/action while subtle
adjustment at the rear (anchor) achieves the correct bridge angle. The Jaguar HH
is equipped with a set of Duncan Designed™ pickups which offer a multitude of
“hot-rodded” humbucking tones. Other features include ’62 Jazz Bass® concentric volume/tone controls, vintage style tuners and a comfortable one-piece maple
neck with rosewood fingerboard.
Part #

Description

0302700500

Vintage Modified Jaguar® HH, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Vintage Modified Jaguar® HH, Rosewood Fretboard, Fiesta Red

0302700540

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Description

0327602506
0327602507
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Part #

Squier® Instruments

Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®

2-Color Sunburst
03
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With its offset waist and contoured body the new Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®
gives a nod to its iconic forbearer but has other things going for it that make it
truly ‘modified’. The unique top-loading hard tail bridge features string saddles
which are adjustable for intonation and designed to have a 9.5” radius when sitting flat on the bridge plate. The bridge is anchored at the rear of the plate while
the front sits atop height adjustment screws which can be raised or lowered to
achieve desired string height/action while subtle adjustment at the rear (anchor)
achieves the correct bridge angle. A custom set of Duncan Designed™ pickups
offers tones from glassy smooth to jangly rockin’ rhythm crunch with a vintage
toned neck pickup and higher output bridge pickup. Other features include ’62
Jazz Bass® concentric volume/tone controls, vintage style tuners and a comfortable one-piece maple neck.
Part #

Description

0302800503
0302800550

Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst
Vintage Modified Jazzmaster®, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

Jagmaster™
The Squier® Jagmaster offers tons of tone and vibe. Details like the vintage
tinted 24” scale neck with Pearloid dot inlays, six screw-style tremolo bridge and
Duncan Designed™ humbucking pickups make this axe a cut above the crowd.
Available in Three-color Sunburst (500) with tortoise pickguard and Black (506)
with parchment pickguard.

3-Color Sunburst
00

Part #

Description

0320700500
0320700506

Jagmaster™, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color Sunburst
Jagmaster™, Rosewood Fretboard, Black

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

06

Deluxe Models
Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®
Versatile and high-performance, the Deluxe Hot Rails Strat® guitar has traditional
Fender® vibe to spare, but under the hood you’ll find modern hot-rod mods
topped by three fearsome Duncan Designed™ HR-101 pickups (a single-coil-size
version of high-output Seymour Duncan® Hot Rails humbucking pickups) for full
sound and near-eternal sustain.

Black
06

Part #

Description

0300510506
0300510505

Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Deluxe Hot Rails Strat®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic White

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

05

Our Deluxe Stratocaster® is a true class act, with a smooth, satin-finished maple
neck and classic single-coil tone from three Duncan Designed™ pickups. Other
cool features include a parchment pickguard and aged plastic parts. Available in
two elegant finishes, Daphne Blue and Pearl White Metallic.
Part #

Description

0300500523
0300500504

Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Pearl White Metallic
Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Daphne Blue

Pearl White Metallic
23

04
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For more information go to fender.com/squier

Deluxe Stratocaster®

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

Standard Stratocaster®
The Squier® Standard Stratocaster® is a great playing guitar with a traditional
vibe and modern feel. Player-friendly features like a 22-fret fingerboard and a
slimmer neck make for easier playing and choke-free bends. AlNiCo single-coil
pickups provide plenty of punch.

Antique Burst
37

65

09

30

Part #

Description

0321600537
0321600565
0321600509
0321602537
0321602565
0321602509
0321603530

Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Antique Burst
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black Metallic
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple Red
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Antique Burst
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Black Metallic
Standard Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Candy Apple Red
Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Cherry Sunburst

MSRP

Squier® Instruments

Standard

$379.99
$379.99
$379.99
$379.99
$379.99
$379.99
$379.99

Standard Stratocaster®, Left Handed
The Squier® Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed Model is a great playing guitar
with a traditional vibe and modern feel. Player-friendly features like a 22-fret
fingerboard and a slimmer neck make for easier playing and choke-free bends.
AlNiCo single-coil pickups provide plenty of punch.
Description

0321620537

Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fretboard, Antique
Burst
Standard Stratocaster® Left Handed, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Metallic

0321620565

Black
37

Part #

MSRP
$399.99
$399.99

06

Standard Stratocaster® HSS
Our Stratocaster® HSS guitar features the heavy tone of a high-output humbucking pickup in the bridge position, with classic single-coil pickups in the neck and
middle positions. The Stratocaster® HSS features a ’70s big headstock, a slim
fast-action neck profile and 22 frets for enhanced playability.
Part #

Description

0321700565
0321700509

Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Black Metallic
Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple
Red

Candy Apple Red
65

MSRP
$379.99
$379.99

09

Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster®
Squier’s special-edition Black and Chrome Stratocaster guitar is edgy with classic appeal. Features include a gloss black finish with matching headstock, and
pickguard and hardware with that much sought-after chrome look. This guitar is
an amazing value, and is designed and backed by Fender®!
Description

0321603506

Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard,
Black

MSRP
$379.99

Black
06

Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster® HSS
Squier’s® special-edition Black and Chrome Stratocaster® HSS guitar is edgy
with classic appeal. Features include a gloss black finish with matching headstock, pickguard and hardware with that much sought-after chrome look, and a
humbucking pickup in the bridge position. This guitar is an amazing value, and is
designed and backed by Fender®!

Black

Part #

Description

0321703506

Black and Chrome Standard Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood
Fretboard, Black

61

06

MSRP
$379.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Standard Telecaster®
The Standard Telecaster® guitar features a fast-action neck profile modeled on a
late ’60s Telecaster®. A hot single-coil pickup in the bridge position provides all
the bite you want for stinging leads. In the neck position, the Standard Telecaster’s® chrome-covered single-coil pickup helps you find your own voice.

Vintage Blonde
37

65

09

Part #

Description

0321200537
0321200565
0321200509
0321200507

Standard Telecaster®,
Standard Telecaster®,
Standard Telecaster®,
Standard Telecaster®,

MSRP
Rosewood Fretboard, Antique Burst
Rosewood Fretboard, Black Metallic
Rosewood Fretboard, Candy Apple Red
Rosewood Fretboard, Vintage Blonde

$379.99
$379.99
$379.99
$379.99

07

Black and Chrome Standard Telecaster®
The Squier® Black and Chrome Series Standard Telecaster® guitar is edgy, but
with classic appeal. Features include two single-coil pickups, three-way switching, a gloss black finish with matching headstock, and pickguards and hardware
with that much sought-after chrome look.
Part #

Description

0321203506

Black and Chrome Standard Telecaster®, Rosewood Fretboard,
Black

MSRP
$379.99

Black
06

Affinity Series™
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®
Affinity Series™ guitars represent the best value in solid-body electric guitar design. Dressed in eye-popping finishes, the Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® features
a bolt-on maple neck with either a rosewood or maple fingerboard, three single
coil pickups and synchronous tremolo system. Now available in Brown Sunburst
with Rosewood Fretboard.

Metallic Red
06

95

25

32
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Part #

Description

0310600506
0310600595
0310600525
0310600532

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic Blue
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic Red
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown
Sunburst
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Metallic Blue
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, Metallic Red
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst

0310602506
0310602595
0310602525
0310603503

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Left Handed
Affinity Series™ guitars represent the best value in solid-body electric guitar
design. The Affinity Series Stratocaster® Left Hand features a bolt-on maple neck
with a rosewood fingerboard, three single coil pickups and synchronous tremolo
system.
Part #

Description

0310620532

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster®, Left Handed, Rosewood Fretboard,
Brown Sunburst

Brown Sunburst
32

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS
The Affinity Series™ Strat® HSS features one humbucking pickup (bridge), two
single coil pickups (neck and middle) and a bolt-on maple neck with a rosewood
fingerboard.

Black

Part #

Description

0310700506
0310700595

Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic
Blue
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic
Red
Affinity Series™ Stratocaster® HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Montego
Black Metallic

0310700525
0310700564

62

MSRP
$279.99

06

95

25

64

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99

Affinity Series™ guitars represent the best value in solid-body electric guitar
design. The Affinity Series™ Tele® features two single-coil pickups and three-way
switching. Now available in Two-Color Sunburst.

Butterscotch Blonde
06

50

80

95

25

Part #

Description

0310202506
0310203550
0310202580
0310202595
0310202525
0310202503

Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch Blonde
Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Arctic White
Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Metallic Blue
Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, Metallic Red
Affinity Series™ Telecaster®, Maple Fretboard, 2-Color Sunburst

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99

Squier® Instruments

Affinity Series™ Telecaster®

03

Affinity Series™ Telecaster® Left Handed
Our Affinity Series™ Tele® guitar features two single-coil pickups, three-way
switching and truly classic Telecaster® guitar style. This versatile guitar is now
available in a left-handed model.
Part #

Description

0310223550

Affinity Series™ Telecaster® L/H, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

MSRP
$279.99

Butterscotch Blonde
50

Mini
The Mini is the 3/4-size version (22.75” scale length) of the Bullet® and makes an
ideal travel guitar for players of all ages and a great first guitar for young beginners. Featuring three single-coil pickups and five-way switching. Now available
in Pink.

Black
06

58

Part #

Description

0310101506
0310101558
0310101570

Mini, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Mini, Rosewood Fretboard, Torino Red
Mini, Rosewood Fretboard, Pink

MSRP
$179.99
$179.99
$179.99

70

Bullet®
Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo
Our Bullet Strat® with tremolo is a simple, affordable and practical guitar designed for beginners and students. A perfect choice for a first guitar no matter
who you are or what style of music you want to learn. Welcome to the Fender®
family!

32

06

80

40

04

70

Description

0310001532
0310001506
0310001580
0310001540
0310001504
0310001570

Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown Sunburst
Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Arctic White
Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Fiesta Red
Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Daphne Blue
Bullet® Strat® w/ Tremolo, Rosewood Fretboard, Pink

MSRP
$199.99
$199.99
$199.99
$199.99
$199.99
$199.99

Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS
Our Bullet Strat® with tremolo is a simple, affordable and practical guitar
designed for beginners and students. Classic styling that includes the added
benefit of a one humbucking/two single-coil pickup configuration -- other features
include 5-way switching, synchronous tremolo, and a maple neck with rosewood
fingerboard and 21 frets.

Brown Sunburst
06

Description

0310005532

Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown
Sunburst
Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Bullet® Strat® with Tremolo HSS, Rosewood Fretboard, Arctic White

0310005506
0310005580

80

MSRP
$199.99
$199.99
$199.99

63

32

Part #

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Daphne Blue

Part #

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Squier® Instruments

Classic Vibe Basses
Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’50s
Delivering an authentic ’50s-era bass experience in sound, look and feel, the
all-new Classic Vibe Precision Bass ’50s boasts a gorgeous new Butterscotch
Blonde finish on a pine body. Features include a vintage-tint gloss maple neck
with 20 medium-jumbo frets and modern 9.5” fretboard radius, custom “original”
single-coil pickup that delivers warm and earthy old-school Precision Bass tone,
traditional single-ply black pickguard and “HiMass” bridge with four brass barrel
saddles.
Butterscotch Blonde

Part #

Description

0303080550

Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’50s, Maple Fretboard, Butterscotch
Blonde

MSRP
$579.99

50

Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’60s
The Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’60s delivers the true Precision Bass experience. Huge tone roars from its traditional split-single-coil pickup. The contoured
basswood body, finished in Fiesta Red, is familiar and comfortable, and the vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has 20 vintage-style frets and a modern 9.5” radius.
Part #

Description

0303070540

Classic Vibe Precision Bass® ’60s, Rosewood Fretboard, Fiesta Red

MSRP
$579.99

Fiesta Red
40

Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® ’60s

Olympic White
05

Squier’s Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® ’60s has all of the “deluxe” elements its
Fender® big brother had when it was introduced in the 1960s--a groovy offset
waist, a narrow fast-action maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard, two custom
single-coil pickups, individual volume controls that let players “solo” either pickup
or blend them, and a master tone control for overall sound shaping. The look is
pure Fender--a classic Olympic White finish on a basswood body with a tortoise
shell pickguard, thumb rest and “HiMass” bridge with brass barrel saddles. The
vintage-tint gloss-maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard with 20 vintage-style
frets and a modern 9.5” radius. Tonal versatility and clarity with a quick, punchy
up-front sound.
Part #

Description

0303075505

Classic Vibe Jazz Bass® ’60s, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic White

MSRP
$579.99

Artist Model Basses

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Frank Bello Jazz Bass®
Frank Bello, hard-hitting bassist for thrash metal legends Anthrax and New York
alternative favorites Helmet, is known for his dynamic, energetic stage presence
and inventive bass style. Accordingly, our Frank Bello Jazz Bass® guitar is loaded
with hard-hitting features such as a gloss black finish with painted headcap, skull
graphics and a one-two-punch Precision Bass®/Jazz Bass® pickup combination
that’ll have the faint of heart running for their mommies ...

Black

Part #

Description

0301072506

Frank Bello Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black

MSRP
$499.99

06

Pete Wentz Precision Bass®
The Pete Wentz Precision Bass® guitar is a darkly beautiful instrument that’ll rock
your face off. It’s all sleek and black and stuff, and it’s loaded with cool features
like Pete’s own red bat/heart design on the body, plus a black bat/diamond
fingerboard inlay at the 12th fret, Wentz’s signature on the back of the headstock, an eye-catching three-ply red shell pickguard and a thunderous Duncan
Designed™ PB-105 split single-coil pickup.

Black

Part #

Description

0301074506

Pete Wentz Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black

64
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Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99

Dude, seriously, every day is a Green Day when you suit up with the Mike Dirnt
Precision Bass®. It’s a way-cool take on an early ’50s Precision Bass® with
classic looks and special star graphic designed to the oft-airborne Green Day
bassist’s own specifications, with a huge, gnarly punk-pop sound that effortlessly
punches right through the thickest guitar attack.

Black
06

Part #

Description

0301070506
0301070580

Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Arctic White

MSRP
$479.99
$479.99

Squier® Instruments

Mike Dirnt Precision Bass®

80

James Johnston Jazz Bass®
The James Johnston Jazz Bass® guitar puts James’s own personal touch on a
Squier® Classic Vibe series instrument. Based on his Fender® USA Jazz Bass®,
features include Lake Placid Blue finish on a basswood body, vintage-tint glossmaple neck with matching painted headcap, James’ signature on the back of
the headstock as well as the Biffy Clyro band logo on the front, 3-ply mint green
pickguard, two custom single-coil Jazz Bass® pickups, and a “HiMass” bridge
with brass barrel saddles.
Lake Placid Blue

Part #

Description

0301078502

James Johnston Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Lake Placid
Blue

MSRP
$579.99

02

Matt Freeman Precision Bass®

Vintage White
06

41

Celebrated Bay Area bassist and punk legend Matt Freeman is known for his
monster chops and aggressive playing with Rancid, Operation Ivy and, more
recently, Devils Brigade. The all-new Matt Freeman Signature Precision Bass
complements his playing style and delivers the true Precision Bass experience,
with monster tone of its own roaring from its traditional split-single-coil pickup.
Features include a contoured basswood body finished in Black or Vintage White,
vintage-tint gloss fast-action maple neck, 20-fret maple fingerboard with modern
9.5” radius, “HiMass” bridge with four brass barrel saddles and a three-ply blackwhite-black pickguard.
Part #

Description

0301080506
0301080541

Matt Freeman Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Black
Matt Freeman Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Vintage White

MSRP
$579.99
$579.99

Mikey Way Mustang® Bass

Large Flake Silver Sparkle

Part #

Description

0301082517

Mikey Way Mustang® Bass, Rosewood Fretboard, Large Flake
Silver Sparkle

MSRP
$499.99

65

17

Other features include a comfortable short scale (30”), basswood body, maple
neck, 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 19 medium jumbo frets and parchment dot inlays, three-ply pickguard (black-white-black), black numbered volume
and tone controls knobs, string-through-body bridge with four individually adjustable saddles and vintage-style chrome tuners.

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Squier introduces what is surely one of its most distinctive signature bass guitar
models ever in the striking short-scale form of the Mikey Way Mustang Bass.
Designed with the input of the nimble My Chemical Romance bassist, it takes the
classic Mustang Bass and amps it through the roof with a dazzling large-flake Silver Sparkle finish with black racing stripes, a single seismic humbucking pickup
with a black cover, and a black headstock with Way’s signature on the back.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Squier® Instruments

Vintage Modified Basses
Vintage Modified Precision Bass®
The most popular electric bass of all time! The Precision Bass® is considered by
many to be the rock ‘n’ roll bass; truly a workhorse of an instrument. This Vintage
Modified Precision Bass offers the stripped-down and straight-ahead tone heard
on countless recordings since the dawn of rock. Features include a trans-finished
soft maple body, 20-fret one-piece maple neck, three-ply Black/White/Black pickguard, thunderous Duncan Designed™ split single-coil pickups, chrome hardware
and machine heads, and four-saddle chrome bridge.
Olympic White

Part #

Description

0326800505

Vintage Modified Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic
White
Vintage Modified Precision Bass®, Maple Fretboard, Amber

0326802520

05

MSRP
$479.99
$479.99

Vintage Modified Precision Bass® TB
The Vintage Modified Precision Bass® TB pumps out oceans of ’70s-era Telecaster® Bass. Cool and seismic low end thanks to that big ol’ Fender®-designed
humbucking pickup right there at the neck. To say nothing of its classic stringthrough, dual brass-saddle bridge and glorious sunburst-over-ash-veneer finish ...
Part #

Description

0326902500

Vintage Modified Precision Bass® TB, Maple Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$499.99

3-Color Sunburst
00

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless
The Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless from Squier® fuses an upright’s vocallike, expressive qualities with the quick and defined attack of an electric. Features
include a one-piece maple neck, fretless ebonol fingerboard with white celluloid
lines, and Duncan Designed™ Jazz Bass® pickups.
Part #

Description

0326608500

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Fretless, Ebonol Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$499.99

3-Color Sunburst
00

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’70s
The retro inspired Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® from Squier® brings the true
spirit of rhythm and groove to the table. Features include a one-piece maple
neck with black binding and block inlays on a maple fingerboard and Duncan
Designed™ Jazz Bass® pickups.
Part #

Description

0326702521

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’70s, Maple Fretboard, Natural

MSRP
$499.99

21

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’70s, Left Handed
Southpaws unite! Our hugely popular Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’70s is now
available in a Left Handed model. This handsome natural-finish bass features
a soft maple body and one-piece maple neck with sharp-looking black binding
and block inlays on the 20-fret maple fingerboard. That soulful sound emanates
from a pair of single-coil Duncan Designed™ Jazz Bass® pickups; other features
include chrome hardware and machine heads, a three-ply pickguard and a foursaddle chrome bridge.
Natural

Part #

Description

0326722521

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’70s, Left Handed, Maple Fretboard,
Natural

21

66
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Natural

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$529.99

From the age of Funk and dawn of Punk comes this retro-inspired Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®! Features include a gloss Black-finished Agathis body and onepiece maple neck with attractive white binding and white pearl block inlays on the
20-fret maple fingerboard. That soulful sound emanates from a pair of single-coil
Duncan Designed™ Jazz Bass pickups; other features include chrome hardware
and machine heads, black plastic Stratocaster® knobs, a three-ply Black/White/
Black pickguard, and a four-saddle chrome bridge.
Black

Part #

Description

0327702506

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’77, Maple Fretboard, Black

MSRP

Squier® Instruments

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® ’77

$499.99

06

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Left Handed
The all new Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® Left Hand features include an offsetwaist body and ultra-slim fast-action neck. Taking cues from iconic instruments
of the past while keeping an eye towards the future, the Vintage Modified Series
features instruments with the value, vibe and performance players have come
to know and love - with solid, superior construction, “high end” cosmetics and
Duncan Designed™ pickups.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0326620500

Left Handed Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard,
3-Color Sunburst

MSRP
$499.99

00

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®
The all new Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® features include an offset-waist body
and ultra-slim fast-action neck. Taking cues from iconic instruments of the past
while keeping an eye towards the future, the Vintage Modified Series features
instruments with the value, vibe and performance players have come to know
and love - with solid, superior construction, “high end” cosmetics and Duncan
Designed™ pickups.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0326600500

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst

MSRP
$479.99

00

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® V
Squier’s Vintage Modified Jazz Bass is now available in a five-string model. Like
its mid-’70s-style four-string brother, the Vintage Modified Jazz Bass V has a
handsome natural-finish soft maple body and one-piece maple neck with sharplooking black binding and block inlays on the 20-fret maple fingerboard. Other
features include dual Duncan Designed™ single-coil Jazz Bass pickups, three-ply
pickguard, five-saddle bridge and chrome hardware and tuners. Superior sound
and feel for the five-string bassist, with superior Squier performance and value.
Part #

Description

0326760521

Vintage Modified Jazz Bass® V, Maple Fretboard, Natural

MSRP
$529.99

21

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB
The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar Bass Special HB puts classic Fender® looks
into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and super-versatile Squier bass
model.
Features include a sleek offset-waist body, ultra-slim fast-action neck, powerful
high-output humbucking pickup and a three-band active tone circuit that delivers
a versatile wealth of tonal options just right for any bass sound and style. Superior tone, smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.
Black
06

09

91

Part #

Description

0328700506

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood Fretboard,
Black
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood Fretboard,
Candy Apple Red
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special HB, Rosewood Fretboard,
Silver

0328700509

$329.99
$329.99

67

0328700591

MSRP
$329.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Natural

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special
The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar Bass Special puts classic Fender® looks
into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and super-versatile Squier bass
model.

Crimson Red Transparent
00

06

38

Features include a sleek offset-waist body and an ultra-slim fast-action neck, with
the added one-two punch of a booming split single-coil Precision Bass® middle
pickup paired with a growling Jazz Bass® single-coil bridge pickup and an active
bass-boost circuit that adds additional low-end power. Superior tone, smooth
playability, great comfort and fantastic value.
Part #

Description

0328900500

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fretboard,
3-Color Sunburst
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special, Rosewood Fretboard,
Crimson Red Transparent

0328900506
0328900538

MSRP
$329.99
$329.99
$329.99

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass

Black
06

The instrument that never was...until now! The Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass
puts classic Fender® looks into a uniquely attractive and super-versatile instrument. Features include a gloss Black-finished Agathis body with matching blackpainted headstock and one-piece maple neck with stylish white pearl block inlays
on the 20-fret rosewood fingerboard. Versatility comes into play with a superbly
balanced dynamic duo of Duncan Designed™ pickups...a split single-coil Precision Bass® pickup (mid) paired with a hot Jazz Bass® single-coil pickup (bridge);
other features include ’62 Jazz Bass stacked concentric volume/tone controls,
three-ply Tortoise/White/Black pickguard, chrome hardware and machine heads,
and four-saddle chrome bridge.
Part #

Description

0327900506

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass, Rosewood Fretboard, Black

MSRP
$499.99

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special SS (Short Scale)
The all-new Vintage Modified Jaguar Bass Special SS (short scale) puts classic
Fender looks into a distinctively sharp-looking, great-sounding and super-versatile Squier bass model. Features include a sleek offset-waist body and an ultraslim fast-action 30” scale neck, with the added one-two punch of a booming split
single-coil Precision Bass® middle pickup paired with a growling Jazz Bass®
single-coil bridge pickup. More than just a student model, this bass is perfect
for players who will appreciate the comfort of a short-scale instrument. Superior
tone, smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.
Candy Apple Red
06
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Part #

Description

0328800506

Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special SS, Rosewood Fretboard,
Black
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special SS, Rosewood Fretboard,
Candy Apple Red
Vintage Modified Jaguar® Bass Special SS, Rosewood Fretboard,
Silver

0328800509
0328800591

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Vintage Modified Mustang® Bass
A truly classic Fender® bass guitar model from the mid-1960s returns in the
sleek, short-scale form of the Squier Vintage Modified Mustang Bass. The instrument honors its 1966 ancestor with a basswood body finished in Black or Threecolor Sunburst, 19-fret maple neck and 30” scale perfect for players of all kinds
who appreciate the comfort of a short-scale instrument. Other features include a
Duncan Designed™ split single-coil pickup, three-ply pickguard, chrome tuners
and distinctive Mustang Bass four-saddle bridge. Superior tone, smooth playability, great comfort and fantastic value.
Black
00

06

Part #

Description

0328402500

Vintage Modified Mustang® Bass, Maple Fretboard, 3-Tone
Sunburst
Vintage Modified Mustang® Bass, Maple Fretboard, Black

0328402506

MSRP
$479.99
$479.99

Deluxe Model Basses
Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String)
Now available in IV (four-string) version! The Deluxe Jazz Bass® Active IV is an
instrument perfect for bassists who desire a modern active tone at an unbeatable
value! Features include an active three-band EQ with slap switch and a onepiece maple neck with ebonol fingerboard.
Description

0300574500

Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String), Ebonol Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Deluxe Jazz Bass® IV Active (4 String), Ebonol Fretboard, Black

0300574506
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3-Color Sunburst

Part #

00

06

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99
$499.99

The Deluxe Jazz Bass® Active V (five-string) is perfect for either a burgeoning
five-string player seeking active tones, or as a low-cost backup for any working
musician. Features include an active three-band EQ with slap switch and a onepiece maple neck with ebonol fingerboard.

3-Color Sunburst
00

Part #

Description

0300575500

Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String), Ebonol Fretboard, 3-Color
Sunburst
Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String), Ebonol Fretboard, Black

0300575506

MSRP
$529.99
$529.99

Squier® Instruments

Deluxe Jazz Bass® V Active (5 String)

06

Affinity Series™ Basses
Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®
Affinity Series™ basses represent the best value in solid-body electric bass guitar
design. With its comfortable neck and classic tone, the Affinity Series™ P Bass®
is the natural choice whether you’re just starting, need a bass for occasional use,
or just want a solid workhorse instrument that’s as easy to own as it is to play.
Now available in Brown Sunburst and Olympic White.

Olympic White

Part #

Description

0310400506
0310400595

Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic
Blue
Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic
Red
Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown
Sunburst
Affinity Series™ Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Olympic
White

0310400525
06

95

25

32

05

0310400532
0310400505

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®
Affinity Series™ basses represent the best value in solid-body electric bass guitar
design. The Squier® Affinity Series™ J Bass® features a rosewood fingerboard,
two single-coil Jazz Bass® pickups and a top-load bridge. Now available in
Brown Sunburst.

Black
06

95

25

Part #

Description

0310760506
0310760595
0310760525
0310760532

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Black
Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic Blue
Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Metallic Red
Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fretboard, Brown Sunburst

MSRP
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
$279.99
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Brown Sunburst
06

Part #

Description

0301575506

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (5 String), Rosewood Fretboard,
Black
Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (5 String), Rosewood Fretboard,
Brown Sunburst

0301575532

MSRP
$329.99
$329.99

32

Bronco™ Bass
The Squier® Bronco™ Bass is great for guitarists who occasionally need a bass,
younger beginners, smaller players, or for anyone who likes the feel of the short
scale (30”). It tunes easily and sounds full and rich. Features include a maple
neck, die-cast tuners and special design single-coil pickup.
Part #

Description

0310902506
0310902558

Bronco™ Bass, Maple Fretboard, Black
Bronco™ Bass, Maple Fretboard, Torino Red

Torino Red
06

58

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$249.99
$249.99
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The Affinity J Bass® V (five-string) is a value-priced version of the world famous
Fender® Jazz Bass® guitar. It has the look and tone that everyone knows and
loves, at an ultra-economical price point. Features include a one-piece maple
neck with rosewood fingerboard, die-cast tuners, top-load bridge and single-coil
Jazz Bass® V pickups.

For more information go to fender.com/squier

Affinity Series™ Jazz Bass® V (Five String)
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USA
Kingman™ “C” USA Fiesta Red

New

Fiesta Red

40

With a nod to the Fender Custom Shop in California, the new limited edition
U.S.A. Select Kingman C dreadnought is a wonder to behold-let alone play-with
beautifully resonant tone and beautifully elegant design distinguished by a Fiesta
Red gloss finish, aged white body and neck binding, and vintage-style appointments.
Premium features include a solid Engelmann spruce top with forward-shifting
scalloped X bracing and solid mahogany back and sides for unbelievably rich
tone; vintage C-shaped maple neck with rolled edges, dual-action truss rod and
Stratocaster® headstock shape; 9”-radius rosewood fingerboard with bone nut
and 20 frets, stylish checkerboard rosette and three-ply pickguard (white-blackwhite); rosewood bridge with black-dot bone pins and bone saddle; vintagestyle nickel tuners and hardware; and Fishman® Matrix™ Infinity electronics for
crystal-clear amplified sound. Accessories include shaped deluxe hardshell Tolex
case, deluxe leather strap and certificate of authenticity. Limited to 150 instruments.
Part #

Description

0960213283

Kingman™ “C” USA Select, All Solid Woods, Rosewood Fingerboard, $2,660.00
Fiesta Red, Fishman® Pickup

MSRP

Kingman™ “V” USA Select
We’ve spared no expense in bringing you one of the first Fender acoustics built
in the United States in more than 20 years, the Kingman™ USA Select. It pays
lushly resonant homage to Fender’s rich 1960s-era acoustic guitar legacy, with
features including all solid-wood construction, Three-Color Sunburst finish, bone
nut, bone saddle and bridge pins, and Fishman® Sonitone™ pickup system.
Part #

Description

0960211232

Kingman™ USA Select, All Solid Woods, Rosewood Fingerboard,
3-Color Sunburst, Fishman® Pickup

MSRP
$2,450.00

3-Color Sunburst 32

32

Classic Design
CD-320ASCE
Fender’s new all-solid-wood CD320ASCE dreadnought cutaway is crafted with
the kind of stylish looks, smooth feel and full, resonant tone you’d expect from
much more expensive instruments.

Natural

Part #

Description

0960320021

CD-320ASCE, Dreadnought, Cutaway Electric, All Solid, Fishman®
Preamp with Built in Tuner, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural

MSRP
$999.99

CD-320AS
Fender’s new all-solid-wood CD320AS dreadnought is crafted with the kind of
stylish looks, smooth feel and full, resonant tone you’d expect from much more
expensive instruments.

Natural

21

Features include a solid spruce top with scalloped X bracing, elegant abalone
rosette and tortoiseshell pickguard; solid mahogany back and sides; gloss
natural finish; mahogany neck with dual-action truss rod and gloss finish; 20-fret
rosewood fingerboard with 3mm white pearloid dot position inlays; rosewood
bridge with compensated bone saddle and black bridge pins with abalone dots;
rosewood headstock veneer and mother-of-pearl headstock logo inlay; and gold
hardware.
Part #

Description

0960321021

CD-320AS, Dreadnought, All Solid, Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural
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21

Features include a solid spruce top with scalloped X bracing, elegant abalone
rosette and tortoiseshell pickguard; solid mahogany back and sides; gloss natural
finish; mahogany neck with dual-action truss rod and gloss finish; 20-fret rosewood fingerboard with 3mm white pearloid dot position inlays; rosewood bridge
with compensated bone saddle and black bridge pins with abalone dots; rosewood headstock veneer and mother-of-pearl headstock logo inlay; gold hardware
and Fishman® Presys™ pickup system with active onboard preamp and tuner.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$849.99

The CD-220SCE is a dreadnought cutaway with a full, resonant sound and exotic
wood construction in two beautiful choices: ovangkol (a heavy West African
wood) back and sides or ash burl back and sides; both with a natural-finish solid
spruce top.

Ovangkol

Ovangkol

Ash Burl

Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and abalone rosette design,
new compensated rosewood bridge design, black bridge pins with abalone dots,
mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard
inlays. Features include scalloped X bracing, back center stripe mosaic inlay, 20fret rosewood fingerboard, dual-action truss rod, gold hardware and Fishman®
Presys™ pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone
controls and low-battery indicator light.
Part #

Description

0961500021

CD-220SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Ovangkol Burl
Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural
CD-220SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Ash Burl Back and
Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural

0961501021

MSRP
$629.99

Fender® AcousticInstruments

CD-220SCE

$629.99

CD-280SCE Cutaway
The CD-280SCE dreadnought cutaway offers the best of both worlds—a solid
spruce top for that nice mellow sound, with rosewood back and sides for bright,
classic tone.

Rosewood

Rosewood

Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and mother-of-pearl rosette
design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black
dots, mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot
fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped X bracing, mahogany neck with
20-fret rosewood fingerboard and dual-action truss rod, die-cast tuners and
Fishman® Isys III pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and
tone controls.
Part #

Description

0961510021

CD-280SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Rosewood Back
and Sides, Fender® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural

MSRP
$599.99

CD-280S Dreadnought
The CD-280S dreadnought offers the best of both worlds—a solid spruce top for
that nice mellow sound, with rosewood back and sides for bright, classic tone.
Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and mother-of-pearl rosette
design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black
dots, mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped X bracing, mahogany neck with 20-fret
rosewood fingerboard and dual-action truss rod, and die-cast tuners.
Rosewood

Part #

Description

0961512021

CD-280S, Solid Spruce Top, Rosewood Back and Sides, Natural

MSRP
$429.99

Rosewood

CD-140SCE

Black

21

Part #

Description

0961514006

CD-140SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back
and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Black
CD-140SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back
and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural

0961514021

MSRP
$429.99
$429.99
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Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard (natural finish model) or black
pickguard (black finish model), new mother-of-pearl rosette design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black dots, mother-of-pearl
Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features
include scalloped X bracing, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, dual-action truss
rod and Fishman® Presys™ pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner,
volume and tone controls and low-battery indicator light.

For more information go to fender.com

The CD-140SCE dreadnought cutaway offers full, resonant sound and great
value, with a solid spruce top and mahogany back and sides.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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CD-140S
The CD-140S dreadnought offers full, resonant sound and great value, with a
natural-finish solid spruce top and mahogany back and sides.
Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and mother-of-pearl rosette
design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black
dots, mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot
fingerboard inlays. Features scalloped X bracing, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard,
dual-action truss rod, and die-cast tuners.
Natural

Part #

Description

0961518021

CD-140S, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides, Natural

MSRP
$299.99

21

CD-160SE 12-String
The stage-worthy CD-160SE 12-String offers lush, full 12-string sound in naturaland black-finish models with a solid spruce top and mahogany back, sides and
neck.

Natural

06

21

Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard (natural finish model) or black
pickguard (black finish model), new mother-of-pearl rosette design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black dots, mother-of-pearl
Fender logo headstock inlay, and smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features
include scalloped X bracing, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, back center wood
mosaic, compensated TUSQ™ nut and saddle, die-cast tuners and Fishman®
Presys™ pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone
controls and low-battery indicator light.
Part #

Description

0961522006

CD-160SE 12-String, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides,
Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Black
CD-160SE 12-String, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides,
Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural

0961522021

MSRP
$599.99
$599.99

CD-110CE
The CD-110CE is a powerhouse dreadnought cutaway with a spruce top and
sharp-looking black finish.
Upgrades include a new black pickguard and mother-of-pearl acrylic rosette
design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, white bridge pins with black
dots and smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped X
bracing, 18-fret rosewood fingerboard, matching black headstock with die-cast
tuners, dual-action truss rod and Fishman® Presys™ pickup system with active
onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone controls and low-battery indicator light.
Black

Part #

Description

0961530006

CD-110CE, Cutaway Electric, Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and
Sides, Gloss Finish, Fender® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Black

MSRP
$379.99

06

CD-60CE

Black

06

21
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Upgrades include a new black pickguard and mother-of-pearl acrylic rosette
design, new compensated bridge design, white bridge pins with black dots and
smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped X bracing, black
body binding, 20-fret fingerboard, dual-action truss rod, die-cast tuners and
Fishman® pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone
controls. Hard-shell case included.
Part #

Description

0961536206

CD-60CE, Cutaway Electric, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides,
Fender® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Black w/ Case
CD-60CE, Cutaway Electric, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides,
Fender® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Natural w/ Case
CD-60CE, Cutaway Electric, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides,
Fender® Preamp with Built-In Tuner, Sunburst w/ Case

0961536221
0961536232
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The CD-60 dreadnought cutaway boasts features you’d expect on much more
expensive instruments, with a spruce top and choice of natural, sunburst and
black finishes.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$429.99
$429.99
$429.99

The CD-60 dreadnought boasts features you’d expect on much more expensive
instruments, with a spruce top and choice of natural, sunburst and black finishes.
Upgrades include a new black pickguard and mother-of-pearl acrylic rosette
design, new compensated bridge design, white bridge pins with black dots and
smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped X bracing, black
body binding, 20-fret fingerboard, dual-action truss rod and die-cast tuners.
Hard-shell case included.
Sunburst 32

06

21

Part #

Description

0961539206
0961539221
0961539232

CD-60, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides, Black w/ Case
CD-60, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides, Natural w/ Case
CD-60, Spruce Top, Nato Back and Sides, Sunburst w/ Case

MSRP
$299.99
$299.99
$299.99

32
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CD-60

CJ-290SCE Jumbo Maple
The CJ-290SCE jumbo cutaway projects a sound as big as Texas itself, with stylish flame maple back and sides, solid spruce top and maple neck.

Flamed Maple

Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and abalone rosette design,
new compensated rosewood bridge design, black bridge pins with abalone dots,
mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard
inlays and gold hardware. Features include scalloped X bracing, 20-fret rosewood
fingerboard, dual-action truss rod and Fishman® Presys™ pickup system with
active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone controls and low-battery indicator
light.
Part #

Description

0961565021

CJ-290SCE, Jumbo Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Flamed
Maple Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner,
Natural

Flamed Maple

MSRP
$699.99

CA-360SCE Auditorium
Don’t be fooled by the smaller body of the CA-360SCE auditorium-style cutaway,
because it projects fantastic tone with a solid spruce top and mahogany back,
sides and neck.

Natural

21

Upgrades include a new tortoise shell pickguard and mother-of-pearl rosette
design, new compensated rosewood bridge design, aged bridge pins with black
dots, solid mahogany back, mother-of-pearl Fender logo headstock inlay, and
smaller (3 mm) dot fingerboard inlays. Features include scalloped “X” bracing, 20fret rosewood fingerboard, dual-action truss rod, die-cast tuners and Fishman®
Presys™ pickup system with active onboard preamp, tuner, volume and tone
controls and low-battery indicator light.
Part #

Description

0961570021

CA-360 SCE, Auditorium Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top,
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner,
Natural

MSRP
$649.99

CF-140SCE

Natural

Part #

Description

0961461021

CF-140SCE,Folk, Natural, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany back and
sides, Rosewood Fingerboard

MSRP
$429.99
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Other upgraded features include mahogany back and sides, mother-of-pearl
rosette and headstock logo inlay, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle and
aged pins, smaller fretboard inlays (3mm), rosewood headstock veneer and Fishman® Presys™ pickup system with onboard active preamp and tuner.

For more information go to fender.com

Fender’s new CF-140SCE has a smaller “folk” cutaway body shape and liberal
string spacing perfect for beginners and flatpickers. Don’t let its size fool you
though—it projects enough full, rich and resonant acoustic sound to fill a room
thanks to its solid spruce top with scalloped quartersawn X bracing. A satin-finish
mahogany neck with stabilizing dual-action truss rod makes playing the CF140SCE smooth and easy.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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CF-140S
Fender’s new CF-140S has a smaller “folk” cutaway body shape and liberal string
spacing perfect for beginners and flatpickers. Don’t let its size fool you though-it
projects enough full, rich and resonant acoustic sound to fill a room thanks to its
solid spruce top with scalloped quartersawn X bracing. A satin-finish mahogany
neck with stabilizing dual-action truss rod makes playing the CF-140S smooth
and easy.

Natural

Other upgraded features include mahogany back and sides, mother-of-pearl
rosette and headstock logo inlay, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle and
aged pins, smaller fretboard inlays (3mm) and rosewood headstock veneer.
Part #

Description

0961460021

CF-140S, Folk, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back
and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

21

MSRP
$299.99

California
Kingman™ SCE

Upgraded

Natural

Fender’s Kingman™ SCE dreadnought acoustic is a blast to play - perfect for
enthusiasts of past Fender® acoustic guitars, fans of vintage-style guitars, players who want a different look and vibe and anyone who wants to ride the wave
of Fender’s rich musical history and SoCal lifestyle. Features include a C-shaped
maple neck, classy block inlays, Stratocaster® guitar headstock, new pickguard
shape, scalloped bracing, traditional bridge and Fishman® preamp with built-in
tuner.
Part #

Description

0968601021

Kingman™ SCE, Natural, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top, Solid
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Pickup with Built-In Tuner
Kingman™ SCE, 3-Color Sunburst, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce
Top, Solid Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Pickup with
Built-In Tuner

0968601032
21
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MSRP
$679.99
$679.99

Malibu™ SCE

Upgraded

3-Color Sunburst 32

21

Fender’s vintage-vibe California Series Malibu™ SCE folk-style cutaway acoustic
is a blast to play; perfect for beginners and pros alike with its compact body.
Electric players will feel right at home, too, with the soft C-shaped neck and
Stratocaster® guitar headstock. Other features include a new pickguard shape,
classy block inlays, scalloped bracing, traditional bridge and a Fishman® preamp
with tuner. Perfect for Fender® enthusiasts, fans of vintage-style guitars, players
who want a different look and vibe and anyone who wants to ride the wave of
Fender’s rich musical history and SoCal lifestyle.
Part #

Description

0968602021

Malibu™ SCE, Natural, Folk Cutaway Electric, Natural, Solid Spruce
Top, Solid Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with
Built-In Tuner
Malibu™ SCE, 3-Color Sunburst, Folk Cutaway Electric, Solid
Spruce Top, Solid Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp
with Built-In Tuner

0968602032

32

MSRP
$679.99
$679.99

Villager™ 12 String

Natural

21

The lushly resonant-sounding Villager 12 String has been upgraded with new features including a three-ply pickguard, bone nut and a vintage-inspired rosewood
Fender “Viking” bridge with compensated bone saddle.
Other features include a “tight” dreadnought body shape, solid spruce top with
scalloped X bracing, mahogany back and sides, vintage C-shaped maple neck
with dual-action truss rod and distinctive Villager headstock, 20-fret rosewood
fingerboard, body binding and elegant checkerboard rosette, chrome hardware,
forward strap button with internal block reinforcement, gloss neck and body finish, and Fishman® Isys III pickup system with active onboard preamp and tuner.
Part #

Description

0968607021

Villager™ 12 String Cutaway Electric, Natural, Solid Spruce Top,
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built in Tuner
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Upgraded

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$629.99

Upgraded

Olympic White

02

05

06

09

21

New

Our Sonoran SCE is decked out for even more sun-and-fun acoustic action, upgraded with a three-ply pickguard, bone nut and bridge saddle, and vintage-style
Fender “Viking” bridge. It’s perfect for those who dig vintage styling and seek to
ride the wave of Fender’s classic Southern California history and vibe.
Other premium features include a “tight” dreadnought cutaway body shape,
resonant solid spruce top with scalloped X bracing, mahogany back and sides,
stylish checkerboard rosette, body binding, vintage C-shaped maple neck with
dual-action truss rod and matching painted Stratocaster® headstock shape, 20fret rosewood fingerboard, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, forward
strap button with internal block reinforcement, gloss neck and body finish, and
Fishman® Isys III pickup system with active onboard preamp and tuner.
Part #

Description

0968604002

Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Lake Placid Blue with Matching
Headstock, Solid Spruce Top, Fishman® Preamp with Built in Tuner
Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Olympic White with Matching
Headstock, Solid Spruce Top, Fishman® Preamp
Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Black with Matching Headstock,
Solid Spruce Top, Fishman® Preamp with Built in Tuner
Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Candy Apple Red with Matching
Headstock, Solid Spruce Top, and Fishman® Preamp with Built in
Tuner
Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Natural, Solid Spruce Top,
Fender® Preamp with Built in Tuner

0968604005
0968604006
0968604009
0968604021

MSRP
$499.99
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Sonoran™ SCE

$499.99
$499.99
$499.99
$499.99

Sonoran™ SCE Thinline

New

Natural

21

The California series welcomes a distinctive new member in the sleek form of the
Sonoran SCE Thinline, which features a “tight” dreadnought body a mere 3” deep
for comfortably easy playing and a Fishman® Isys pickup system with onboard
tuner that lets you be heard loud and clear.
Other premium features include a solid spruce top with scalloped X bracing for
richly resonant tone, mahogany back and sides, three-ply gold pickguard, elegant
cosmetic touches including a checkerboard rosette and body and neck binding, C-shaped bolt-on maple Stratocaster® neck with dual-action truss rod for
rock-solid stability, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard with bone nut, Fender “Viking”
rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, forward strap button with internal
block reinforcement, vintage-style tuners, chrome hardware and gloss neck and
body finish.
Part #

Description

0968609021

Sonoran™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Natural, Solid Spruce Top, 3”
Deep, Fender® Preamp with Built in Tuner

MSRP
$499.99

Sonoran™ SCE Left Handed
Grab your board shorts and your Sonoran™ and hit the beach. This left-handed
dreadnought cutaway beauty with electronics features a Stratocaster® guitar
headstock, scalloped bracing, soft C-shaped maple neck, rosewood fingerboard
with checkerboard binding, and vintage-style pickguard. It’s perfect for Fender®
enthusiasts, fans of vintage-style guitars, players who want a different look and
vibe and anyone who wants to ride the wave of Fender’s rich musical history and
SoCal lifestyle.

Natural

Part #

Description

0968605021

Sonoran™ SCE, Left Hand, Cutaway Electric, Natural, Solid Spruce
Top, Fishman® Preamp with built in Tuner

MSRP
$599.99

21

Sonoran™ S

Upgraded

Natural

Other premium features include a “tight” dreadnought body shape, resonant solid
spruce top with scalloped X bracing, mahogany back and sides, stylish checkerboard rosette, body binding, vintage C-shaped maple neck with dual-action
truss rod and Stratocaster® headstock, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, rosewood
bridge with compensated saddle, forward strap button with internal block reinforcement, and gloss neck and body finish.
Part #

Description

0968606021

Sonoran™ S, Natural, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides

MSRP
$429.99

77
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Our Sonoran S is decked out for even more sun-and-fun acoustic action, upgraded with a three-ply pickguard, bone nut and bridge saddle, and vintage-style
Fender “Viking” bridge. It’s perfect for those who dig vintage styling and seek to
ride the wave of Fender’s classic Southern California history and vibe.

For more information go to fender.com

Upgraded

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Redondo™ CE

New

Natural

21

A great sun-and fun Fender name from summer ’68 returns in the resonant form
of the Redondo CE dreadnought. The newest addition to our California series,
today’s Redondo rocks great acoustic sound and evokes the original late-’60
model with features including the Stratocaster® headstock shape, three-ply gold
pickguard and vintage-style Fender “Viking” bridge.
Other premium features include a “tight” dreadnought cutaway body shape,
spruce top with scalloped X bracing and mahogany back and sides for richly
resonantly tone, body and neck binding, vintage C-shaped maple neck with
dual-action truss rod, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard and compensated-saddle
bridge, stylish checkerboard rosette, forward strap button with internal block
reinforcement, chrome hardware, gloss neck and body finish, and Fishman® Isys
III pickup system with active onboard preamp and tuner.
Part #

Description

0968610021

Redondo™ CE, Cutaway Electric, Natural, Spruce Top, Mahogany
Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built in Tuner

MSRP
$399.99

Malibu™ CE

Upgraded

The Malibu™ CE features a laminated spruce top and mahogany back and sides,
Fishman® preamp with built-in tuner, vintage-style tuners with plastic buttons,
scalloped bracing and dot inlays. Great natural acoustic Fender tone with unbeatable value.
Part #

Description

0968608021

Malibu™ CE, Folk Cutaway Electric, Natural, Spruce Top, Fender®
Preamp with Built-In Tuner

MSRP
$399.99

Natural

21

Newporter™ Traveler

New

Fender first introduced the Newporter model back in 1965 as one of its original
sun-and-fun acoustic guitars. Now it’s back in the form of the Newporter Traveler
- a full-sounding mini-dreadnought with a shorter scale (22.6”) that makes it great
for beginners and anyone looking for the perfect pick-up-and-go acoustic.
Features include a spruce top with scalloped X bracing and classic checkerboard
rosette; mahogany back and sides; natural satin finish; mahogany neck with 20fret rosewood fingerboard, dual-action truss rod, Stratocaster® headstock and
satin finish; rosewood bridge and vintage-style tuners with aged white buttons.

Natural

Part #

Description

0968029021

Newporter™ Traveler, Spruce Top Mahogany Back and Sides,
Rosewood Fingerboard, Natural

MSRP
$349.99

21
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For more information go to fender.com
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T-Bucket™ 400 CE
The T-Bucket 400 CE has a beautiful natural flame maple top, back and sides;
other features include scalloped “X” bracing, all-solid rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, Fishman® preamp and die-cast tuners.
Part #

Description

0968055021

T-Bucket™ 400 CE, Flame Maple, Natural Top, Back, Sides and
Headcap, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

MSRP
$549.99

Natural

Fender® AcousticInstruments

Hot Rod Design Acoustics

21

T-Bucket™ 300 CE
The T-Bucket™ 300 CE is a dreadnought cutaway model with a laminated quilt
maple or flame maple top, laminated mahogany back and sides, gorgeous series
of gloss polyurethane finishes, ivory neck and body binding, Vince Ray “F” inlay
and pinstriping motif at the 12th fret and an inlaid pinstriping motif on the headstock and rosette. Other features include scalloped bracing, 20-fret rosewood
fingerboard, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, Fishman® preamp and
die-cast chrome tuners.

3-Color Sunburst

Part #

Description

0958005000

T-Bucket™ 300CE, Cutaway Electric, 3-Color Sunburst, Flamed
Maple Top, Mahogany Back and Sides, Fender® Preamp
T-Bucket™ 300CE, Cutaway Electric, Trans Black Flamed Maple
Top, Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp
T-Bucket™ 300CE, Cutaway Electric, Trans Blue Quilted Maple Top,
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp
T-Bucket™ 300CE, Cutaway Electric, Amber Quilted Maple Top,
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp

0968005006
00

06

20

0968005020

20

0968005027

MSRP
$449.99
$449.99
$449.99
$449.99

T-Bucket™ 200 CE
Take a spin in the newest addition to the Hot Rod Design series-the T-Bucket
200 CE. It’s a smaller folk-style instrument perfect for beginners, fingerpickers,
those with smaller hands and any acoustic player looking for something out of the
ordinary.

Transparent Black

Part #

Description

0968052006

T-Bucket™ 200 CE, Rosewood Fingerboard, Transparent Black
Flame Maple Top, Black Sides and Back

MSRP
$449.99
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06

Features include a beautiful flame maple top with a classy transparent black finish
and scalloped X bracing, mahogany back and sides, gloss-finish 20-fret mahogany neck with dual-action truss rod, Ivory body and neck binding, rosette and
headstock pinstriping inlay, 12th fret “F” inlay and pinstriping by noted hot rod
artist Vince Ray, rosewood bridge with compensated saddle, forward strap button
and Fishman® Isys™ III pickup system with onboard active preamp and tuner.

Alkaline Trio MalibuTM – pg. 81
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Artist Design
Dick Dale Signature Malibu™ SCE
The man who helped create the sound of surf music that defined a generation
is at it again with the Dick Dale signature Malibu™. Dale himself designed this
beautiful instrument with painstaking attention to detail; features include dual
matching pickguards, 3” body depth for a more comfortable playing and less
feedback when plugged in, Fishman® pickup system with onboard tuner, and
reverse headstock.
Part #

Description

0968400009

Dick Dale Signature Malibu™ SCE, Folk Cutaway Electric, Mahogany Top, Solid Mahogany Back and Sides, 3” Deep, Fishman®
Preamp with Built-In Tuner
Dick Dale Signature Malibu™ SCE, Left Handed, Folk Cutaway
Electric, Mahogany Top, Solid Mahogany Back and Sides, 3” Deep,
Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

Surfin’ Red
0968420009
09

MSRP
$999.99
$1,049.99

Jimmy Dale Signature Kingman™ SCE
Jimmy Dale, son of the legendary surf guitarist Dick Dale, helped design his own
take on the Kingman™, with features including an all-solid mahogany body, dual
pickguards, Fishman® preamp with onboard tuner, and 3” body depth for more
comfortable playing and less feedback when plugged in.
Part #

Description

0968405021

Jimmy Dale Signature Kingman™ SCE, Cutaway Electric, Solid
Mahogany Top, Back and Sides, 3” Deep, Fishman® Preamp with
Built-In Tuner

MSRP
$899.99

Mahogany

21

Tim Armstrong Hellcat Acoustic
Based on Tim Armstrong’s beat-up old ’60s Fender® acoustic - on which he
writes all of the songs for his legendary punk band, Rancid - the Tim Armstrong
Hellcat acoustic is ready to slam. Armstrong has given his acoustic some modern
mojo with pearl acrylic “Hellcat” logos on the third, fifth and seventh frets, with a
pair of skulls adorning the twelfth fret. Other features include a solid mahogany
top, scalloped bracing and Fishman® preamp.
Part #

Description

0968300021

Tim Armstrong Hellcat, Concert Electric, Solid Mahogany Top,
Laminated Mahogany Sides and Back, Fishman® Preamp with
Built-In Tuner

Mahogany

MSRP
$449.99

21

Tim Armstrong Hellcat Acoustic Left Handed

Mahogany

Part #

Description

0968320021

Tim Armstrong Hellcat Left Handed, Concert Electric, Solid
Mahogany Top, Laminated Mahogany Sides and Back, Fishman®
Preamp with Built-In Tuner

21
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Based on Tim Armstrong’s beat-up old ’60s Fender® acoustic - on which he
writes all of the songs for his legendary punk band, Rancid - the left-handed Tim
Armstrong Hellcat acoustic is ready to slam. Armstrong has given his acoustic
some modern mojo with pearl acrylic “Hellcat” logos on the third, fifth and seventh frets, with a pair of skulls adorning the twelfth fret. Other features include a
solid mahogany top, scalloped bracing and Fishman® preamp.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$529.99

New

Fender hails the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll and transports you back to 1967 with
the introduction of the Elvis® Kingman acoustic guitar—a sharp looking, richsounding, hip-swaying evocation of the freewheeling Fender acoustic that Elvis
Presley® wielded with consummate cool in ’67 cinematic romp Clambake.
In addition to honoring the King, the Elvis® Kingman dreadnought also recreates
Fender’s famous mid-’60s “Wildwood” finish, in which living beech trees that
provided the backs and sides of the unusual instruments were dyed in several
elegantly striking colors before being harvested.

Wildwood

Wildwood

Highly distinctive features include Presley’s signature on the front of the
Wildwood-style headstock, solid spruce top with scalloped X-bracing for full
and resonant tone, laminated Wildwood-style back and sides, Ivoroid neck and
body binding, stylish dual checkerboard rosette, maple neck, 20-fret rosewood
fingerboard with block position inlays and bone nut, Fender “Viking” rosewood
bridge with cream-colored pins and compensated bone saddle, chrome hardware
and gloss neck and body finish.
Part #

Description

0968408021

Elvis® Kingman™, Natural, Solid Spruce Top, Wildwood Back and
Sides, Rosewood Fretboard

Fender® AcousticInstruments

Elvis® Kingman™

MSRP
$599.99

Alkaline Trio Malibu™

New

Mahogany

21

Chicago punks Alkaline Trio jumped in on the design of what must be one of
Fender’s most distinctive acoustic guitars ever, the Alkaline Trio Malibu. The
instrument takes the classic ’60s-era sun-and-fun Malibu folk-style acoustic and
dresses it up with a graceful heart-shaped rosette designed by the band, as seen
gracing the cover of 2011 acoustic album Damnesia.
Premium features include a richly resonant all-mahogany body with the aforementioned AT-designed heart-shaped rosette, scalloped X bracing, C-shaped maple
Stratocaster® neck with a 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, body and neck binding,
rosewood bridge with synthetic bone compensated saddle, chrome hardware and
gloss neck and body finish.
Part #

Description

0968325021

Alkaline Trio Malibu™, Natural, Mahogany Top, Back and Sides,
Heat Shaped Rosette

MSRP
$349.99

Robert Schmidt Electric Mandolin

New

Walnut Stain

Robert Schmidt, mandolin player extraordinaire, of the Irish-American Celtic punk
band Flogging Molly has exclusively designed his own Fender Electric Mandolin.
Based on the FM62 E Fender Mandolin from years past, Robert designed this
beauty to sound great and to take a beating but make no mistake this mandolin is
a beauty to look at with its dark walnut stain spruce top and carved maple back
and sides, bronze cast chrome tailpiece, chrome dome style volume knob, ebony
bridge, and rosewood fretboard.
Part #

Description

0955257021

Robert Schmidt Electric Mandolin, Walnut Stain, Solid Carved Top,
Natural

MSRP
$649.99

21

Duane Peters Sonoran™ SCE ’61

Skate tough with premium features including a “tight” dreadnought cutaway
body shape, resonant solid spruce top with scalloped X bracing, mahogany back
and sides, C-shaped maple neck with dual-action truss rod and Stratocaster®
headstock shape, 20-fret rosewood fingerboard with bone nut, vintage-style
Fender “Viking” bridge with bone saddle, forward strap button with internal block
reinforcement, gloss neck and body finish, and Fishman® Isys III pickup system
with active onboard preamp and tuner.
Part #

Description

0968407000

Duane Peters Sonoran™ SCE, Solid Spruce Top with Graphic,
Mahogany Back and Sides with Graphic, Fishman® Preamp with
Built in Tuner

MSRP
$549.99

81

Graphic

Legendary old-school skateboard master Duane “Master of Disaster” Peters,
lead singer of infamous Orange County punk outfit U.S. Bombs, let loose with the
decidedly distinctive design of this exclusive limited edition Sonoran SCE model
(only 500 instruments worldwide, period). We’re talking custom graphic finish with
skulls and red and black stripes—pure Duane Peters, in other words.

For more information go to fender.com

New

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Electracoustic
Standard Stratacoustic™
The Fender® Stratacoustic™ has a cool Stratocaster® guitar body, headstock
design and C-shaped neck perfect for electric players looking for a versatile
acoustic instrument. Other features include a Fishman® preamp with built-in
tuner, maple neck and choice of Black or Walnut Stain finish.
Part #

Description

0967300006

Fender® Stratacoustic™, Black, Stratocaster® Headstock, “C”
Shape Maple Neck, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

MSRP
$399.99

Black

06

Standard Telecoustic™
The Fender® Telecoustic™ has a cool Telecaster® guitar body, headstock design
and C-shaped neck perfect for electric players looking for a versatile acoustic instrument. Other features include a Fishman® electronics, maple neck and choice
of Black or Walnut Stain finish.
Part #

Description

0967310006

Fender® Telecoustic™, Black, Telecaster® Headstock, “C” Shape
Maple Neck, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

MSRP
$399.99

Black

06

Acoustic Packs
DG-8S Acoustic Pack
The DG-8S is Fender’s most popular acoustic guitar package - a great starter
pack with everything you need to start playing. It features a dreadnought acoustic
guitar with a solid spruce top, gig bag, chromatic electronic tuner, instructional
DVD, strings, picks and strap.
Part #

Description

0950801100

Fender® DG-8S Value Pack, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and
Sides, Accessory Kit

MSRP
$349.99

Natural

21

FA-125S Acoustic Pack

Part #

Description

0950870021

FA-125S Value Pack, Solid Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides,
Orchestra Shape, Accessory Kit

Natural

21
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For more information go to fender.com

The FA-125S Acoustic Pack is great for beginners and includes everything they
need to start playing, including a small-body folk-style acoustic, electronic tuner,
gig bag, picks, string winder and instruction booklet.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$349.99

The FA-130 Acoustic/Electric pack has everything you need to get started playing
in one convenient package. Features include a slim concert-style cutaway guitar
with a Fishman® preamp with built-in tuner, SA-10 acoustic guitar amplifier, gig
bag, instructional DVD, picks and strings.
Part #

Description

0950810100

FA-130 Acoustic Electric Value Pack, Spruce Top, Laminated Basswood Back and Sides, Concert Shape, Accessory Kit, and Fender®
SA-10 Acoustic Amplifier

MSRP
$324.99

Black

06
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FA-130 Acoustic/Electric Pack

FA-100 Pack

New

Natural

21

The new FA-100 Fender Acoustic Pack offers great Fender sound and tremendous value to everyone. Everything you need to get started on a world of acoustic
enjoyment is right here—a rich-sounding dreadnought acoustic guitar and accessories including a padded gig bag for protection and easy transport, comfortable
strap and clip-on electronic tuner for easy and solidly reliable intonation.
Guitar features include a spruce top with X bracing for full and resonant sound,
body binding, exclusive Fender headstock shape, Fender pickguard, smoothplaying 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, rosewood bridge with compensated
saddle, forward strap button with internal block reinforcement, and chrome
hardware.
Part #

Description

0950815100

FA-100 Pack, Dreadnought Acoustic, Spruce Top, Agathis Back and
Sides, Accessories

MSRP
$199.99

FA-100 Guitar with Gig Bag

New

Natural

The new FA-100 Fender Acoustic with Gig Bag offers great Fender sound and
tremendous value to everyone. A world of acoustic enjoyment starts right here—a
rich-sounding dreadnought acoustic guitar with a padded gig bag for protection
and easy transport.
Guitar features include a spruce top with X bracing for full and resonant sound,
body binding, exclusive Fender headstock shape, Fender pickguard, smoothplaying 20-fret rosewood fingerboard, rosewood bridge with compensated
saddle, forward strap button with internal block reinforcement, and chrome
hardware.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0950816021

FA-100 Pack, Dreadnought Acoustic, Spruce Top, Agathis Back and
Sides, Gig Bag

$99.99

21

FB-300 Banjo Pack
The banjo is a uniquely American instrument descended from traditional African
instruments. Nothing else sounds like it, and it’s a fun instrument to play, which
contributes to its major role in bluegrass and country (it even pops up occasionally in rock, jazz and fusion). The FB-300 Banjo Pack makes getting started on
banjo easy, and includes a Fender® banjo, gig bag, strings, tuner, picks and
instruction book.
Fender® FB-300 Banjo Value Pack, 5 String, Accessories Kit

MSRP
$429.99

Natural

FM-100 Mandolin Pack
Mandolin is fun and easy, and adds a whole new texture to your sound. The
Fender® FM-100 Mandolin Pack includes everything you need to start chiming
away, with a Fender mandolin, gig bag, strings, tuner, picks and instructional
book.
Part #

Description

0979507021

Fender® FM-100 Mandolin Value Pack, “A” Style, Spruce Top,
Accessory Kit

Sunburst

00

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$299.99

For more information go to fender.com

Description

0979500021
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Part #

Fender® AcousticInstruments

Acoustic Bass Guitars
T-Bucket™ Bass
The Hot Rod Design series now welcomes its first bass guitar to the family-the
new T-Bucket Bass. You’ll get all the acoustic lowdown you need from its grand
concert body style, Fender phosphor bronze acoustic bass strings and Fishman®
Isys™ III pickup system with onboard active preamp and tuner.

3-Tone Sunburst 32

32

Features include a beautiful flame maple top with scalloped X bracing and a classic Fender Three-color Sunburst finish, mahogany back and sides, 32” medium
scale length, gloss-finish mahogany neck with dual-action truss rod, Ivory body
and neck binding, rosette and headstock pinstriping inlay, 12th fret “F” inlay and
pinstriping by noted hot rod artist Vince Ray, rosewood bridge with compensated
saddle and forward strap button.
Part #

Description

0968009032

T-Bucket™ Bass, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Tone Sunburst Flame
Maple Top, Black Sides and Back

MSRP
$549.99

Kingman™ Bass SCE
The Kingman™ Bass SCE is a totally new take on the acoustic bass guitar,
designed for the discerning bassist but guitarist-friendly, too. With its Jazz Bass®
guitar headstock, neck shape, strap button and tuners, it feels like home to the
electric bassist, but it embodies all the deep and rich tones acoustic players
want. Other features include a solid spruce top, traditional bridge, gold pickguard
and bound fingerboard with stylish block inlays.
Part #

Description

0968603021

Kingman™ Bass SCE, Natural, Cutaway Electric, Solid Spruce Top,
Mahogany Back and Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built-In Tuner

Natural

MSRP
$729.99

21

Classical
CN-320 AS Classical
Fender’s new CN320 AS Classical acoustic has many of the same traditional
materials and features that are seen on more expensive and vintage classical guitars including a solid cedar top for a highly resonant sound, solid rosewood back
and sides for a nice balanced tone, vintage Fender rosette design, traditional fan
bracing, ebony fretboard, and gold hardware.
Part #

Description

0960323021

CN-320 AS Classical, Natural, Solid Cedar Top, Solid Rosewood back
and sides

MSRP
$899.99

Natural

21

The CN-240 SCE is an interesting instrument - a hybrid nylon-string that actually isn’t a classical guitar, strictly speaking, because it has a soft cutaway and
a slightly thinner neck profile that’s easier on the fretting hand. Other features
include a solid cedar top, rosewood back and sides and built-in electronics.
Part #

Description

0972405021

CN240SCE, Natural, Classical Cutaway Electric, Solid Cedar Top,
Rosewood Back and Sides, Fishman Preamp with Built in Tuner

Natural

21
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CN-240SCE

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$499.99

Fender’s new CN-240SCE Thinline has many of the same great specs and features as its predecessor, the CN-240SCE, but with a thinner body (2.5”-deep upper bout; 2.75”-deep lower bout), which makes it a perfect crossover instrument
for electric players and beginners looking for a great classical guitar.

Natural

21

Other features include a soft cutaway for easier access to the upper frets, thinner
neck profile, solid cedar top with traditional fan bracing, rosewood back and
sides, gloss-finish 18-fret mahogany neck with dual-action truss rod, body and
neck binding, wood mosaic rosette and gold Fender headstock logo, rosewood
bridge with compensated saddle, gold hardware, gold tuners with white pearl
buttons and Fishman® Isys™ III pickup system with onboard active preamp and
tuner.
Part #

Description

0972406021

CN-240SCE Thinline, 3” Deep, Solid Cedar Top, Rosewood Back and
Sides, Fishman® Preamp with Built in Tuner

MSRP
$449.99

Fender® AcousticInstruments

CN-240SCE Thinline

CN-140S
The Fender CN-140S is an elegant classical-style guitar. Richly resonant nylonstring tone resounds from its solid cedar top with traditional fan bracing and its
rosewood back and sides. Other features include a gloss-finish 20-fret mahogany
neck, traditional rosette design and mother-of-pearl acrylic headstock logo, rosewood bridge and open-gear tuners pearl acrylic buttons.
Part #

Description

0961465021

CN-140S, Solid Cedar Top, Rosewood Back and Sides, Rosewood,
Natural

MSRP
$349.99

Natural

21

CN-90
The CN-90 is the perfect entry-level classical guitar, at a great price that makes it
a fine first guitar and a nice addition to any collection. Features include a spruce
top, mahogany back and sides, and traditional three-on-a-side classical tuners.
Part #

Description

0960900021

CN-90, Natural, Classical, Spruce Top, Mahogany Back and Sides.

MSRP
$299.99

Natural

21

MC-1 3/4 Nylon

These great-sounding, solidly built 3/4 size guitars are perfect for school music
programs, individual students and beginners who are more comfortable with a
smaller guitar. New features include upgraded tuners for more stable intonation,
Fender headstock logo, and back and sides made from a beautifully grained
tropical wood called sapele, which produces a sweet, full tone.
Natural

Part #

Description

0963000021

MC-1 3/4 Nylon, Natural

85

21

MSRP
$219.99

For more information go to fender.com

Fender’s upgraded MA-1 mini acoustic and MC-1 mini classical guitars now
provide an improved playing experience akin to that of more expensive full-size
instruments.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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3/4
MA-1 3/4 Steel
Fender’s upgraded MA-1 mini acoustic and MC-1 mini classical guitars now
provide an improved playing experience akin to that of more expensive full-size
instruments.
These great-sounding, solidly built 3/4 size guitars are perfect for school music
programs, individual students and beginners who are more comfortable with a
smaller guitar. New features include upgraded tuners for more stable intonation,
Fender headstock logo, and back and sides made from a beautifully grained
tropical wood called sapele, which produces a sweet, full tone.
Natural

Part #

Description

0963001021

MA-1 3/4 Steel, Natural

MSRP
$219.99

21

Folk Music Instruments
Ukulele Pa’ina- Solid Mahogany w/ Electronics

Mahogany

21

Fender® brings you the authentic sound of the Hawaiian Islands with its first-ever
series of ukulele models. Ukuleles are enjoying renewed popularity, with exquisite
sounds and designs that are a far cry from mere musical toys. Originally built by
Portuguese immigrants to the Hawaiian Islands in the 1880s, the small guitar-like
instruments produced a lilting sound that instantly evoked the lush South Pacific
atmosphere of their island homeland. Fender’s three new tenor-style ukulele models offer finely crafted sound and construction; they too instantly evoke the sound
and spirit of Hawaii. Each features the distinctive Fender Telecaster® guitar
headstock shape, unique body shapes and bracing patterns designed exclusively
for Fender and a Fender ukulele gig bag to get you started. This one is the Fender
Ukulele Pa’ina, a top-line model that gets its name from the Hawaiian word for
party. Made of solid mahogany, with satin finish and passive electronics that let
you plug it in and turn it up at the next luau.
Part #

Description

0955620021

Ukulele Pa’ina , All Solid Mahogany/Electronics, Concert Shape,
Tele® headstock, Aquila Nylagut® Tenor-All nylon

MSRP
$399.99

Ukulele Nohea - All Koa

Koa

Part #

Description

0955640021

Ukulele Nohea, All Koa, Concert shape, Tele® headstock, Aquila
Nylagut® Tenor Wound C

MSRP
$299.99

Ukulele Hau’oli - All Laminate

Mahogany

21

Fender® brings you the authentic sound of the Hawaiian Islands with its first-ever
series of ukulele models. Ukuleles are enjoying renewed popularity, with exquisite
sounds and designs that are a far cry from mere musical toys. Originally built by
Portuguese immigrants to the Hawaiian Islands in the 1880s, the small guitar-like
instruments produced a lilting sound that instantly evoked the lush South Pacific
atmosphere of their island homeland. Fender’s three new tenor-style ukulele models offer finely crafted sound and construction; they too instantly evoke the sound
and spirit of Hawaii. Each features the distinctive Fender Telecaster® guitar
headstock shape, unique body shapes and bracing patterns designed exclusively
for Fender and a Fender ukulele gig bag to get you started. This one, the Fender
Ukulele Hau’oli, comes from the Hawaiian word for happy, and is a basic model
with sturdy laminated mahogany construction and a satin finish.
Part #

Description

0955630021

Ukulele Hau’oli, All laminate mahogany, Concert shape, Tele®
headstock, Aquila Nylagut® Tenor Wound C

86

For more information go to fender.com
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Fender® brings you the authentic sound of the Hawaiian Islands with its first-ever
series of ukulele models. Ukuleles are enjoying renewed popularity, with exquisite
sounds and designs that are a far cry from mere musical toys. Originally built by
Portuguese immigrants to the Hawaiian Islands in the 1880s, the small guitar-like
instruments produced a lilting sound that instantly evoked the lush South Pacific
atmosphere of their island homeland. Fender’s three new tenor-style ukulele models offer finely crafted sound and construction; they too instantly evoke the sound
and spirit of Hawaii. Each features the distinctive Fender Telecaster® guitar
headstock shape, unique body shapes and bracing patterns designed exclusively
for Fender and a Fender ukulele gig bag to get you started. This one is the Fender
Ukulele Nohea. In Hawaiian, this name translates directly into the English lovely,
which this model certainly is. Built of laminated koa (a native Hawaiian hardwood
used by ancient Hawaiians to build dugout canoes), with a gloss finish and aged
abalone acrylic binding.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$199.99

Fender’s new concert-style Ukulele Mino’Aka takes its name from the Hawaiian word for “smile”. That’s is exactly what you’ll do when you play it, and that’s
exactly what other people will do when they hear you playing it.
Features include an all-mahogany body with tone bar bracing for sweet, mellow
tone; three-piece mahogany neck with 19-fret rosewood fingerboard; aged body
and fingerboard binding; attractive acrylic abalone rosette; Telecaster® headstock with Fender gold screen logo, vintage-style chrome tuners, smooth natural
satin finish and Aquila® strings.
Mahogany

Part #

Description

0955650021

Ukulele Mino’Aka, All Mahogany, Concert, Natural, Tele® Headstock,
Aquila Nylagut® Strings

MSRP
$159.99

21
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Ukulele Mino’Aka - Concert

Ukulele U’Uku - Soprano
Fender’s new soprano-style Ukulele U’Uku takes its name from the Hawaiian
word for “tiny” (soprano ukes are the smallest members of the ukulele family), but
the happiness it creates with its great sound and elegant design is “big”.
Features include an all-mahogany body with soundboard bracing for bright tone,
three-piece mahogany neck with 12-fret rosewood fingerboard, black body and
fingerboard binding, exclusive Fender headstock shape and gold logo, open-gear
chrome tuners, smooth natural satin finish and Aquila® strings.
Mahogany

Part #

Description

0955645021

Ukulele U’Uku, All Mahogany, Soprano, Natural, Fender® Headstock,
Aquila Nylagut® Strings

MSRP
$119.99

21

FM-63S “F” Style Mandolin
With the classic mandolin shape, the FM-63S features a solid spruce top, solid
maple back, ebony fingerboard and bridge, and gold-plated hardware.
Part #

Description

0956300032

FM-63S Mandolin, Sunburst, “F” Style, Carved Solid Spruce Top,
Mother of Pearl Inlays

MSRP
$859.99

Sunburst 32

32

FM-52E “A” Style Mandolin
The FM-52E Mandolin features a spruce top; nato back, sides and neck; rosewood fingerboard; chrome hardware; single-coil pickup with volume and tone
controls, and a gloss finish.
Part #

Description

0955205032

FM-52 Mandolin, Electric, “A” Style, Special Design Single-Coil
Pickup, Spruce top

MSRP
$339.99

32

FM-53S “A” Style Mandolin
The FM-53S Mandolin features a solid spruce top; nato neck, back and sides; a
rosewood fingerboard and gold-plated hardware.
Part #

Description

0955300032

FM-53S Mandolin, Sunburst, “A” Style, Solid Spruce Top, Bound
Fingerboard

Sunburst 32
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MSRP
$429.99
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Sunburst 32
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FB-59 Banjo
The FB-59 is Fender’s top banjo, with features found on banjos that cost many
times more and a loud, ringing tone that cuts through a blazing bluegrass band.
Features include a walnut resonator, walnut neck with maple strip, 26.4” scale,
wood rim, gold hardware, rosewood fingerboard with mother-of-pearl inlay, brass
tone ring and hard case.
Part #

Description

0955900221

FB-59 Banjo, Natural, Walnut Resonator, Brass Tone Ring, Mother
of Pearl Inlays

MSRP
$1,299.99

FB-58 Banjo
The FB-58 Banjo has all the features you’d expect in a pro-level instrument flame maple resonator and neck, 26.4” scale, wood rim, chrome covered tuners,
rosewood fingerboard with pearloid inlay and die-cast metal tone ring.
Part #

Description

0955800021

FB-58 Banjo, Natural, Flamed Maple Resonator, Die-Cast tone Ring,
Pearloid Inlays

MSRP
$899.99

FB-55 Banjo
The FB-55 Banjo features a 26.4” scale, laminated wood rim, rosewood fingerboard with snowflake inlay and chrome-covered tuners.
Part #

Description

0955500021

FB-55 Banjo, Natural, Mahogany Resonator, and Chromed Brass
Tone Ring

MSRP
$649.99

FB-54 Banjo
The FB-54 is perfect for the aspiring banjo player in all of us, with many features
found on banjos that cost much more - including a mahogany resonator and
neck, 27.4” scale, aluminum rim, rosewood fingerboard with pearloid inlay and
chrome-covered tuners.
Part #

Description

0955400021

FB-54 Banjo, Natural, Mahogany Resonator, Aluminum Tone Ring

MSRP
$459.99

FR-55 Hawaiian Resonator
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Fender’s new FR-55 Hawaiian Resonator produces the lilting sounds and evokes
the lush trade winds atmosphere of the island paradise that is the 50th state. Perfect for slide or standard acoustic playing, it features a striking bell brass nickelplated dreadnought body beautifully etched with scenes of South Seas splendor,
with swaying palms, outrigger canoes and even a volcano caught in mid-eruption.
Other premium features include a continental Eastern European hand-spun cone,
Fender “F” sound holes, mahogany neck with satin finish and gold Fender headstock logo, 19-fret rosewood fingerboard with 16” radius, ebony bridge with hard
maple top, bell brass nickel-plated tailpiece and chrome hardware.
Part #

Description

0955053021

FR-55 Hawaiian Resonator, Metal Body, Rosewood Fretboard,
Hawaiian Motif

MSRP
$999.99

FR-50CE Resonator
For great amplified resonator tone, the FR-50 CE is the perfect choice. It’s the
same great resonator as the FR-50, with the addition of a cutaway and dualpickup system. Features a Telecaster® guitar neck pickup, Fishman® Resonator
pickup coupled with a Fishman® power jack (lets you go stereo by sending each
pickup to a different amp), two independent volume controls and a tone control.
Part #

Description

0955005032

FR-50 CE Resonator, Sunburst, Tele® Neck Pickup, Chrome Resonator, Fender® “F” Holes

Sunburst 32

32
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MSRP
$999.99

The FR-50 Resonator guitar delivers that unmistakable metallic twang, with
features including a spruce top, mahogany back and sides, rosewood fingerboard, 24.75” scale, die-cast chrome tuners, chrome-finish resonator and custom
Fender® f holes.
Part #

Description

0955000032

FR-50 Resonator, Sunburst, Round Mahogany Neck, Chrome
Resonator, Fender® “F” Holes

MSRP
$499.99

Sunburst 32

32
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FR-50 Resonator

FV-3 Deluxe Violin
Fender’s distinctive FV-3 Deluxe Violin has the same shape and many of the features of its brother, the FV-1, with upgrades including solid flame maple top, back,
sides and neck; plus a deluxe hard case featuring a built-in hygrometer.
Part #

Description

0950030232

FV-3 Deluxe Violin, Flamed maple sunburst top, Piezo electric ebony
bridge, and includes: Hard shell case, Horse-tail hair bow, and Rosin

MSRP
$949.99

Sunburst 32

32
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Artist Signature
EC Twinolux™

New

In a historic collaboration, Fender introduces its first artist signature amplifiers-EC Series
amps bearing the name of legendary guitarist Eric Clapton.
Built to the exacting specifications of Clapton himself, the EC Twinolux is a fascinating
variation on the tweed ’57 Twin amp and our answer to his call for a special model with
several distinctive features. Handmade in the United States with ’50s-era output tube bias
tremolo (which produced a more throbbing pulse than later Fender tremolo circuits) and
a switchable power attenuator (reduces speaker output and can disable one speaker for
even lower output), it presents the pinnacle of personally inspired amp tone for stage and
studio alike and is a must for Clapton fans and guitarists who want the ultimate in tube
performance.
Features include hand-wired all-tube circuitry on eyelet board with premium components;
circuit based on late-’50s Fender Twin amp model 5E8-A (about 40 watts); single channel
with high-gain and low-gain inputs; tremolo with speed and intensity controls (can be
selected with included footswitch); dual Special Design 12” Weber® speakers (by Eminence®) with alnico magnets for dynamic, sensitive response; two Groove Tubes® 6L6GE
output tubes, four 12AX7 preamp tubes and two 5U4 rectifier tubes; Mercury Magnetics
custom transformers; finger-joined solid pine enclosure for warm, resonant tone; lacquered tweed covering with vintage-style brown/gold grille cloth and leather strap handle.
Deluxe fitted cover included.
Part #

Description

8141500000

EC Twinolux™, 120V

MSRP
$4,199.99

EC Tremolux™

New

In a historic collaboration, Fender introduces its first artist signature amplifiers-EC Series
amps bearing the name of legendary guitarist Eric Clapton.
1950s-era Deluxe and Tremolux amps are prized for the warm, rich compressed tones
of blues and early rock ‘n’ roll. Clapton often uses a Deluxe when playing traditional
blues, and we’ve answered his call for a special model with several distinctive features
by introducing the EC Tremolux amp. Built to Clapton’s own exacting specifications and
handmade in the United States, it’s a fascinating variation on the ’57 Deluxe designed
with a ’50s-era output tube bias tremolo (which produced a more throbbing pulse than later Fender tremolo circuits) and a switchable power attenuator (reduces speaker output). A
pinnacle of personally inspired amp tone for stage and studio alike, it’s a must for Clapton
fans and guitarists who want the ultimate in tube performance.
Features include hand-wired all-tube circuitry on eyelet board with premium components;
circuit based on late-’50s Fender Deluxe amp model 5E3 (about 12 watts); single channel
with high-gain and low-gain inputs; tremolo speed control and footswitch; fixed bias for
increased headroom; single 12” Celestion® Heritage G12-65 speaker for increased highgain playing definition; two Groove Tubes® 6V6GT output tubes, three 12AX7 preamp
tubes and 5Y3GT rectifier tube; Mercury Magnetics custom transformers; internal speaker
disconnect (allows use of external 8-ohm speaker enclosure); finger-joined solid pine
enclosure for warm, resonant tone; lacquered tweed covering with vintage-style brown/
gold grille cloth and leather strap handle. Deluxe fitted cover included.
Part #

Description

8151500000

EC Tremolux™, 120V

MSRP
$2,799.99

EC Vibro Champ®
In a historic collaboration, Fender introduces its first artist signature amplifiers-EC Series
amps bearing the name of legendary guitarist Eric Clapton.
Clapton recorded some of his biggest hits with a tweed Champ; a late 1950s practice
amp and Fender classic prized by countless pros for its great low-output sound and easyto-record performance. He still uses one today, and we’ve answered his call for a special
model with several distinctive features. Built to Clapton’s own exacting specifications
and handmade in the United States, the EC Vibro Champ is a fascinating variation on the
’57 Champ designed with a ’50s-era output tube bias tremolo (which produced a more
throbbing pulse than later Fender tremolo circuits) and a switchable power attenuator
(reduces speaker output). It’s a must for Clapton fans and guitarists who want the ultimate
in low-power tube performance.
Features include hand-wired all-tube circuitry on eyelet board with premium components;
circuit based on late-’50s Fender Champ amp model 5F1 (about 5 watts); tremolo speed
control and footswitch jack (footswitch optional); single 8” Weber® Signature speaker with
alnico magnet for dynamic, sensitive response; Groove Tubes® 6V6GT output tube, two
12AX7 preamp tubes and 5Y3GT rectifier tube; Schumacher custom transformers; internal
speaker disconnect (allows use of external 4-ohm speaker enclosure); finger-joined solid
pine enclosure for warm, resonant tone; lacquered tweed covering with vintage-style
brown/gold grille cloth and leather strap handle. Deluxe fitted cover included.
Part #

Description

8161500000

EC Vibro Champ®, 120V
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New
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MSRP
$1,399.99

Vibro-King® Custom
The venerable Vibro-King® amp has appeared on countless stages worldwide! This
all-tube, completely hand-wired combo amp with birch ply cabinet is covered in black
with the appealing “1964 Transitional” Blackface™/Ivory knob look. We’ve added a pair
of powerful 6L6 Groove Tubes® for rich, full tone. The 60 watt Vibro-King® Custom has
unparalleled sensitivity to pick dynamics and guitar knob settings, and its crystal-clean
tones, sparkling reverb and commanding overdriven tones are downright inspiring. Other
premium features include: ’63 Fender Reverb® with dwell, mix and tone controls; three
10” Jensen® P10R speakers with alnico magnets; 6V6 reverb driver tube; five 12AX7
preamp tubes; heavy-duty textured black vinyl covering with silver grille cloth and nickel
hardware; FX loop; and a two-button FAT boost/vibrato footswitch.
Part #

Description

8110000010

Vibro-King® Custom, 120V

Fender® GuitarAmplifiers

Custom

MSRP
$4,999.99

VK 212 B Speaker Enclosure
This smart extension cabinet works perfectly with the Vibro-King® Custom and other
amplifiers. Features include closed-back birch plywood enclosure, textured black vinyl
covering, silver grille cloth, dual 12” Celestion® Vintage 30 speakers. Rated for 140 watts
at 4 ohms.
Part #

Description

MSRP

8130400010
8130400400

VK 212B Speaker Enclosure, Black
VK 212B Speaker Enclosure, Blonde

$699.99
$699.99

Pro Tube
Machete™

New

The new Machete amp is unlike any guitar amp Fender has ever created—a highperformance, high-gain, high-end tone machine that combines all-tube tone and highly
distinctive cosmetics. Discerning guitarists and amp connoisseurs who are both meticulous and adventurous about even the finest details of their sound will find the Machete a
formidable new member of the Fender family. The 50-watt, dual-channel Machete combo
boasts a completely new high-gain channel unlike anything ever seen on a Fender amp,
an extremely clear-sounding clean channel that can be pushed into aggressive rhythm
guitar territory, and onboard digital reverb. Its heavily robust enclosure construction and
single 12” Celestion® speaker deliver full, rich and pummeling response, with a midrange
notch control, adjustable speaker damping for finely tuned performance, XLR output with
switchable speaker muting and cabinet emulation, and push-pull pots for bright boost
and gain boost on the rhythm channel. Its distinctive cosmetics include black vinyl covering with inlaid white piping and gray vinyl “steering wheel grip” accents, new Black Silver
Strand grille cloth, heavily knurled chrome knobs and all-new corners and hardware. Fourbutton footswitch and fitted cover included.
Part #

Description

2163000000

Machete™, 120V

MSRP
$2,599.99

The Custom Vibrolux® Reverb is more a modern interpretation of a classic Fender®
rather than a reissue; connoisseurs call it a “little Vibro-King™.” Turn it up when you want
to soar, or turn your guitar down to play clean with this super-responsive 40-watt all-tube
amp. The more dynamic your style, the more you’ll love its ability to whisper or scream
in response to changes in your pick attack. Features include dual 6L6 Groove Tubes®
output tubes, five 12AX7 preamp tubes, one 12AT7 tube, two 10” 8-ohm Jensen® P10R
speakers with alnico magnets, two independent channels (normal and bright), reverb and
vibrato (both channels), 4-ohm external speaker jack, two-button footswitch and tilt-back
legs.
Description

0215100000

Custom Vibrolux® Reverb, 120V

MSRP
$1,599.99
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Vintage Reissue
’59 Bassman® LTD
In the 1950s, the Fender® Bassman® amplified a great new invention - the Fender Precision Bass® guitar. At 50 watts, it competed easily with the common instrumentation of
the day: horns, piano, small drum kit, and maybe even an electric guitar through a new
10-watt amp. Through the ’60s and ’70s, the original all-tube tweed 4x10” Bassman®
was popular with rock, country and blues guitarists as a reliably great-sounding and easyto-use guitar amp. In the ’90s, Fender released an affordable ’59 Bassman reissue amplifier to great acclaim. Many guitarists, tired of experimenting with preamps, equalizers and
effects racks, rediscovered the simple pleasure of plugging into a Fender tube amp. The
reissue Bassman’s wide stage coverage, touch-sensitive dynamics and full-frequency
swirl make it perfect for building great tone with almost any guitar or effect, and it remains
a staple of the Fender guitar amp line to this day.
Part #

Description

2171000010

’59 Bassman® LTD, 120V

MSRP
$1,899.99

’65 Super Reverb®
This faithful recreation of the legendary Blackface™ Super Reverb® of 1963-1968 is
a must-have for vintage enthusiasts and Stratocaster® guitar slingers, but players of
all styles enjoy its shimmering tone. The 45-watt Super Reverb’s medium output and
stage-filling sound make it the perfect amp to crank up for club gigs or the concert stage.
Features include dual 6L6 Groove Tubes® output tubes, one 5AR4 rectifier tube, four
12AX7 preamp tubes, two 12AT7 tubes, four 10” 8-ohm Jensen® P10R speakers with
alnico magnets, dual channels (normal and vibrato), tube-driven Fender® reverb, tube
vibrato, two-button footswitch for reverb and vibrato on-off, black textured vinyl covering
with silver grille cloth, and tilt-back legs.
Part #

Description

0217600000

’65 Super Reverb®, 120V

MSRP
$1,989.99

’65 Twin Reverb®
This amp has seen action in every imaginable venue and remains indispensable to this
day. Be it rock, jazz, country or anything else, this is what a clean electric guitar sounds
like - or add an upside-down Stratocaster® guitar and a fuzz box ...
The 85-watt (at 4 ohms) reissue ’65 Twin Reverb® features four 6L6 Groove Tubes® output tubes, four 12AX7 preamp tubes, two 12AT7 preamp tubes, two 12” 8-ohm Jensen®
C-12K speakers, dual channels (normal and vibrato), Fender® reverb, vibrato, two-button
reverb and vibrato on-off footswitch, tilt-back legs, black textured vinyl covering and silver
grille cloth.
Part #

Description

0217300000

’65 Twin Reverb®, 120V

MSRP
$1,949.99

The ’65 Twin Custom™ 15 is an all-tube combo amp that pairs an 85-watt reissue ’65
Twin Reverb® chassis with an enlarged cabinet and single 15” speaker instead of the usual pair of 12s. The Twin’s vibrato, reverb and crystal clean tones are great as always, and
the 15’s extra-fat clear bottom end, smooth treble and high power handling are fantastic.
We designed an updated speaker with Eminence® based on the now-collectible JBL®
D130F model Fender used in the ’60s and ’70s; its cast frame, shallow cone, high flux
density, large voice coil and aluminum center cap deliver clean, precise performance for
players in all genres, with amazing 3-D bass and treble separation. Other features include
a metal badge on the grille, two-button reverb/vibrato footswitch, removable casters,
nickel hardware, heavy-duty textured black vinyl covering with silver grille cloth, and an
embroidered cover.
Part #

Description

2173000010

65 Twin Custom 15, 120V

MSRP
$1,989.99

’65 Deluxe Reverb®
The 22-watt ’65 Deluxe Reverb® amp is for rock, country or blues players who want a
moderately powered amp they can crank up at the gig or in the studio. The full, snappy
guitar tones heard on many famous recordings from Memphis to Abbey Road were made
using the Deluxe™ amp. Features include dual 6V6 Groove Tubes® output tubes, one
5AR4 rectifier tube, four 12AX7 preamp tubes, two 12AT7 tubes, one 12” 8-ohm Jensen®
C-12K speaker, dual channels (normal and vibrato), tube-driven Fender® reverb, tube
vibrato, two-button footswitch for reverb and vibrato on-off, black textured vinyl covering
and silver grille cloth.
Part #

Description

0217400000

’65 Deluxe Reverb®, 120V
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65 Twin Custom 15
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MSRP
$1,399.99

The original was a historically significant amp used on countless hits over the years, and
the reissue ’65 Princeton® Reverb is easily versatile enough to go from the living room to
the recording studio to the small gig. It has the vintage vibe that Fender® die-hards know
and love, but the ’65 Princeton Reverb isn’t only for those who played them 30 or 40
years ago - it’s for anybody who demands top-notch tube tone, naturally dynamic clean
and overdriven tones, and unmistakable long-spring Fender reverb and tube vibrato.
Part #

Description

2172000000

’65 Princeton® Reverb, 120V

MSRP
$1,259.99
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’65 Princeton® Reverb

’63 Fender® Tube Reverb
The famous all-tube Fender® Reverb unit has been a staple of virtually every surf performance and recording since the early ’60s; blues and experimental players love it too. The
reissue ’63 Fender Tube Reverb can be used with any amp, with features including one
Groove Tubes® 6V6, one 12AX7 preamp tube, one 12AT7 tube, on-off footswitch and
controls for dwell, mix and tone.
Part #

Description

0217500700
0217500000

’63 Fender® Tube Reverb, Lacquered Tweed, 120V
’63 Fender® Tube Reverb, Brown, 120V

MSRP
$1,049.99
$889.99

Super-Sonic™
Super-Sonic™ 22 Combo
Super-Sonic™ amplifiers are the favorite tool of pro guitarists in many different musical genres who love to create glorious Fender® clean tones and expressive modern
high-gain tones with one no-nonsense tube amp. The 22 Watt Super-Sonic 22 Combo
delivers this versatility with the organic feel and moderate output power of the legendary
Deluxe Reverb® amp, perfect for most stage and studio applications. The vintage channel
delivers pure, unmistakable Fender tone, and the awesome burn channel ignites musical
inspiration with overdrive flavors ranging from bluesy to flame-throwing. And while the
Super-Sonic 22 is capable of heavily saturated tube distortion and sustain, it never masks
the tonal character of your guitar. Available in two classic cosmetic treatments - Black/
Silver and 1961-style Blonde/Oxblood, both with ivory “radio” knobs and flowing 1960s
script logo.
Part #

Description

2160000000
2160000400

Super-Sonic™ 22 Combo, Black, 120V
Super-Sonic™ 22 Combo, Blonde, 120V

MSRP
$1,469.99
$1,469.99

Part #

Description

2160500010
2160500410

Super-Sonic™ 60 Combo, Black, 120V
Super-Sonic™ 60 Combo, Blonde, 120V

MSRP
$1,899.99
$1,899.99

Super-Sonic™ 60 Head
Super-Sonic™ amplifiers are the favorite tool of pro guitarists in many different musical genres who love to create glorious Fender® clean tones and expressive modern
high-gain tones with one no-nonsense tube amp. The vintage channel is based on two
legendary Fender favorites, and the awesome burn channel ignites musical inspiration
with overdrive flavors ranging from bluesy to flame-throwing. The 60 Watt Super-Sonic 60
delivers increased bass response and fatter tone, and its heavily saturated tube overdrive
and sustain can be fine-tuned without masking the tonal character of your guitar. And by
popular demand, the new Super-Sonic 60 models are available in two classic cosmetic
treatments - Black/Silver and 1961-style Blonde/Oxblood, both with ivory “radio” knobs
and flowing 1960s script logo.
Part #

Description

2160100010
2160100410

Super-Sonic™ 60 Head, Black, 120V
Super-Sonic™ 60 Head, Blonde, 120V

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,699.99
$1,699.99
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Super-Sonic™ amplifiers are the favorite tool of pro guitarists in many different musical genres who love to create glorious Fender® clean tones and expressive modern
high-gain tones with one no-nonsense tube amp. The vintage channel is based on two
legendary Fender favorites, and the awesome burn channel ignites musical inspiration
with overdrive flavors ranging from bluesy to flame-throwing. The 60 Watt Super-Sonic 60
delivers increased bass response and fatter tone, and its heavily saturated tube overdrive
and sustain can be fine-tuned without masking the tonal character of your guitar. And by
popular demand, the new Super-Sonic 60 models are available in two classic cosmetic
treatments - Black/Silver and 1961-style Blonde/Oxblood, both with ivory “radio” knobs
and flowing 1960s script logo.
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Super-Sonic™ 60 Combo
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Super-Sonic™ 60 212 Enclosure
The Super-Sonic™ 60 212 enclosure mates perfectly with the Super-Sonic 60 head or
other quality tube amplifier. Unlike most other 2x12” enclosures, this classic Fender®
design includes an oversized baffle board with a slight tilt and internal insulation for a
uniquely rich and resonant response. Other features include two Celestion® Vintage 30
speakers, 140 watt power handling, and .8 ohm total impedance. Available in two classic
cosmetic treatments, Black/Silver and 1961-style Blonde/Oxblood.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2161200010
2161200410

Super-Sonic™ 60 212 Enclosure, Black
Super-Sonic™ 60 212 Enclosure, Blonde

$899.99
$899.99

Super-Sonic™ 100 Head
The Super-Sonic series: High-performance, no-nonsense tube amps that create unmistakable Fender clean tones and expressive modern high-gain tones without masking the
tonal character of the player’s guitar. The new 100-watt Super-Sonic 100 Head contains
several sonically versatile new features, including an Arena/Club switch that takes the
power down to 25 watts (to preserve its great high-volume tube tone at lower “club gig”
volume levels); a Notch Tune control that lets you move the midrange notch and fine-tune
the distortion characteristics for a variety of American and British amp sounds; a rear-panel damping control that lets you select “normal,” “loose” or “tight” speaker response for
sounds ranging from warm and loose to tight and focused; and the new Fender Automatic
Bias control, which lets you easily set the output tubes to the recommended factory setting and to your preference of “hotter” or “cooler” bias with no need for meters or tools.
Other features include a Vintage channel for shimmering clean tone derived from Fender
Twin Reverb® and Showman® amps or the thick, punchy sound of a 1960s-era Bassman
amp®; a Burn channel for edgy breakup and distortion with variable compression, thickness and sustain; tube-driven Fender long-spring reverb; effects loop with level control
that also works as a footswitch-operated boost; custom Schumacher transformers; and
a choice of Black/Silver or Blonde/Oxblood cosmetic treatments. Mates perfectly with
the Super-Sonic 100 412 Straight and Super-Sonic 100 412 Slant enclosures. Cover and
pedalboard-friendly four-button footswitch included.
Part #

Description

2162100000
2162100400

Super-Sonic™ 100 Head, Black/Silver, 120V
Super-Sonic™ 100 Head, Blonde, 120V

MSRP
$2,499.99
$2,499.99

Super-Sonic™ Twin Combo

Part #

Description

2162000000
2162000400

Super-Sonic™ Twin Combo, Black/Silver, 120V
Super-Sonic™ Twin Combo, Blonde, 120V

MSRP
$2,799.99
$2,799.99

Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Slant Enclosure
The Super-Sonic 100 412 Slant Cabinet is the partner of the 100-watt Super-Sonic 100
Head and features four 12” Celestion® Vintage 30 speakers, slant-design enclosure with
high-grade Baltic birch-ply construction for increased resonance, casters and included
cover. 16 ohm total impedance. Available in Black/Silver and Blonde/Oxblood.
Part #

Description

2162450000
2162450400

Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Slant Enclosure, Black/Silver
Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Slant Enclosure, Blonde
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The Super-Sonic series: High-performance, no-nonsense tube amps that create unmistakable Fender clean tones and expressive modern high-gain tones without masking the
tonal character of the player’s guitar. The new 100-watt Super-Sonic Twin combo contains
several sonically versatile new features, including an Arena/Club switch that takes the
power down to 25 watts (to preserve its great high-volume tube tone at lower “club gig”
volume levels); a Notch Tune control that lets you move the midrange notch and fine-tune
the distortion characteristics for a variety of American and British amp sounds; a rear-panel damping control that lets you select “normal,” “loose” or “tight” speaker response for
sounds ranging from warm and loose to tight and focused; and the new Fender Automatic
Bias control, which lets you easily set the output tubes to the recommended factory setting and to your preference of “hotter” or “cooler” bias with no need for meters or tools.
Other features include a Vintage channel for shimmering clean tone derived from Fender
Twin Reverb® and Showman® amps or the thick, punchy sound of a 1960s-era Bassman
amp®; a Burn channel for edgy breakup and distortion with variable compression,
thickness and sustain; dual 12” Celestion® Vintage 30 speakers; tube-driven Fender longspring reverb; effects loop with level control that also works as a footswitch-operated
boost; custom Schumacher transformers; and a choice of Black/Silver or Blonde/Oxblood
cosmetic treatments. Cover and pedalboard-friendly four-button footswitch included.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99

The Super-Sonic 100 412 Straight Cabinet is the partner of the 100-watt Super-Sonic 100
Head and features four 12” Celestion® Vintage 30 speakers, straight-design enclosure
with high-grade Baltic birch-ply construction for increased resonance, casters and included cover. 16 ohm total impedance. Available in Black/Silver and Blonde/Oxblood.
Part #

Description

2162400000
2162400400

Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Straight Enclosure, Black/Silver
Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Straight Enclosure, Blonde

MSRP
$1,199.99
$1,199.99
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Super-Sonic™ 100 412 Straight Enclosure

Vintage Modified Amps
Super Champ™ X2

New

The Super Champ X2 combo amplifier combines 15 watts of rich, dual-channel tube amp
sound with modern extra such as versatile amp voicing and a wide selection of digital
effects. It’s simple, toneful and flexible, and with its easy computer connectivity you can
also custom tailor your amp’s voicing and effects to your personal taste. Your rehearsal
and recording sessions will really come alive with the unlimited tones that can be created
with the Super-Champ X2. Made in Ensenada, Mexico, the Super-Champ X2 features a
single 10” Fender Special Design speaker, voicing knob for selection of 16 different amp
types (tweed, Blackface, British, Hot Rod, metal and more), 15 effects with level control,
dual-channel switching (footswitch optional), tap tempo control for precise delay time
adjustment, 1/4” line output, external speaker capability and USB output for speakeremulated digital recording. Fender FUSE™ software (available as a free download) allows
even more tonal versatility, with customization of amp voicing and effects defaults, effects
parameters, deep editing, and online access to free Fender community content.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2223000000

Super Champ™ X2, 120V

$499.99

Super Champ™ X2 HD

New

The Super Champ X2 Head offers great low-power tube sound in compact design that
presents the same great features as its 15-watt, dual-channel combo sibling. It’s designed
for use with the new SC112 Enclosure or other 8-ohm speaker enclosure. Made in
Ensenada, Mexico, the Super-Champ X2 Head features a voicing knob for selection of 16
different amp types (Tweed, Blackface, British, Hot Rod, metal and more), 15 effects with
level control, dual-channel switching (footswitch optional), tap tempo control for precise
delay time adjustment, 1/4” line output and USB output for speaker-emulated digital
recording. Fender FUSE™ software (available as a free download) allows even more tonal
versatility, with customization of amp voicing and effects defaults, effects parameters
deep editing, and online access to free Fender community content.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2223100000

Super Champ™ X2 HD, 120V

$399.99

SC112 Enclosure

Part #

Description

MSRP

2223200000

SC112 Enclosure

$279.99

For more information go to fender.com

The new SC112 Enclosure mates perfectly with the Super-Champ® X2 Head or other
quality amplifier. Made in Ensenada, Mexico, it’s compact and rugged; rated at 80 watts
RMS (at 8 ohms) and featuring a single 12” Celestion® G12P-80 speaker for tight, defined
tone and a closed-back design for increased bass response.
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Deluxe™ VM
Fender® tube combos are considered the most treasured guitar amplifiers ever. Popular
models like the Deluxe Reverb® and Hot Rod Deluxe™ are easily as desirable now as
they were when they were introduced. Countless guitarists reach for some version of a
Fender Deluxe™ amp when they do a session or a gig, thanks to its grab-and-go 1x12”
combo portability, ease of use and great tone. The Deluxe VM amplifier takes the soughtafter Deluxe formula into a new era of “Vintage Modified” performance by combining a
real tube amp with several essential effects. The 40-watt tube design provides a great
tonal foundation; the versatile tube preamp offers a wide range of tone and gain settings,
from world-standard Blackface™ Fender clean to aggressive overdrive with post-gain EQ.
DSP effects include reverb, chorus/vibrato, and delay, with the convenience and adjustability of standard stomp boxes and without the need for extra cables or power supplies.
Part #

Description

2220000000

Deluxe™ VM, 120V

MSRP
$1,079.99

Band-Master® VM Head
Fender® tube amps are considered the most treasured guitar amplifiers of all time.
Popular models like the Showman® and Band-Master®, the first professional tube heads
on the market, are considered collectors items today. The Band-Master® VM amplifier
takes the desirable mid-powered tube head concept to “Vintage Modified” performance
by combining a real tube amp with a complement of essential effects. The 40-watt tube
platform provides a foundation of great tone to build on, and the versatile tube preamp
offers a wide range of tone and gain settings from world-standard Blackface™ Fender®
clean to aggressive overdrive with post-gain EQ. An all-new high-quality DSP platform
adds reverb, chorus/vibrato, and delay effects with the convenience and “tweakability” of
standard stomp boxes, without the need for extra cables or power supplies. The BandMaster® VM amp (combined with its companion 212 VM enclosure) is the perfect head/
cabinet rig for onstage versatility and big, fat Fender® tone. **Note: Amplifier pictured
with speaker enclosure. Enclosure not included**
Part #

Description

MSRP

2220200000

Band-Master® VM Head, 120V

$959.99

Band-Master® VM 212 Speaker Enclosure
The Band-Master® VM 212 enclosure mates with the Band-Master® VM Head (or other
quality amplifier) for onstage versatility and great Fender® tone. Its premium birch-ply
construction and Celestion® G12P-80 speakers deliver fat, woody bass response and
clear highs. **Note: Enclosure pictured with amplifier. Amplifier is not included.**
Part #

Description

MSRP

2221200000

Band-Master® VM 212 Enclosure

$499.99

Champion™ 600
A fun and affordable tribute to a rare historic Fender® model. The Champion™ 600 is
a five-watt tube guitar amplifier with a 6” speaker and a ’50s-style two-tone look. The
added higher-gain preamp circuit takes the overdriven tone beyond that of the original,
with a choice of high- or low-gain inputs. Internal speaker output jack allows use of a
larger speaker cabinet.
Description

MSRP

2330100000

Champion™ 600, 120V

$239.99
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Excelsior™

New

Alluringly refined yet harboring tones from polite to raw to raucous, the Pawn Shop
Special Excelsior model is undoubtedly one of the most distinctive tube combo amps
in Fender history. Its brown textured vinyl covering, smartly stylish “E” grille design and
bold crossed-swords front-panel badge convey a decidedly stately vibe with a marked air
of cold war cool. To say nothing of its admirable tone and power. The 13-watt Excelsior
elegantly encloses a single 15” Special Design speaker, with a bottom-loaded primary
chassis and top-loaded control chassis for operating convenience and low noise (powered by two 6V6 output tubes and two 12AX7 preamp tubes). Distinctive features include
“instrument,” “microphone” and “accordion” inputs that each have individually optimized
circuitry; tremolo circuit with speed control, bright/dark tone switch (for treble or bass
emphasis), volume control and 1/4” internal speaker disconnect that lets the amp drive
an external speaker enclosure. For playing at home, smaller gigs and studio sessions, the
Excelsior is a class act that brings a fresh and unconventional new vibe to your playing.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2303010000

Excelsior™, 120V

$399.99
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Pawn Shop Specials

Greta™

New

In the playfully diminutive form of a vintage tabletop radio, the Pawn Shop Special Greta
model is quite possibly the most unusual Fender tube amp ever. In fact, nobody would
blame you if you saw a Greta and, not yet realizing its true identity, tried to tune in the
local weather on it. But an amp is exactly what it is—a two-watt tabletop beauty with a 4”
Special Design speaker, old-school VU meter with “clean to overload” indicator display
and simple volume and tone controls. Its charmingly vintage-style enclosure has front and
rear wood panels finished in bright red, gold-finished metal top and sides for increased
shielding, “Greta” script badge on the front panel and tabletop feet. Under the hood and
on the back panel, the Greta features a single 12AT7 output tube and 12AX7 preamp tube,
with a 1/4” instrument jack and 1/4” line out jack (for preamp use with another amplifier).
Greta produces a variety of low-volume clean and overdriven guitar tones, but even if you
never plug a guitar into it, the 1/8” back-panel auxiliary input is perfect for iPod or other
media player use, with great mono tube playback sound that’ll have you rocking right
there at your desk.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2303000000

Greta™, 120V

$259.99

Hot Rod
Hot Rod DeVille™ 410 III
Fender® Hot Rod series amplifiers are found on every stage in the world, large and
small, and are used by guitarists from all walks of life. Hot Rod amps deliver unmistakable Fender tone and are the perfect platform for musicians to craft their own signature
sound. These no-frills amps are affordable, reliable and loud, and they pair extremely well
with stomp boxes. The Hot Rod DeVille 410 III is a 60-watt combo with a classic 4x10”
speaker configuration borrowed from the legendary Super Reverb® and ’59 Bassman®
amps, the low-end headroom characteristic of 6L6 tubes, a versatile all-12AX7 tube preamp, an effects loop and more. It produces amazing clean and overdriven tones and luscious Fender spring reverb, and an 8-ohm extension speaker output even lets you add a
cabinet for additional stage coverage. Additional Hot Rod DeVille 410 III upgrades include
an easier-to-read black control panel with front-reading text, new badge, streamlined
footswitch, and graduated volume and treble pot tapers.
Description

2230100000

Hot Rod DeVille™ 410 III, 120V, Black

MSRP
$1,249.99

Hot Rod Deluxe™ III
Fender® Hot Rod series amplifiers are found on every stage in the world, large and
small, and are used by guitarists from all walks of life. Hot Rod amps deliver unmistakable Fender tone and are the perfect platform for musicians to craft their own signature
sound. These no-frills amps are affordable, reliable and loud, and they pair extremely well
with stomp boxes. The Hot Rod Deluxe III is a 40-watt single 12” combo - the standard
for gigging guitarists worldwide. Famous for the low-end headroom characteristic of
6L6 tubes and a versatile all-12AX7 tube preamp, it also boasts luscious Fender spring
reverb, an effects loop and more. Players wanting to add a little more output, fullness and
stage coverage can even add a matching 112 extension enclosure (P/N 223-1010-000).
Additional Hot Rod Deluxe III upgrades include an easier-to-read black control panel with
front-reading text, new badge, streamlined footswitch, graduated volume and treble pot
tapers, “tighter” overdrive and a Celestion® G12P-80 speaker.
Description

MSRP

2230200000

Hot Rod Deluxe™ III, 120V, Black

$999.99
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Hot Rod DeVille™ 212 III
Fender® Hot Rod series amplifiers are found on every stage in the world, large and
small, and are used by guitarists from all walks of life. Hot Rod amps deliver unmistakable Fender tone and are the perfect platform for musicians to craft their own signature
sound. These no-frills amps are affordable, reliable and loud, and they pair extremely well
with stomp boxes. The Hot Rod DeVille 212 III is a 60-watt combo with a classic 2x12”
speaker configuration borrowed from the legendary Twin Reverb® amp, the low-end
headroom characteristic of 6L6 tubes, a versatile all-12AX7 tube preamp, an effects loop
and more. It produces amazing clean and overdriven tones and luscious Fender spring
reverb, and a 4-ohm extension speaker output even lets you add a cabinet for additional
stage coverage. Additional Hot Rod DeVille 212 III upgrades include an easier-to-read
black control panel with front-reading text, new badge, streamlined footswitch, graduated
volume and treble pot tapers, and dual Celestion® G12P-80 speakers.
Part #

Description

2230000000

Hot Rod DeVille™ 212 III, 120v, Black

MSRP
$1,219.99

Hot Rod Deluxe™ 112 Enclosure
The Hot Rod Deluxe™ amp has become the world’s best-selling tube amp. From its introduction on through to today, countless guitarists have chosen it as their go-to amp, and it
has proven equally popular among rock, country, punk, pop, blues and jazz players. The
Hot Rod Deluxe 112 Enclosure features a 12” Celestion® G12P-80 speaker for all-around
use with a variety of combo amps. It fits neatly under the Hot Rod Deluxe and Blues
Deluxe combos, adding bass response and thump, apparent volume and stage coverage.
Rated at 80 watts RMS at 8 ohms. Speaker cable and fitted cover included.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2231010000
2231010700
2231010300

Hot Rod Deluxe™ 112 Enclosure, Black
Hot Rod Deluxe™ 112 Enclosure, Lacquered Tweed
Hot Rod Deluxe™ 112 Enclosure, Tweed

$399.99
$449.99
$399.99

Blues Junior™ III
Fender® Hot Rod series amplifiers are found on every stage in the world, large and
small, and are used by guitarists from all walks of life. Hot Rod amps deliver unmistakable Fender tone and are the perfect platform for musicians to craft their own signature
sound. These no-frills amps are affordable, reliable and loud, and they pair extremely well
with stomp boxes. The Blues Junior™ III is a 15-watt warm-toned, longtime favorite - the
perfect grab-and-go tube amp for stage and studio. It is known for the fat mid tones
characteristic of EL-84 output tubes, warm 12AX7 preamp tube overdrive, real spring
reverb, simple control layout, footswitchable FAT boost and external speaker capability.
Additional Blues Junior III upgrades include an easier-to-read black control panel with
front-reading text, new badge, vintage Fender “dog bone” handle, vintage-size jewel light,
“sparkle” circuit mod, rattle-reducing shock absorbers for the EL84 tubes, highly sensitive
Fender Special Design 12” “lightning bolt” speaker by Eminence®, and heavy-duty setscrew “chicken head” knobs.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2230500000

Blues Junior™ III, 120V, Black

$729.99

Fender® Hot Rod series amplifiers are found on every stage in the world, large and small,
and are used by guitarists from all walks of life. Hot Rod amps deliver unmistakable
Fender tone and are the perfect platform for musicians to craft their own signature sound.
These no-frills amps are affordable, reliable and loud, and they pair extremely well with
stomp boxes. The Pro Junior™ III is a simple, uncluttered 15-watt tone machine - a great
grab-and-go tube amp for stage and studio. It delivers the fat mid tones characteristic
of EL-84 output tubes, driven by a dual-12AX7 tube preamp and a 10” Fender Special
Design speaker with vintage cone. It all adds up to incredibly touch-sensitive dynamic
response that experienced players prefer. Other features include a unique clean-to-drive
volume control, and external speaker capability. Additional Pro Junior III upgrades include
an easier-to-read black control panel with front-reading text, new badge, vintage Fender
“dog bone” handle, vintage-size jewel light, lower-noise shielding, rattle-reducing shock
absorbers for the EL-84 tubes, and heavy-duty set-screw “chicken head” knobs.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2230300000

Pro Junior™ III, 120V, Black

$589.99
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The Reissue Blues DeVille™ 410 is a vintage-style tube amp with boutique tone at a
great price that many pro rock, country and blues players have used to superb effect.
While its newer cousin, the Hot Rod DeVille™, has many modern refinements, more and
more enthusiasts continue to request the warm tone, unique circuitry, classic features
and sharp look of the original version. It pumps 60 watts into four 10” blue alnico-magnet
Eminence® speakers fueled by two 6L6 Groove Tubes® output tubes and three 12AX7
preamp tubes. Its two channels (normal with bright switch, and drive) are voiced for classic blues, country and rock; other features include Fender®spring reverb, effects loop,
two-button channel footswitch, tweed covering, chicken head knobs and chrome control
panel.
Part #

Description

2232100000

Blues DeVille™ 410 Reissue, 120V

MSRP
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Blues DeVille™ Reissue

$1,469.99

Blues Deluxe™ Reissue
The reissue Blues Deluxe™ is a vintage-style tube amp with boutique tone at a great price
that many pro rock, country and blues players have used to superb effect. While its newer
cousin, the Hot Rod Deluxe™, has many modern refinements, more and more enthusiasts
continue to request the warm tone, unique circuitry, classic features and sharp look of the
original version. It pumps 40 watts into a single 12” Special Design Eminence® speaker
fueled by two 6L6 Groove Tubes® output tubes and three 12AX7 preamp tubes. Its two
channels (normal with bright switch, and drive) are voiced for classic blues, country and
rock; other features include Fender® spring reverb, effects loop, two-button channel
footswitch, tweed covering, chicken head knobs and chrome control panel.
Part #

Description

2232200000

Blues Deluxe™ Reissue, 120V

MSRP
$1,069.99

G-DEC®
G-DEC® 3 Thirty
The G-DEC® 3 Thirty is an amazing amp for practice and recording. It’s a great-sounding
guitar amp, with a single 10” speaker, high-frequency tweeter, amp models for every
playing style and a panorama of special effects. You can create your own arsenal of guitar
tones from a virtual warehouse full of amps and effects. Then start playing with G-DEC 3
Thirty’s fantastic play-along capabilities - it has great audio with onboard mp3 and wav
file storage and playback. It contains a huge collection of music to practice and play over,
and many of its 100 backing tracks were recorded by the world’s finest players - from L.A.
to London and Nashville to New York; from rock to blues to Latin to metal; from top studio
musicians to famous rock stars. The 30-watt G-DEC 3 Thirty also has a multi-function SD
card slot for unlimited storage of presets and audio content, so it can be custom-tailored
with your favorite music and tones.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2354500000

G-DEC® 3 Thirty, Black, 120V

$549.99

The G-DEC® 3 Fifteen is an amazing, great-sounding amp for practicing and recording.
Packed with features, it includes digital amp and effects models for every playing style;
100 presets - many created by the world’s top artists and session aces; Fender® FUSE™
software - your key to creating, connecting and configuring your G-DEC 3; and many
other great features. Create your own arsenal of guitar tones; then experience the G-DEC
3’s fantastic play-along capabilities. It contains a huge collection of music to practice and
play over, and many of its 100 backing tracks were recorded by the world’s finest players
- from L.A. to London and Nashville to New York; from rock to blues to Latin to metal;
from top studio musicians to famous rock stars. Your G-DEC 3 Fifteen can be - it’s up to
you. The Fender FUSE™ software interface lets you connect your G-DEC 3 to your computer (with included USB cable) and customize it by downloading and uploading backing
tracks; editing, storing and deep-editing performance parameters, and swapping files
with other members of the worldwide Fender FUSE™ community. The 15-watt G-DEC 3
Fifteen also boasts onboard mp3 and wav file storage and playback; multi-function SD
card slot for unlimited storage of presets and audio content; Ableton® Live Lite 8 Fender
Edition studio-quality recording software for creating and editing additional backing track
content; and AmpliTube® Fender LE software for practicing, playing and recording with
classic Fender tones on your computer.
Description

MSRP

2354000000

G-DEC® 3 Fifteen, Black, 120V

$399.99
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Frontman®
Frontman® 212R
Fender® Frontman® amps deliver quality tone at a great price, with the unmistakable
Fender Blackface™ look. The 100-watt Frontman 212R features two 12” Special Design
speakers, classic styling, simple controls, Drive and More Drive distortion and channel
switching, and reverb. One of the best bang-for-the-buck amps around.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2316500010

Frontman® 212R, 120V

$459.99

Frontman® 25R
The 25-watt Frontman® 25R features classic Fender® Blackface™ looks (black covering, silver grille cloth and skirted knobs), dual selectable channels (normal and drive);
auxiliary input for CD, media player or drum machine use; headphone jack; treble, mid,
bass, volume, gain and drive controls; reverb; and optional footswitch for remote channel
selection.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0231502000

Frontman® 25R, 120V

$129.99

Frontman® 10G
Frontman® amps deliver quality tone at a great price, with custom-voiced built-in
overdrive for great tone and the unmistakable Fender® Blackface™ look. The 10-watt
Frontman 10G features a 6” Special Design speaker and a adjustable gain control that
rocks guitar tones from tube-emulated overdrive to full-strength ultra-saturated distortion
- perfect for blues, metal and the famous Fender clean tone. Closed-back design gives a
heavier bass response, 1/8” input lets you play along with media players, and 1/8” headphone output is great for silent practice.
Part #

Description

2311000000

Frontman® 10G, 120V

MSRP
$79.99

Acoustasonic™
Acoustasonic™ 150 Combo
The new Fender Acoustasonic™ 150 is perfect for the acoustic guitarist who needs a
light, loud, versatile and flexible amp loaded with tonal innovations and useful features.
The Acoustasonic 150 packs full acoustic resonance and crystal clarity into a lightweight
(only 22.5 lbs.) amp with a new ultra-efficient 150-watt (2x75) stereo power amp, dual 8”
foam-surround low-frequency drivers and high-frequency tweeter. Its new Voicing control
lets any guitar simulate the tonality of parlor, dreadnought and jumbo acoustics, or Voicing
can be turned off for pure amp output response. For acoustic players who double on electric guitar, the Voicing control also has Blackface, Tweed and British amp settings, which
makes a second amp just for electric guitar unnecessary.
Other features include instrument and microphone channels with independent EQ and
effects controls; new feedback elimination control with on/off switch for each channel;
patented String Dynamics™ control that tames harsh treble notes; effects including
reverb, delay, chorus, Vibratone, and more; XLR line out with level control and ground
lift; stereo effects loop; USB connector for digital recording output (and possible future
firmware updates); strong five-ply plywood construction and optional two-button effects
select footswitch.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2313600000

Acoustasonic™ 150 Combo, 120V

$699.99
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New

The new Fender Acoustasonic™ 100 is perfect for the acoustic guitarist who needs a
compact, powerful, versatile and great-sounding amp loaded with tonal innovations and
useful features.
The Acoustasonic 100 packs full acoustic resonance and crystal clarity into a lightweight
(only 18 lbs.) amp with a new ultra-efficient 100-watt power amp, 8” foam-surround
low-frequency driver and high-frequency tweeter. Its new Voicing control lets any guitar
simulate the tonality of parlor, dreadnought and jumbo acoustics, or Voicing can be turned
off for pure amp output response. For acoustic players who double on electric guitar,
the Voicing control also has Blackface, tweed and British amp settings, which makes a
second amp just for electric guitar unnecessary.
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Acoustasonic™ 100 Combo

Other features include instrument and microphone channels with independent EQ and
effects controls; new feedback elimination control with on/off switch for each channel;
patented String Dynamics™ control that tames harsh treble notes; effects including
reverb, delay, chorus, Vibratone, and more; XLR line out with level control and ground lift;
USB connector for digital recording output (and possible future firmware updates); built-in
kick stand for tilt-back positioning; strong five-ply plywood construction and optional twobutton effects select footswitch.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2313500000

Acoustasonic™ 100 Combo, 120V

$559.99

Mustang™
Mustang™ I
Mustang I is a 20-watt closed-back combo with an 8” Special Design speaker that
sounds great and pumps serious volume. It contains 24 highly accurate on-board amp
presets with tones from vintage Fender sparkle to outrageous modern metal distortion,
and a bank of 24 built-in effects including chorus, flanging, phasing, tremolo, vibratone,
step filter, reverb, echo, octaver and more - 12 modulation effects and 12 delay and
reverb effects in all. It’s great for practice and jam sessions, and an 1/8” headphone jack
lets you play loud, even if only for yourself. Further, connect Mustang I to your computer
with free Fender FUSE™ software. Open up a world of possibilities, including on-screen
parameter control, deep editing, additional effects, unlimited preset storage, online preset
swapping with the Fender FUSE™ community, and free Fender artist presets. An optional
single-button footswitch controls two quick-access presets.
Mustang I packs it all into a striking visual design with sleek and modern Fender styling
that provides a look that’s as desirable as the sound.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2300010000

Mustang™ I, 120V

$159.99

Mustang™ II

Part #

Description

MSRP

2300020000

Mustang™ II, 120V

$269.99

Mustang™ III
Mustang III is a 100-watt open-back combo with a 12” Celestion® speaker that sounds
great and pumps serious volume. It contains 100 amp presets derived from 12 different amp models that deliver tones from vintage Fender sparkle to outrageous modern
metal distortion, and 37 different effects in four categories (stomp, modulation, delay
and reverb), all easily and instantly accessed. It’s great for rehearsing, jamming and small
gigs, and the 1/8” headphone jack doubles as speaker-emulated line out. Further, connect Mustang III to your computer with free Fender FUSE™ software. Open up a world
of possibilities, including on-screen parameter control, deep editing, additional effects,
unlimited preset storage, online preset swapping with the Fender FUSE™ community, and
free Fender artist presets. Mustang III’s included programmable two-button footswitch
controls preset up/down, quick access, effects on/off and tap tempo (optional four-button
footswitch also available).
Mustang III packs it all into a striking visual design with sleek and modern Fender styling
that provides a look that’s as desirable as the sound.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2300030000

Mustang™ III, 120V

$399.99
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Mustang II packs it all into a striking visual design with sleek and modern Fender styling
that provides a look that’s as desirable as the sound.
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Mustang II is a 40-watt closed-back combo with a 12” Special Design speaker that
sounds great and pumps serious volume. It contains 24 highly accurate on-board amp
presets with tones from vintage Fender sparkle to outrageous modern metal distortion,
and a bank of 24 built-in effects including chorus, flanging, phasing, tremolo, vibratone,
step filter, reverb, echo, octaver and more - 12 modulation effects and 12 delay and
reverb effects in all. It’s great for practice and jam sessions, and an 1/8” headphone jack
lets you play loud, even if only for yourself. Further, connect Mustang II to your computer
with free Fender FUSE™ software. Open up a world of possibilities, including on-screen
parameter control, deep editing, additional effects, unlimited preset storage, online preset
swapping with the Fender FUSE™ community, and free Fender artist presets. An optional
single-button footswitch controls two quick-access presets.
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Mustang™ IV
Mustang IV is a 150-watt open-back combo with two 12” Celestion® speakers that sound
great and pump serious volume. It contains 100 amp presets derived from 12 different amp models that deliver tones from vintage Fender sparkle to outrageous modern
metal distortion, and 37 different effects in four categories (stomp, modulation, delay and
reverb), all easily and instantly accessed. It’s great for rehearsing, jamming and larger
gigs, and the 1/8” headphone jack doubles as speaker-emulated line out. Further, connect Mustang IV to your computer with free Fender FUSE™ software. Open up a world
of possibilities, including on-screen parameter control, deep editing, additional effects,
unlimited preset storage, online preset swapping with the Fender FUSE™ community, and
free Fender artist presets. Mustang IV’s included four-button footswitch controls quick
access, preset/bank select, effects on/off and tuner (optional programmable two-button
footswitch also available).
Mustang IV packs it all into a striking visual design with sleek and modern Fender styling
that provides a look that’s as desirable as the sound.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2300040000

Mustang™ IV, 120V

$699.99

Mustang™ V Head
The Mustang V head is a 150-watt amp that sounds great and pumps serious power and
performance. It contains 100 amp presets derived from 12 different amp models that
deliver tones from vintage Fender sparkle to outrageous modern metal distortion, and
37 different effects in four categories (stomp, modulation, delay and reverb), all easily
and instantly accessed. It’s great for the big gigs, and the 1/8” headphone jack doubles
as speaker-emulated line out. Further, connect Mustang V to your computer with free
Fender FUSE™ software. Open up a world of possibilities, including on-screen parameter
control, deep editing, additional effects, unlimited preset storage, online preset swapping
with the Fender FUSE™ community, and free Fender artist presets. Mustang V’s included
four-button footswitch controls quick access, preset/bank select, effects on/off and tuner
(optional programmable two-button footswitch also available).
Mustang V packs it all into a striking visual design with sleek and modern Fender styling
that provides a look that’s as desirable as the sound.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2300050000

Mustang™ V Head, 120V

$419.99

Mustang™ V 412 Cabinet
The Mustang V 412 Cabinet pairs perfectly with the 150-watt Mustang V head and pumps
serious stereo power and performance from its four 12” Celestion® speakers, all housed
in a rugged, durable enclosure with sturdy center baffle bracing and a striking visual
design with sleek and modern Fender styling.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2301400000

Mustang™ V 412 Cabinet

$399.99

Mustang™ Mini
The go-anywhere, play-anywhere Mustang Mini amp is ultra-portable and ultra-versatile.
It packs state-of-the-art Fender tone technology into a diminutive yet amazingly versatile
amp with a single 6.5” speaker and seven watts of power. Highly compact and lightweight
(only 7.25 lbs.), the Mustang Mini is loaded with features including 24 onboard presets
built from eight digital amp models and a dozen digital effects (with more available online,
including artist presets) and easy computer connectivity.
Other features include headphone output, auxiliary input, USB port and included USB
cable for computer interface and digital recording output, Fender FUSE™ connectivity
for accesssing more effects and parameters, programmable control knobs including gain
and treble, “tap” button for setting delay times and modulation rates, “save” button for
preserving modified preset settings, built-in tuner, hinged handle that doubles as tilt-back
mechanism, distinctive Mustang “carbon-tweed” cosmetics, AC adaptor (included) and
battery operation (six C-cell batteries, not included).
Part #

Description

MSRP

2300060000

Mustang™ Mini, 120V

$174.99
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New

Fender introduces its first ever multi-effects unit in the form of the Mustang Floor—a
versatile high-performance floor unit that delivers pro-level amp modeling, effects and
artist preset sounds in a richly varied wealth of musical styles. And you don’t have to be a
tech expert to use the Mustang Floor—it’s easy to use right out of the box. Mustang Floor
features include nine footswitches and a solid aluminum treadle-style control pedal, intuitive Mustang III control panel and LCD window, 12 amp models, 37 effects, 100 onboard
factory and user presets, “individual stompbox” mode in which amp models can be
bypassed, headphone output and auxiliary input, dual XLR and dual 1/4” line outputs with
level control (outputs can be programmed for optimal response with PA system, power
amp or guitar amp), chromatic tuner, and easy USB connectivity for high-quality lowlatency audio output and interface with free Fender FUSE™ application. Fender FUSE™
software, included as a free download, offers on-screen parameter control, deep editing,
“hidden” parameters, unlimited preset storage, easy firmware upgrades and additional
free content from Fender, Fender artists and other users worldwide. Additional control
available with optional EXP-1 pedal.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2301060000

Mustang™ Floor, 120V

$399.99

Fender® GuitarAmplifiers

Mustang™ Floor

Mustang™ EXP-1 Expression Pedal

New

The EXP-1 expression pedal is compatible with Fender® Mustang™ III-IV-V amplifiers and
Mustang Floor. The EXP-1 operates in two modes, Volume mode and Expression mode.
You switch between modes by pressing down hard on the toe end of the expression
pedal. Red and green LEDs on the EXP-1 indicate the current pedal mode:
• Volume mode is used to control master volume(or the expression pedal can be set to
OFF in Volume mode).
• Expression mode can be used to control most effect and amp parameters on your Mustang amplifier. Some common uses are to control the frequency parameter of a Wah effect
or the rate/time parameter of a modulation or delay effect.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2301050000

Mustang™ EXP-1 Expression Pedal

$119.99
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Fender® BassAmplifiers Bassman® Pro Series

Bassman® Pro Series
Super Bassman® Head

New

One of the most powerful and versatile bass amps Fender has ever created, the Super
Bassman is a stadium-level 300-watt tube head designed for the biggest shows and the
largest stages, with enormous Fender bass sound and sparkling vintage Fender looks.
Perfect for stage and studio alike, its dual-channel design uses modern technology to
maximize classic technology, with classic Fender late-’60s/early-’70s “blackface” styling
and a wealth of innovative features on the front and rear panels.
Features include a tube preamp (two 12AX7s) and power amp (one 12AX7, one 12AT7,
six 6550s); Vintage channel that delivers the full, warm sound of a classic Fender passive
tone stack; Overdrive channel that delivers the aggressive and responsive sound of a
modern active tone stack (choose between channels with included footswitch); rear-panel
Fender Automatic Bias system that constantly monitors and re-biases tubes for perfect
performance and alerts you when service is required; Speaker Output switch that can be
set to “Mute” to turn speaker off and record silently using preamp tone from the XLR output; Impedance switch (8, 4 or 2 ohms) and master volume control with push/pull mute.
Part #

Description

2249000000

Super Bassman® Head, 300W, Two Channel Bass Head, 120V

MSRP
$2,399.99

Bassman® 100T Head

New

Powerful, innovative and versatile for stage and studio alike, the Bassman 100T is a
professional-level 100-watt tube head with enormous Fender bass sound and sparkling
vintage Fender looks. Its dual-channel design uses modern technology to maximize classic technology, with classic Fender late-’60s/early-’70s “blackface” styling and a wealth of
innovative features on the front and rear panels.
Features include a tube preamp (two 12AX7s) and power amp (one 12AT7 and four 6L6s);
Vintage channel that delivers the full, warm sound of a classic Fender passive tone stack;
Overdrive channel that delivers the aggressive and responsive sound of a modern active
tone stack (choose between channels with included footswitch); rear-panel Fender Automatic Bias system that constantly monitors and re-biases tubes for perfect performance
and alerts you when service is required; XLR output that delivers overdriven power amp
tone (great for recording); rear-panel Output Power switch that lets you record at full
100-watt power, quieter 25-watt power, or silently via internal power soak (which captures
the signal post-power amp); impedance switch (8, 4 or 2 ohms) and master volume with
push/pull mute.
Part #

Description

2249100000

Bassman® 100T Head, 100W, Two Channel Bass Head, 120V

MSRP
$1,999.99

Bassman® 810 NEO Cabinet
Fender’s Bassman 810 Neo cabinet delivers the massive barrage of full bass sound you’d
expect from an 8x10” enclosure designed for the biggest shows and the largest stages,
and does it with sparkling vintage Fender looks and a remarkably lightweight (only 97 lbs.)
new design.
Features include eight 10” Eminence® U.S.A. neodymium-magnet speakers, compression
driver horn with attenuator, lightweight plywood enclosure with classic late-’60s/early-’70s
Fender “blackface” styling, 1/4” and Speakon connectors, fixed casters for hand-truck
operation and built-in heavy-duty handles for easier transport, and rear glide rails for
smoother loading. Rated at 2,000 watts program (1,000 watts continuous) at 4 ohms.
Part #

Description

2249200000

Bassman® 810 NEO Cabinet, Stamped Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator

MSRP
$1,999.99

Bassman® 610 NEO Cabinet

New

Fender’s Bassman 610 Neo cabinet delivers the enormous full bass sound you’d expect
from a 6x10” enclosure designed for bigger shows and larger stages, and does it with
sparkling vintage Fender looks and a remarkably lightweight (only 77 lbs.) new design.
Features include six 10” Eminence® U.S.A. neodymium-magnet speakers, compression
driver horn with attenuator, lightweight plywood enclosure with classic late-’60s/early-’70s
Fender “blackface” styling, 1/4” and Speakon connectors, fixed casters for hand-truck
operation and built-in heavy-duty handles for easier transport, and rear glide rails for
smoother loading. Rated at 1,600 watts program (800 watts continuous) at 4 ohms.
Part #

Description

2249300000

Bassman® 610 NEO Cabinet, Stamped Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator
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MSRP
$1,699.99

New

Fender’s Bassman 410 Neo cabinet delivers the full, tight and punchy bass sound you’d
expect from a 4x10” enclosure, and does it with sparkling vintage Fender looks and a
remarkably lightweight (only 60 lbs.) new design.
Features include four 10” Eminence® U.S.A. neodymium-magnet speakers, compression
driver horn with attenuator, lightweight plywood enclosure with classic late-’60s/early-’70s
Fender “blackface” styling, 1/4” and Speakon connectors, removable casters and springloaded heavy-duty handles for easier transport. Rated at 1,000 watts program (500 watts
continuous) at 8 ohms.
Part #

Description

2249400000

Bassman® 410 NEO Cabinet, Stamped Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator

MSRP

Fender® BassAmplifiers

Bassman® 410 NEO Cabinet

$1,239.99

Bassman® 115 NEO Cabinet

New

Fender’s Bassman 115 Neo cabinet delivers the booming bass sound you’d expect from
a 1x15” enclosure, and does it with sparkling vintage Fender looks and a remarkably
lightweight (only 45 lbs.) new design.
Features include a 15” Eminence® U.S.A. neodymium-magnet speaker, compression
driver horn with attenuator, lightweight plywood enclosure with classic late-’60s/early-’70s
Fender “blackface” styling, 1/4” and Speakon connectors, removable casters and springloaded heavy-duty handles for easier transport. Rated at 700 watts program (350 watts
continuous) at 8 ohms.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2249500000

Bassman® 115 NEO Cabinet, Stamped Frame Speaker, Horn w/ Attenuator

$769.99

Pro Series Bass Amps
Bassman® 300 PRO
The Bassman® 300 PRO captures the all-tube vibe and combines it with modern features. Six 6550 power tubes deliver a world tour-ready 300 watts (into 2, 4, or 8 ohms).
Other features include two 12AX7 preamp tubes, two channels (clean, dirty with blend),
10-band graphic EQ with on-off switch, low- and high-frequency boost switches, midnotch switch (great for slap playing), line out switch (for selecting pre or post EQ), twoband compressor with EQ balance and gain trim, effects loop, power amp pass-through
output jack (for chaining multiple units together), balanced XLR and 1/4” output jacks
(post EQ and effects loop), tuner out jack with mute switch, and three-function footswitch.
Part #

Description

0213302010

Bassman® 300 PRO, 300 Watt All Tube Bass Head, 120V

MSRP
$2,349.99

The PRO series TB-1200 combines 1,200 watts of earth-shaking power with total tonal
finesse and versatility to produce thick, natural and balanced bass tone that sits perfectly
in the mix onstage and in the studio. Based on the acclaimed TBP-1 tube bass preamp,
the key to its sound is the passive tone stack - the backbone of classic Fender guitar and
bass amps - in which each control knob setting affects the sound of the other controls,
producing big, warm notes. The overdrive section (gain, volume, blend) sits on top of the
clean channel, letting you dial in tones from subtle grind to full-on overdrive. Vari-Q™is a
smart semi-parametric EQ with a user-selectable frequency and 15 dB cut/boost. When
boosting frequencies, it automatically widens the focus of the Q for a broader, more
musical boost. When cutting frequencies, it automatically narrows the focus of the Q for a
well-defined cut (notch). Room Balance is a global EQ shift for cabinets/stage response. A
clockwise turn cuts low-end frequencies while raising upper frequencies. A counter-clockwise turn boosts low-end frequencies while cutting upper frequencies. This knob does
not affect the XLR out, so you can dial in your stage sound while giving the soundman an
unaltered signal. Four-button TBFS-4 footswitch included.
Description

2245700000

TB-1200 Head, 1200 Watt Two Rack Space Bass Head, 120V

MSRP
$1,799.99
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TB-600 Head
The PRO series TB-600 combines 600 watts of power with total tonal finesse and versatility to produce thick, natural and balanced bass tone that sits perfectly in the mix onstage
and in the studio. Based on the acclaimed TBP-1 tube bass preamp, the key to its sound
is the passive tone stack - the backbone of classic Fender guitar and bass amps - in
which each control knob setting affects the sound of the other controls, producing big,
warm notes. The overdrive section (gain, volume, blend) sits on top of the clean channel,
letting you dial in tone from subtle grind to full-on overdrive. Vari-Q™ is a smart semiparametric EQ with a user-selectable frequency and 15 dB cut/boost. When boosting
frequencies, it automatically widens the focus of the Q for a broader, more musical boost.
When cutting frequencies, it automatically narrows the focus of the Q for a well-defined
cut (notch). Room Balance is a global EQ shift for cabinets/stage response. A clockwise
turn cuts low-end frequencies while raising upper frequencies. A counter-clockwise turn
boosts low-end frequencies while cutting upper frequencies. This knob doesn’t affect
the XLR out, so you can dial in your stage sound while giving the soundman an unaltered
signal.
Part #

Description

2245800000

TB-600, 600 Watt 2 Rack Space Bass Head, 120V

MSRP
$1,499.99

TB-600C Combo
The TB-600C Combo provides thick, natural and balanced tone that sits perfectly in
the mix onstage and in the studio. Based on the critically acclaimed TBP-1 tube bass
pre-amp, the key to its powerful tone is its passive tone stack, which is the backbone of
classic Fender guitar and bass amps. In a passive tone stack, the working of each knob
affects the others, resulting in big, warm notes. The TB 600C combo delivers 400 watts to
its internal 8-ohm load; 600 watts when paired with any 8-ohm external cabinet.
Part #

Description

2246000000

TB-600C, 600 Watt Bass Combo, TB-600 Head Mounted in a 2x10” Combo,
120V

MSRP
$2,049.99

TBP-1 Tube Bass Pre-Amp
The TBP-1 delivers amazing tube bass tone with adjustable tube overdrive that brings
your bass forward in the mix. Its passive tone stack produces warmth and thickness that
creates a more defined bass presence. Other features include Vari-Q™ smart semi-parametric EQ, room balance control to compensate for extreme acoustics, XLR output with
a Jensen® line-out transformer optimal for recording or live performance, tuner send with
mute, effects loop with level control that can double as a solo boost, bi-amp low and high
sends with active crossover, and full range main output. Four button footswitch included.
Part #

Description

2247000010

TBP-1, One Rack Space Tube Bass Pre-Amp, 120V

MSRP
$1,099.99

MB 1200 Power Amp

Part #

Description

2247500000

MB 1200, 1200 Watt 2 Rack Space Power Amp, 120V

MSRP
$1,399.99

810 PRO Cabinet
The 810 PRO is the biggest cabinet a bass player can take into battle. Features include
four chambered and ported sections that each contain two 10” Fender® Special Design
Eminence® cast-frame drivers that deliver a pulverizing punch across the largest stages.
High-frequency compression driver horn can be adjusted with the attenuator on the back.
Handle and wheel placement and rear slide rails make maneuvering and vehicle loading
easier. Rated at 2,000 watts program (1,000 watts continuous).
Part #

Description

2217200010

810 Pro Speaker Cabinet, Cast Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator
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The MB-1200 is a powerful 1200-watt mono-block power amplifier designed to be part of
a discreet system, with each component dedicated to a single task - thus creating a versatile expandable bass rig easily able to accommodate large venues. A dedicated preamp
(such as our acclaimed TBP-1 Tube Bass Preamp) sends a signal to the MB-1200, which
amplifies it efficiently and sends it to a variety of speaker cabinet configurations, with tight
focus and seemingly endless headroom. Its six speaker outputs, running at 2 ohms, allow
cabinet configurations such as two 810 PRO cabinets or a combination of the 610 and
215 PRO cabinets.
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MSRP
$1,799.99

Stadium power with around-the-town portability. The 610 PRO cabinet takes its cue
from our popular 810 PRO cabinet, with similar sonic power in a package small enough
to transport in most vehicles and preferred by bassists who find an 8x10” too large
for medium-size venues. Three chambered and ported sections each contain two 10”
Fender® Special Design Eminence® cast-frame drivers that deliver powerful, focused
tone. High-frequency compression driver horn can be adjusted with the attenuator on the
back. Handle and wheel placement and rear slide rails make maneuvering and vehicle
loading easier. Rated at 1,600 watts program (800 watts continuous).
Part #

Description

2216200000

610 Pro Speaker Cabinet, Cast Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator

MSRP
$1,499.99

Fender® BassAmplifiers

610 PRO Cabinet

215 PRO Cabinet
Powerful, focused and deep tone at your fingertips. The 215 PRO cabinet takes its design
cues from the popular 810 PRO cabinet, delivering the giant wallop of two 15” Fender(r)
Special Design Eminence(r) cast-frame drivers for the big, round sound of old-school
rock. High-frequency compression driver horn adds brilliance and can be adjusted with
the attenuator on the back. Handle and wheel placement and rear slide rails make maneuvering and vehicle loading easier. Rated at 1,600 watts program (800 watts continuous).
Part #

Description

2215200000

215 Pro Speaker Cabinet, Cast Frame Speakers, Horn w/ Attenuator

MSRP
$1,499.99

115 PRO Cabinet
The 115 PRO cabinet delivers the giant wallop of a large 15” Fender® Special Design
Eminence® cast-frame driver for the big, round sound of old-school rock. The high-frequency compression driver horn adds brilliance and can be adjusted with the attenuator
on the back. This cabinet works great by itself and with the TB-600C Combo - together,
the two deliver the 600 watts as a serious full-range rig. Handle and wheel placement is
ideal for moving the cabinet easily. Rated at 800 watts program (400 watts continuous).
Part #

Description

MSRP

2217800010

115 Pro Speaker Cabinet, Cast Frame Speaker, Horn w/ Attenuator

$949.99

Rumble™
Rumble™ 350 Head

Part #

Description

MSRP

2315900020

Rumble™ 350 Head and Carry Bag, 120V

$549.99

Rumble™ 150 Head
The new Rumble™ 150 Head boasts a very conservative 150 watts (comparable to many
competitors’ class D products rated at 200 or 300 watts) and delivers powerful tone and
full features in a portable package. Dial in the right amount of overdrive for your sound
and then blend it with your clean tone using built-in “stomp-box” style controls (switchable with optional footswitch). Powerful, stylish and easy to operate, the Rumble 150
gives you high-quality bass tone and professional features at an unbeatable value.
Description

MSRP

2315800020

Rumble™ 150 Head, 120V

$399.99
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The new Rumble™ 350 Head boasts a very conservative 350 watts (comparable to many
competitors’ class D products rated at 500 or 600 watts) and delivers powerful tone and
full features in a portable package. Dial in the right amount of overdrive for your sound
and then blend it with your clean tone using built-in “stomp-box” style controls (switchable with optional footswitch). Powerful, stylish and easy to operate, the Rumble 350
gives you high-quality bass tone and professional features at an unbeatable value.
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Rumble™ 2X8 Cabinet
Good things do come in small packages! The new Fender® Rumble™ 2x8 cabinet is
a gigging bassist’s dream, capable of handling 500 watts, yet weighing in at a mere 28
pounds. So it’s not just easy on the ears-it’s easy on your vehicle, your venue and your
vertebrae! The cabinet’s special lightweight design delivers more pronounced lowfrequency response than most small cabs, and the dual 8” neodymium speakers allow
smaller enclosure size while delivering knockout bass punch even quicker than 10”
speakers. Combine these features with the switchable tweeter (full/off/-6db), and you just
became a thundering force to be reckoned with, especially when you pair the Rumble
2x8 with the Rumble 112 Cabinet and a Rumble Head. Other great features include a
side handle for easy portability and a unique magnetic system for holding a Rumble Head
securely in place while delivering a serious amount of bass with no interference from
vibration.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2247008020

Rumble™ 2X8, 2X8”, 500W Lightweight Bass Speaker Cabinet (28 lbs.)

$559.99

Rumble™ 112 Cabinet
Good things do come in small packages! The new Fender® Rumble™ 112 Cabinet is
a gigging bassist’s dream, capable of handling 500 watts, yet weighing in at a mere 24
pounds. So it’s not just easy on the ears-it’s easy on your vehicle, your venue and your
vertebrae! The cabinet’s special lightweight design delivers more pronounced lowfrequency response than most small cabs, and its 12” neodymium speaker gives you
the best of both worlds, squarely between the knockout punch of a 10” speaker and the
seismic boom of a 15” speaker. Combine these features with the switchable tweeter (full/
off/-6db), and you just became a thundering force to be reckoned with, especially when
you pair the Rumble 112 with the Rumble 2x8 Cabinet and a Rumble Head. Other great
features include a side handle for easy portability and a unique magnetic system for holding a Rumble Head securely in place while delivering a serious amount of bass with no
interference from vibration.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2247012020

Rumble™ 112, 1X12”, 500W Lightweight Bass Speaker Cabinet (24 lbs.)

$559.99

Rumble™ 410 Cabinet
The new Rumble™ 410 boasts huge Fender® bass sound from a great-sounding modern
cabinet design. Four 10” Fender Special Design speakers fill the room, with a switchable
tweeter (full/off/-6db) for adjustable high-end response. The powerful 4-ohm Rumble 410
is rated at a volcanic 1,000 watts and sounds great when paired with a Rumble Head
(or any head amplifier rated to 4 ohms). Great features include removable casters and a
unique magnetic system for holding a Rumble Head securely in place while delivering a
serious amount of bass with no interference from vibration.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2347000020

Rumble™ 410, 4X10”, 1000W Bass Speaker Cabinet

$449.99

Rumble™ 350 Combo

Part #

Description

MSRP

2315700020

Rumble™ 350, 350 Watt Bass Combo, 2x10” Speakers and Horn, 120V

$649.99

Rumble™ 150 Combo
The Rumble™ 150 lets you rule stage and studio alike. That’s because it pumps 150 watts
through a 15” Fender® Special Design Speaker and a piezo horn, and the adjustedto-taste overdrive can be blended with pure, clean bass tone for first-rate Fender bass
sound. Other features include a horn on/off switch, XLR output, three-band active EQ
with punch and scoop presets, spring-loaded side handles and removable casters, all in a
ported, rugged and easily portable enclosure. Superb Fender bass tone and performance
at an unbeatable value.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2315600020

Rumble™ 150, 150 Watt Bass Combo, 15” Speaker and Horn, 120V

$449.99
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The Rumble™ 350 pumps 350 watts of seismic bass power through a pair of 10”
Fender® Special Design speakers and a piezo horn, and adjusted-to-taste overdrive can
be blended with pure, clean bass tone for first-rate Fender bass sound. Other features
include a horn on/off switch, XLR output, three-band active EQ with semi-parametric mid
controls and punch and scoop presets, spring-loaded side handles and removable casters, all in a ported, rugged and easily portable enclosure. Superb Fender bass tone and
performance at an unbeatable value.
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The Rumble™ 75 will envelope you in undulating waves of pure bass before you even turn
it up very loud. Its powerful tone is the result of pushing 75 watts through a 12” Fender®
Special Design Speaker, and adjusted-to-taste overdrive can be blended with pure, clean
bass tone for first-rate Fender bass sound. Optional footswitch turns the overdrive on and
off. The Rumble 75 also has a pair of EQ presets for chest-pounding punch and pulsing
mid-scoop, plus a convenient tilt-back design for improved monitoring. Great sound, style
and performance at an unbeatable value.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2315500020

Rumble™ 75, 75 Watt Bass Combo, 1x12” Speaker, Tilt-Back Cabinet, 120V

$329.99

Fender® BassAmplifiers

Rumble™ 75 Combo

Rumble™ 30 Combo
Small black box; big bass sound. The Rumble™ 30 delivers the perfect configuration for
playing at home and doing small gigs where you need to be heard clearly but you don’t
need to be extremely loud. Delivers 30 watts through a 10” Fender® Special Design
speaker, and adjusted-to-taste overdrive can be blended with pure, clean bass tone
for first-rate Fender bass sound. Ported enclosure has a convenient tilt-back design for
improved monitoring. Great sound, style and performance at an unbeatable value.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2315400020

Rumble™ 30, 30 Watt Bass Combo, 1x10” Speaker, Tilt-Back Cabinet, 120V

$249.99

Rumble™ 15 Combo
Small black box; big bass sound. That’s what you get from the baby of the family, the
Rumble™ 15, covered in tough black vinyl and shaking the walls with 15 watts of strong,
clear Fender® bass sound through an 8” Fender Special Design Speaker. Great sound
and easy portability at an unbeatable value.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2315300020

Rumble™ 15, 15 Watt Bass Combo, 1x8” Speaker, 120V

$169.99

Bronco™
Bronco™ 40
Fender’s new Bronco 40 is a compact, lightweight amp that kicks out a wealth of inspiring
tones designed to inspire. It’s loaded with versatile preset amp tones and built-in effects
that make it the bassist’s perfect personal-practice and recording companion. With free
Fender Fuse™ software and USB computer connectivity, creating, editing, storing and
sharing your sounds is easy. The Bronco 40 is an amazing value for the bass player who
enjoys having sonic options to enhance their creativity.
Part #

Description

MSRP

2302000000

Bronco™ 40, 40 watt modeling bass amp with a 10” speaker and Fender®
Fuse™ software

$349.99
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®
Fender® Fender
FenderPassport®
Passport®

Passport®
Passport® 500 PRO
Any time and any place you need big sound with great clarity and convenience, there’s
a Passport® PRO system by Fender® that’s right for you. Take a close look and listen,
and we know you’ll agree that Passport will take you places now as never before. PRO
models are the latest step in the ongoing evolution of Passport into the very finest in
portable PA solutions; keeping the best of previous Passport generations and adding new
features and improved functionality so that Passport systems are ideal for whatever your
application may be - education, sporting and worship events; meetings, seminars and
presentations; gigs at parties, small clubs and coffee houses. The eight-channel Passport
500 PRO is the top-of-the-line Passport system. The 500 model has always had the most
power and the best clarity; now it also has a port that lets you record your performance
with CD quality (.wav) straight to a USB flash drive, CD-quality .wav and mp3 file playback, sub-out jack for an external powered sub-woofer, lighter weight (a full 9 lbs. lighter
than the earlier Passport 500 model), smaller physical dimensions and a redesigned
speaker system with 10” woofer and improved clarity.
Part #

Description

0694405000

Passport® 500 PRO, Black, 120V US

MSRP
$1,399.99

Passport® 300 PRO
Any time and any place you need big sound with great clarity and convenience, there’s a
Passport® PRO system by Fender® that’s right for you. Take a close look and listen, and
we know you’ll agree that Passport will take you places now as never before. PRO models
are the latest step in the ongoing evolution of Passport into the very finest in portable PA
solutions; keeping the best of previous Passport generations and adding new features
and improved functionality so that Passport systems are ideal for whatever your application may be - education, sporting and worship events; meetings, seminars and presentations; gigs at parties, small clubs and coffee houses. The six-channel Passport 300 PRO
takes its predecessor, the Passport PD-250, to the next level with 300 watts of power (up
from 250 watts), sub-out jack for an external powered sub-woofer, lighter weight (a full 12
lbs. lighter than the earlier Passport 250 system), smaller physical dimensions, phantom
power and a redesigned speaker system with improved clarity.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0694403000

Passport® 300 PRO, Black, 120V US

$979.99

Passport® 150 PRO
Any time and any place you need big sound with great clarity and convenience, there’s a
Passport® PRO system by Fender® that’s right for you. PRO models are the latest step in
the ongoing evolution of Passport into the very finest in portable PA solutions; keeping the
best of previous Passport generations and adding new features and improved functionality so that Passport systems are ideal for whatever your application may be - education,
sporting and worship events; meetings, seminars and presentations; gigs at parties, small
clubs and coffee houses. The four-channel Passport 150 PRO system boasts lighter
weight (a full three pounds lighter than the earlier Passport 150 system), two stereo channels (up from one on the earlier Passport 150 system) and improved speaker voicing.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0694401000

Passport® 150 PRO, Black, 120V US

$559.99

Crystal-clear sound. Compact. Convenient. The Passport® Executive is the ultimate
portable sound system for the mobile presenter on the go; ideal for meetings, seminars,
tours, presentations and many other uses - any situation where you need to raise your
voice without raising the roof, so that you can communicate as effectively as possible with
your audience. The Passport Executive is about the size of a small briefcase; easy to use,
easy to move and easy to set up - all of which make it easy to like as the perfect solution
to all of your small-group audio support needs. The Passport Executive lets your voice
be heard with 100 watts of clear stereo sound through state-of-the-art NXT flat-panel
speaker technology, all in a slim and lightweight design that slips easily into its included
laptop-style form-fitted travel bag.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0694000000

Passport® Executive PA, Black, 120V US

$799.99

Passport® P-10 Personal Sound System with wired microphone
This highly portable personal sound system is ideal for paging applications, tour guides,
classrooms, day care activities, crowd control and all situations where you need to raise
the volume of your voice to communicate with a small audience. Passport® P-10 systems
are battery powered and weigh only 6.5 lbs. Wireless models (P-10W, P-10WE) also available. Comes with a dynamic microphone, 3’ coiled cable, battery charger, shoulder strap
and built-in mic stand adapter.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0691110000

Passport® P-10, Black, 120V

$279.99
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Passport® Executive PA
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This highly portable, personal sound system is ideal for paging applications, tour guides,
classrooms, day-care activities, crowd control, and all situations where you need to raise
the volume of your voice to communicate with a small audience. The P-10W systems
are battery powered and weigh only 6.5 lbs. Wired (P-10) model is also available. Comes
complete with a wireless handheld microphone and receiver, battery charger and shoulder
strap. The P-10W also features a built-in mic stand adapter.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0691130001

Passport® P-10W UHF, Black, 120V (6A)

$649.99

Fender®Passport®

Passport® P-10W UHF

Passport® P-10WE
This highly portable, personal sound system is ideal for paging applications, tour guides,
classrooms, day-care activities, crowd control, and all situations where you need to raise
the volume of your voice to communicate with a small audience. The P-10W systems
are battery powered and weigh only 6.5 lbs. Wired (P-10) model is also available. Comes
complete with a wireless belt pack transmitter (includes lavaliere and headset microphones), battery charger and shoulder strap. The P-10WE also features a built-in mic
stand adapter.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0691140001

Passport® P-10WE UHF w/ Belt Pack Transmitter, Black, 120V (6A)

$719.99

Passport® Accessories
ST-275 Tripod Speaker Stands
The ST-275 includes two heavy-duty tripod stands made of anodized aluminum alloy tubing. For use with Passport® speakers or any speaker with a pole-mount adapter (up to 60
lbs). Includes nylon carrying bag.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0699001000

ST-275 Tripod Speaker Stands - 2 speaker stands w/carrying bag

$139.99

ST-280 Stand Kit

Part #

Description

MSRP

0699008000

ST-280 Stand Kit - 2 speaker stands & 2 mic stands w/carrying bag

$199.99

150 PRO Padded Cover
Protect your investment! Padded, weather resistant canvas slip cover for the Passport
150 Pro.
Description

0699016000

150 PRO Padded Cover

MSRP
$32.99
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The ST-280 includes the same speaker-stands as the ST-275, with two additional tripod
microphone stands. All the stands you need in a convenient nylon carrying bag.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Fender®Passport®

500/300 PRO Padded Cover
Protect your investment! Padded, weather resistant canvas slip cover for the Passport
300 and 500 Pro.
Part #

Description

0699017000

500/300 PRO Padded Cover

MSRP
$39.99

Passport® Speaker Wall Mount
Lets you mount Passport® speakers out of the way on a wall.
Part #

Description

0699006100

Passport® Speaker Wall Mount

MSRP
$34.99

Passport® UHF Wireless Executive System
UHF Wireless Executive System. Includes frequency agile UHF Belt pack transmitter and
custom designed docking receiver (usable with any P-80, PD-150, PD-150 Plus, PD-250,
PD-250 Plus, PD-500, 150 PRO, 300 PRO, or 500 PRO), lavaliere microphone, headset
microphone, instrument cable adaptor (to allow you to plug your guitar or bass into the
wireless transmitter), and carrying case.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0692205001

Passport® UHF Wireless Executive System (6A), includes lavaliere and
headset microphone

$599.99

Passport® UHF Wireless Handheld System
The ultimate in convenience for the ultimate in portable sound systems! A 16 channel UHF
frequency agile wireless handheld system. Just connect the custom designed docking receiver into any P-80, PD-150, PD-150 Plus, PD-250, PD-250 Plus, PD-500, 150 PRO, 300
PRO, or 500 PRO, pop a 9V battery into the included hand-held microphone/transmitter
and away you go! No wires, antennas or ugly wall-warts to fuss with. Just what you would
expect from the creators of Passport®.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0692201001

Passport® UHF Wireless Handheld System (6A), includes wireless microphone
and transmitter

$499.99

Passport® UHF Wireless Handheld Microphone

Part #

Description

MSRP

0692202001

Passport® UHF Wireless Handheld Microphone (6A)

$199.99
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Our 16 channel UHF frequency agile wireless handheld transmitter. Works with Passport®
UHF wireless systems. Will not work with older VHF wireless receivers.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

Our 16 channel UHF frequency agile wireless belt pack transmitter. Works with Passport®
UHF wireless systems. Kit includes lavaliere and headset microphone, belt pack transmitter, and carrying case.
Part #

Description

MSRP

0692103001

Passport® UHF Wireless Executive Kit (6A), includes lavaliere and headset
microphone

$299.99

Fender®Passport®

Passport® UHF Wireless Executive Kit

P-51 Microphone Kit
The P-51 is a high-quality, cardioid-pattern dynamic microphone ideal for voice and
instrument use. Comes with microphone cable, stand clip and custom pouch.
Part #

Description

0699000000

P-51 Microphone Kit

MSRP
$55.99

Lavaliere Microphone-UHF Wireless Passport® Systems
Lavaliere microphone used with UHF wireless systems for Passport® units. This microphone will not work with older VHF belt pack transmitters.
Part #

Description

0699020000

Lavaliere Microphone-UHF Wireless Passport® Systems

MSRP
$89.99

Headset Microphone-Wireless UHF Passport® Systems
Headset microphone used with UHF wireless Passport® microphone systems. Microphone will not work with older VHF belt pack transmitters.
Description

0699021000

Headset Microphone-Wireless UHF Passport® Systems

MSRP
$89.99
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Fender® Clothing&Collectibles

Greatest Hits Collection
Fender® Spaghetti Logo T-Shirt
Part #
9101000306
9101000406
9101000506
9101000606
9101000806
9101000369
9101000469
9101000569
9101000669
9101000869
9101000398
9101000498
9101000598
9101000698
9101000898

Description
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Black, XXL
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, S
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, M
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, L
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, XL
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, XXL
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Green, S
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Green, M
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Green, L
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Green, XL
Fender® Logo T-Shirt, Green, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt
Part #
9190010304
9190010404
9190010504
9190010604
9190010804
9190010321
9190010421
9190010521
9190010621
9190010821
9190010369
9190010469
9190010569
9190010669
9190010869

Description
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Blue, S
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Blue, M
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Blue, L
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Blue, XL
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Blue, XXL
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, S
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, M
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, L
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, XL
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, XXL
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, S
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, M
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, L
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, XL
Fender® Amp Logo T-Shirt, Charcoal, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt
Part #
9101009321
9101009421
9101009521
9101009621
9101009821

Description
Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt, Sand, S
Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt, Sand, M
Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt, Sand, L
Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt, Sand, XL
Fender® Genuine Trademark T-Shirt, Sand, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt
Part #
9101100305
9101100405
9101100505
9101100605
9101100805

Description
Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt, White w/ Black Sleeves, S
Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt, White w/ Black Sleeves, M
Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt, White w/ Black Sleeves, L
Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt, White w/ Black Sleeves, XL
Fender® Baseball Logo T-Shirt, White w/ Black Sleeves, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Description
Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, S
Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, M
Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, L
Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, XL
Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt, Chocolate, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Rock On T-Shirt
Part #
9101001346
9101001446
9101001546
9101001646
9101001846

Description
Fender® Rock On T-Shirt, Army Green, S
Fender® Rock On T-Shirt, Army Green, M
Fender® Rock On T-Shirt, Army Green, L
Fender® Rock On T-Shirt, Army Green, XL
Fender® Rock On T-Shirt, Army Green, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt
Part #
9101002306
9101002406
9101002506
9101002606
9101002806

Description
Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Custom Shop T-Shirt, Black, XXL
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Fender® Lightning Bolt Logo T-Shirt
Part #
9101008321
9101008421
9101008521
9101008621
9101008821

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Description
Fender® Revival T-Shirt, Grey, S
Fender® Revival T-Shirt, Grey, M
Fender® Revival T-Shirt, Grey, L
Fender® Revival T-Shirt, Grey, XL
Fender® Revival T-Shirt, Grey, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt
Part #
9101020306
9101020406
9101020506
9101020606
9101020806

Description
Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Taking Over Me T-Shirt, Black, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Clothing&Collectibles

Fender® Revival T-Shirt
Part #
9101010343
9101010443
9101010543
9101010643
9101010843

Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt
Part #
9101030306
9101030406
9101030506
9101030606
9101030806

Description
Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Blue Bird T-Shirt, Black, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt
Part #
9101040306
9101040406
9101040506
9101040606
9101040806

Description
Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Heaven’s Gate T-Shirt, Black, XXL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$24.99

Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt
Part #
9190039306
9190039406
9190039506
9190039606
9190039806

Description
Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt, Black, XL
Fender® Guitar Mechanic Work Shirt, Black, XXL

MSRP
$49.99
$49.99
$49.99
$49.99
$52.99

Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt
Part #
9190041346
9190041446
9190041546
9190041646
9190041846

Description
Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt, Charcoal, S
Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt, Charcoal, M
Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt, Charcoal, L
Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt, Charcoal, XL
Fender® “FEI” Work Shirt, Charcoal, XXL

MSRP
$49.99
$49.99
$49.99
$49.99
$52.99

Description
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Black, M
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Black, L
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Black, XL
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Black, XXL
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Charcoal, M
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Charcoal, L
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Charcoal, XL
Fender® Amp Logo Polo, Charcoal, XXL
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MSRP
$29.99
$29.99
$29.99
$32.99
$29.99
$29.99
$29.99
$32.99
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Fender® Amp Logo Polos
Part #
9190032406
9190032506
9190032606
9190032806
9190032469
9190032569
9190032669
9190032869

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Modern Player Collection
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt
Part #
9190011309
9190011409
9190011509
9190011609
9190011809

Description
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt, Red, S
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt, Red, M
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt, Red, L
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt, Red, XL
Fender® Strat Body T-Shirt, Red, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt
Part #
9190012332
9190012432
9190012532
9190012632
9190012832

Description
Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt, Espresso, S
Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt, Espresso, M
Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt, Espresso, L
Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt, Espresso, XL
Fender® Amplifiers T-Shirt, Espresso, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Television T-Shirt
Part #
9190013321
9190013421
9190013521
9190013621
9190013821

Description
Fender® Television T-Shirt, Cream, S
Fender® Television T-Shirt, Cream, M
Fender® Television T-Shirt, Cream, L
Fender® Television T-Shirt, Cream, XL
Fender® Television T-Shirt, Cream, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Telescope T-Shirt
Part #
9190014354
9190014454
9190014554
9190014654
9190014854

Description
Fender® Telescope T-Shirt, Cardinal, S
Fender® Telescope T-Shirt, Cardinal, M
Fender® Telescope T-Shirt, Cardinal, L
Fender® Telescope T-Shirt, Cardinal, XL
Fender® Telescope T-Shirt, Cardinal, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Telephone T-Shirt
Part #
9190015344
9190015444
9190015544
9190015644
9190015844

Description
Fender® Telephone T-Shirt, Chocolate, S
Fender® Telephone T-Shirt, Chocolate, M
Fender® Telephone T-Shirt, Chocolate, L
Fender® Telephone T-Shirt, Chocolate, XL
Fender® Telephone T-Shirt, Chocolate, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt
Part #
9190016390
9190016490
9190016590
9190016690
9190016890

Description
Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt, Denim, S
Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt, Denim, M
Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt, Denim, L
Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt, Denim, XL
Fender® Acoustics T-Shirt, Denim, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Description
Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt, Indigo, S
Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt, Indigo, M
Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt, Indigo, L
Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt, Indigo, XL
Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt, Indigo, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Flag T-Shirt
Part #
9190018334
9190018434
9190018534
9190018634
9190018834

Description
Fender® Flag T-Shirt, Sage, S
Fender® Flag T-Shirt, Sage, M
Fender® Flag T-Shirt, Sage, L
Fender® Flag T-Shirt, Sage, XL
Fender® Flag T-Shirt, Sage, XXL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99

Fender® Shield T-Shirt
Part #
9190019343
9190019443
9190019543
9190019643
9190019843

Description
Fender® Shield T-Shirt, Grey, S
Fender® Shield T-Shirt, Grey, M
Fender® Shield T-Shirt, Grey, L
Fender® Shield T-Shirt, Grey, XL
Fender® Shield T-Shirt, Grey, XXL
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Fender® Bass Key T-Shirt
Part #
9190017373
9190017473
9190017573
9190017673
9190017873

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$27.99
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Women’s Clothing
Fender® Ladies Spotlight T-Shirt
Part #
9190042306
9190042406
9190042506
9190042606

Description
Fender® Ladies Spotlight T-Shirt, Black, S
Fender® Ladies Spotlight T-Shirt, Black, M
Fender® Ladies Spotlight T-Shirt, Black, L
Fender® Ladies Spotlight T-Shirt, Black, XL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99

Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt
Part #
9190045305
9190045405
9190045505
9190045605

Description
Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt, White, S
Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt, White, M
Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt, White, L
Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt, White, XL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99

Fender® Ladies Innovation T-Shirt
Part #
9190046345
9190046445
9190046545
9190046645

Description
Fender® Ladies Innovation T-Shirt, Evergreen, S
Fender® Ladies Innovation T-Shirt, Evergreen, M
Fender® Ladies Innovation T-Shirt, Evergreen, L
Fender® Ladies Innovation T-Shirt, Evergreen, XL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99

Fender® Ladies Heart Tank
Part #
9190043346
9190043446
9190043546
9190043646

Description
Fender® Ladies Heart Tank, Army Green, S
Fender® Ladies Heart Tank, Army Green, M
Fender® Ladies Heart Tank, Army Green, L
Fender® Ladies Heart Tank, Army Green, XL

MSRP
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99

Youth Clothing
Fender® Juniors Word T-Shirt
Part #
9103001145
9103001245
9103001345

Description
Fender® Juniors Word T-Shirt, Teal, XXS/8
Fender® Juniors Word T-Shirt, Teal, XS/10
Fender® Juniors Word T-Shirt, Teal, S/12

MSRP
$19.99
$19.99
$19.99

Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt
Part #
9104001106
9104001206
9104001306
9104001406
9104001506
9104001109
9104001209
9104001309
9104001409
9104001509

Description
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Black, XXS/2T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Black, XS/4T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Black, S/6T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Black, M/8
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Black, L/10
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Red XXS/2T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Red, XS/4T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Red, S/6T
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Red, M/8
Fender® Youth Rock Star T-Shirt, Red, L/10

MSRP
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
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Fender® Legend Onesie
Part #
9104002356
9104002556
9104002387
9104002587

Description
Fender® Legend Onesie, Pink, 6-12 M
Fender® Legend Onesie, Pink, 12-18 M
Fender® Legend Onesie, Blue, 6-12 M
Fender® Legend Onesie, Blue, 12-18 M

MSRP
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99

Outerwear
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie
Part #
9107000306
9107000406
9107000506
9107000606
9107000806

Description
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie, Black, S
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie, Black, M
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie, Black, L
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie, Black, XL
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Zip Hoodie, Black, XXL

MSRP
$39.99
$39.99
$39.99
$39.99
$42.99

Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket
Part #
9190050306
9190050406
9190050506
9190050606
9190050806

Description
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket, Black, S
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket, Black, M
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket, Black, L
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket, Black, XL
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Jacket, Black, XXL

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$79.99
$79.99
$79.99
$79.99
$82.99
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Fender® Ladies Interstate T-Shirt

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Headwear
Fender® Logo Stretch Caps
Part #
9106000306
9106000506
9106000302
9106000502
9106000309
9106000509
9106000305
9106000505

Description
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Black, S/M
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Black, L/XL
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Blue, S/M
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Blue, L/XL
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Red, S/M
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, Red, L/XL
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, White, S/M
Fender® Logo Stretch Cap, White, L/XL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99
$21.99

Fender® Big “F” Logo Stretch Cap
Part #
9106010306
9106010506
9106010309
9106010509

Description
Fender® Big “F” Logo Stretch Cap, Black, S/M
Fender® Big “F” Logo Stretch Cap, Black, L/XL
Fender® Big “F” Logo Stretch Cap, Red, S/M
Fender® Big “F” Logo Stretch Cap, Red, L/XL

MSRP
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99
$24.99

Fender® Custom Shop Stretch Cap
Part #
9106011306
9106011506

Description
Fender® Custom Shop Stretch Cap, Black, S/M
Fender® Custom Shop Stretch Cap, Black, L/XL

MSRP
$21.99
$21.99

Fender® Logo Beanies
Part #
9106111706
9106111702
9106111709
9106111705

Description
Fender® Logo Beanie, Black
Fender® Logo Beanie, Blue
Fender® Logo Beanie, Red
Fender® Logo Beanie, White

MSRP
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$17.99

Bar Stools
Fender® Bar Stools
Part #
0990205020
0990205010

Description
Fender® 24” Bar Stool
Fender® 30” Bar Stool

MSRP
$89.99
$99.99

Fender® Poker Chip Barstool
Part #
0990225020
0990225010

Description
Fender® 24” Poker Chip Barstool
Fender® 30” Poker Chip Barstool

MSRP
$89.99
$99.99

Fender® Custom Shop Bar Stools
Part #
0990210010
0990210020

Description
Fender® 30” Custom Shop Bar Stool
Fender® 24” Custom Shop Bar Stool

MSRP
$99.99
$89.99

Description
Fender® 24” Custom Shop Pinstripe Barstool
Fender® 30” Custom Shop Pinstripe Barstool

MSRP
$89.99
$99.99

Lounge
Fender® Amp Logo Zippo® Lighter
Part #
9190530191

Description
Fender® Amp Logo Zippo® Lighter, Street Chrome

MSRP
$34.99

Fender® VooDoo Zippo® Lighter
Part #
9190530103

Description
Fender® VooDoo Zippo® Lighter

MSRP
$32.99

Fender® Retro Pub Glasses (Set of 4)
Part #
9190540111

Description
Fender® Retro Pub Glasses (Set of 4)

MSRP
$39.99

Fender® Saloon Shot Glasses (Set of 4)
Part #
9190540112

Description
Fender® Saloon Shot Glasses (Set of 4)
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Fender® Custom Shop Pinstripe Barstool
Part #
0990230020
0990230010

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$34.99
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Fender® Custom Shop Pinstripe Barstool

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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Miscellaneous Collectibles
Fender® Patch Collection
Part #
9100004044
9100004000
9100004005
9100004021

Description
Fender® Lovin’ Care Patch
Fender® Road Worn® Patch
Fender® Interstate Patch
Fender® Amplifiers Patch

MSRP
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99

Fender® I Love Fender Die-Cut Stickers (6 Pack)
Part #
9190560302

Description
Fender® I Love Fender Die-Cut Stickers (6 Pack)

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® ‘46 Die-Cut Stickers (5 Pack)
Part #
9190560301

Description
Fender® ‘46 Die-Cut Stickers (5 Pack)

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® Spaghetti Logo Sticker
Part #
9190560303

Description
Fender® Spaghetti Logo Sticker

MSRP
$4.99

Fender® Amp Grill License Plate
Part #
9190560104

Description
Fender® Amp Grill License Plate

MSRP
$9.99

Fender® License Plate Frame
Part #
9190560103

Description
Fender® License Plate Frame

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® Key Chains
Part #
9190550117
9190550217
9190550317

Description
Fender® Headstock Key Chain
Fender® Medium Pick Key Chain
Fender® Bass Key Key Chain

MSRP
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99

Fender® Medium Pick Mouse Pad
Part #
9190560105

Description
Fender® Medium Pick Mouse Pad

MSRP
$9.99

Fender® Catalog Magnets, Set of 4
Part #
9100001000

Description
Fender® Catalog Magnets, Set of 4

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® Spirit Bottle Opener
Part #
9100000009

Description
Fender® Spirit Bottle Opener, Red

MSRP
$16.99

Fender® Strat® Army Water Bottle
Part #
9190540191

Description
Fender® Strat® Army Water Bottle

MSRP
$19.99
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Fender® Spirit Stainless Steel Travel Mug
Part #
9190540109

Description
Fender® Spirit Stainless Steel Travel Mug

MSRP
$19.99

Fender® Guitars & Basses Mug
Part #
9100000005

Description
Fender® Guitars & Basses Mug

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® FEI Bolt Mug
Part #
9100000068

Description
Fender® FEI Bolt Mug

MSRP
$14.99

Fender® Tin Signs
Part #
0999543000
0999544000
0999545000

Description
Fender® Headstock Tin Sign
Fender® Make HistoryTM Tin Sign
Fender® Strat® Since 1954 Tin Sign

MSRP
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99

Fender® GuitarMania® Miniatures - Limited Quantities Available
Part #
9190560110
9190560111
9190560112

Description
Fender® GuitarMania® Play It Loud Figurine
Fender® GuitarMania® Power of Music Figurine
Fender® GuitarMania® Peace Figurine

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com

MSRP
$32.99
$32.99
$32.99
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Fender® Patch Collection
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Fender® Key Chains

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fender.com
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